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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A DECISION SUPPORT
FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING MANUFACTURING
ALTERNATIVES

1. INTRODUCTION

To be competitive in domestic and international markets, manufacturing
management is routinely faced with the decision to automate or replace existing
production facilities with advanced manufacturing technologies. Installation of
advanced manufacturing technologies requires high capital investment. There is
much evidence to suggest that automation for automation's sake has proven to be
costly and ineffective for many organizations. Such results have caused increased
focus on the methodologies used in justifying investment in manufacturing systems.

What makes the justification task more challenging is that many benefits of
advanced manufacturing technologies lie not in the area of cost reduction but in
areas such as improved information flow, increased production flexibility, better
coordination with the vendors and users, and increased adaptability to changing
market conditions that are hard to quantify.

1.1

Research Objectives
Evaluating capital investments for manufacturing systems implementation is

a critical task faced by manufacturing management due to the high capital
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investment and the high degree of uncertainty involved in these investments.
Additional complexity arises due to the large number of system attributes and their
complex interactions, and the necessity to integrate the qualitative and nonfinancial aspects in the decision making process.
Use of economic justification methodologies, adequate for short-term
projects, may not be appropriate for evaluating manufacturing technologies due to
the high minimum rate of return set to protect the investment against uncertainties
associated with the future. The inability to quantify and establish relationships
involving qualitative and non-financial aspects of performance further limit the use
of economic-based methodologies in justifying manufacturing investments.
The overall objective of this research is to develop an integrated
methodology for the evaluation and justification of advanced manufacturing
systems. The primary focus in the development of this methodology is on flexibility
and modularity of the approach. Flexibility is necessary to accommodate different
process configurations of manufacturing systems, while modularity of the approach
is required so that changes due to additional information about decision factors and
new technology can be implemented without major changes in the methodology.
The resultant methodology is applicable to a wide range of manufacturing systems
with differing process configurations and technologies.
Even the same industry may use significantly different process
configurations and technologies. It is therefore necessary to limit the scope of the
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study to a specific area within the manufacturing industry. This research will focus
on discrete part processing as in metal removal and electronics industries.
Modeling the justification process is a complex task. It can be based on
cursory analysis of minimal data or can incorporate micro-level details such as
production sequences, scheduling priorities, and part-tool scheduling. Due to
information requirements and time and resource commitments required in this
process, a balanced approach is important. The focus in this research is on "macrolevel" components of an organization.
Specific research objectives include:

Develop a framework for modeling the evaluation and justification of advanced
manufacturing systems.
Implement the justification framework developed in step 1.
Identify attributes relevant in evaluating and comparing manufacturing
systems.

Develop and implement procedures for evaluating, weighting, and integrating
attributes.

Demonstrate the effectiveness of using the decision support framework in
justifying manufacturing investments.
Develop and implement a computer-based decision support system for
modeling the evaluation and justification of a wide range of manufacturing
systems.

4

1.2

Research Contributions
This research synthesized the information on attributes typically used in

modeling the evaluation and selection of manufacturing systems. Measures for such
attributes were developed and synthesized. A survey of selected industry was used
to validate this attribute set.
This research developed a decision support framework for evaluating and
comparing manufacturing alternatives, and demonstrated its effectiveness using a
case study, adapted from an industrial application. The modeling and justification
process developed in this research can be extended to other manufacturing systems
with different technologies and product-machine configurations.
Moreover, this research developed a computer-based model for the decision
support framework. This model enables the users to represent a wide range of
manufacturing system scenarios with different process technologies, physical
components, and production process policies. Unlike other simulation software
packages, this research developed a system that does not require the users to have
prior knowledge about the computer model. A user interface solicits user input on
attributes of the physical system and the factors for alternative comparison. The
system output includes attribute value estimation, comparison scores for
alternatives, and an extensive sensitivity analysis that can be adapted to the level of
information intended by the user.

The system allows for both the simulation of the physical system to estimate
attribute values and the multi-attribute evaluation of alternatives.
Finally, this research has two implications, practically and academically.
Practically, this research would assist the decision makers to better understand and
apply the justification process and the system behavior under different
manufacturing scenarios. Academically, the computer-based system can be used
also as an educational tool in helping students learn the decision making process
including the complexities involved in estimating inputs and analyzing outputs and
the tradeoffs involved in the comparison process.

1.3

Dissertation Organization
Chapter 2 outlines the literature review on justification techniques that have

been proposed for use in evaluating manufacturing investments. This chapter
provides a brief review of potential benefits from implementing advanced
manufacturing technologies and the use of various techniques in their justification.
Chapter 3 outlines the research methodology used in this research. This
chapter provides an overview of the primary research components. These
components are then discussed in detail in subsequent chapters starting with
Chapter 4 that focuses on the conceptual framework developed for modeling and

evaluation of manufacturing investments. This chapter also provides a
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mathematical representation of the justification problem developed to help
understand the structure of the problem.
Chapter 5 focuses on the identification of attributes and assessment of their
relative importance. Chapter 6 outlines the aggregation process and the evaluation
of the decision framework. The aggregation process explains the aggregate model
proposed for use in this research. The evaluation of the decision framework
involves developing and evaluating the case study.

Chapter 7 outlines the development of computer-based decision support
system in detail. This chapter explains the implementation of the conceptual
framework into a computer-based model, the modules included in the system, and
the verification process for the computer program.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this research and provides
some suggestions for future research.
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2. REVIEW OF JUSTIHCATION TECHNIQUES

Selecting a new manufacturing investment to replace or to automate an
existing production system is a multi-criteria decision problem requiring evaluation
of tangible (quantitative) and intangible (qualitative) benefits and costs. Some of
the intangible benefits associated with advanced manufacturing technologies persist
over a long time period through successive generations of products (Kaplan
[1986]). For example, flexibility or the ability to quickly respond to changes in

product design, mix, and demand extends beyond the life cycle of a particular
product. Thus, it is important to accurately capture and include the intangible
considerations in the justification process.

Siha and Linn [1989], Kaplan [1986], and Canada [1985] identify some of
the potential benefits of advanced manufacturing technologies. These are
summarized in Table 2.1. Surveys conducted by DeMeyer [1989] and Hendricks
[1988] indicate that improved product quality is the most widely cited tangible
benefit and has become a top priority in manufacturing industries in the United
States.

2.1

Justification Techniques
Various justification techniques have been proposed to address the

evaluation of manufacturing systems. Randhawa and West [1992a] developed a
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Table 2.1: Some potential benefits of advanced manufacturing technology.

Attribute

Potential Benefits

1.

Flexibility

2.

Compatibility

3.

Learning process

4.

Training

5.

Quality

6.
7.
8.

Reliability
Ca' aci
Inventory

9.

Throughput and lead times

10.
11.

Safety
Floor space

Increased ability to respond to changes in product, product
mix, and volume.
Increased ability to be compatible with the existing (or
future options) of software, hardware, and people.
Increased ability to gain experience with technology and to
test the market with new products.
Availability and good quality of training procedure for
implementing a complicated technology.
Increased uniformity, consistency in product and easiness in
product testing.
Increased ability to ensure the continuous flow of product.
Increased manufacturin: throu:h ut abili
Reduced inventory size due to flexibility, shorter throughput
and lead times, and improved process flow, and improved
quality (reduced rework-scrap-waste material).
Reduction in time to finish product and process design, to
manufacture, and to ship.
Increased ability to avoid injuries and death accidents.
Reduced spaced requirement due to reduced inventory
level, improved quality, and cutting down large number of
conventional machines by fewer number on computercontrolled machines.

classification scheme for justification techniques based on the knowledge of
decision environment (Figure 2.1). The decision environment refers to the degree of
uncertainty inherent in the system variables. The three conditions are certainty,
where the variables and their interactions are known and established; risk, where
the variables can be predicted with some degree of assurance; and uncertainty,
where the system is totally unpredictable. The other criterion for the classification is
the type of system attributes. These can be either quantitative or qualitative. It is
important to point out that the failure to acknowledge the true nature of a system
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Certainty
Quantitative Attributes
Economic Non-discount
Payback Period
Economic Discount
Net Present Value
Internal Rate of Return
Optimization (Programming)
Linear Programming
Integer Programming
Quantitative and Qualitative Attributes
Scoring Models
Unweighted 0-1
Unweighted Factor
Weighted Factor
Analytical Hierarchy Process
Utility Theory
Linear Additive
Optimization (Programming)
Goal Programming

Risk
Quantitative Attributes
Economic Discount (and Sequential)
Decision Trees
Optimization (Programming)
Markov Analysis
Heuristic
Simulation
Quantitative and Qualitative Attributes
Heuristic
Expert System

Uncertainty
Quantitative Attributes
Optimistic-Pessimistic Models
Minimax
Maximin
Laplace
Savage
Qualitative Attributes
Strategic
Technical Importance
Business Objectives
Competitive Advantage

Figure 2.1: Classification scheme for justification techniques (Randhawa and West
[1992a]).
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and its environment and the type of attributes may lead to the selection of an
inappropriate justification technique and consequently to incorrect results.
Meredith and Hill [1987] propose four levels of manufacturing technology
based on the level of manufacturing integration. These levels are (a) stand-alone,
(b) cell manufacturing, (c) linked islands, and (d) full integration. They claim that it
is the intended level of manufacturing integration (not the type of machines or
equipment) that determines the appropriate justification approach.
The stand-alone level of integration is characterized by individual machine
or equipment controlled by computers or programmable controllers with locally
limited information requirements. The purpose of this level is only to replace an
existing machine or a group of machines (or workers) so that the existing operation
can still be continued. Most commons benefits expected from this level are
increased efficiency, capacity and product quality. The economic justification
approaches are most appropriate for this level of integration.
The cell manufacturing level consists of several stand-alone machines or
equipment which are connected in a cellular configuration and controlled by
computers with integrated information systems. This collection of equipment

performs a variety of functions to produce a family of parts. An exampleof this
level is a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) with several numerical control
machines and automated materials handling systems.

Implementation of this level is intended to make the manufacturing system
more effective in achieving improved product quality and consumer response and
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lower in-process inventories. Besides the tangible benefits, some intangible benefits
from this level of integration include increased flexibility, improved compatibility,
and smoother work flows. Another key benefit is the growth opportunities from the
more fully integrated system (Kester [1984]). Unlike the implementation of standalone level, this implementation will moderately affect the organizational structure
due to interfaces used to coordinate the components of a manufacturing system.
Due to the multi-criteria nature of the problem, economic justification
approaches are not adequate for this level. Approaches suggested for this level

include "portfolio" approaches that maximize benefits subject to capital investment
and risk limitations or minimize capital (or risk) subject to an acceptable level of
benefits.

The third level of integration, linked islands, integrates several cells
connected and coordinated through computerized information network. This
extensive integration involves multiple departments and functions and may affect
organizational structure of the company. The primary benefits of this level are
intangibles including production flexibility to create a new product and the synergy
effects within a company in achieving its goals. Due to these benefits, the
manufacturing company has the ability to create new markets for its products, and
to maintain and expand its market share. However, risks associated with the market
uncertainties should also be considered in the evaluation.
Meredith and Hill [1987] propose to use of value analysis and risk analysis
to justify manufacturing investments for this level of integration. Both approaches
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use scenario analysis and incorporate justification techniques used at the first two
levels.

Finally, at the full integration level, all manufacturing and management
functions are fully integrated. This requires major organizational transformation.
The changes will determine how the company performs its tasks in designing and
manufacturing a new product, purchasing, financing, marketing, and other
functions. As expected, this level of integration creates a substantial risk.
The justification techniques should be able to address the strategic issues
critical to improving competitive position for the organization. These include
establishing technical leadership, achieving business objectives, and maintaining
competitive advantage.

Meredith and Hill [1987] show that as the level of integration increases,
justification approaches focused on strategic objectives are more important than
economic-based evaluation procedures. Evaluation at higher levels should
incorporate the factors required for success at lower level.
Empirical findings in a survey by Rosenthal [1984] support Meredith and
Hill's [1987] conceptual framework. The survey shows user satisfaction with the
economic approaches used in the evaluation of stand-alone systems. The survey
also shows equal importance between strategic and economic factors in the
evaluation of higher degrees of automation.
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Economic Approach

2.2

The economic justification approaches have been extensively used to
evaluate investment proposals with emphasis on profitability criteria. The
economic-based approaches include:

Discounted cash flow methods, such as net present value (NPV) and rate of
return (ROR).

Non-discounted cash flow methods, such as payback period.

The non-discounted cash flow methods often supplement the discounted
cash flow methods (Pike [1989]). The most widely used economic techniques are
payback period, rate of return, and net present value. The advantages of these
techniques are their simplicity, clarity, and relative ease of accessing the required
data.

In evaluating manufacturing investment proposals, the economic
justification approaches are generally based on easily-identified cost savings. For
example, improved quality, improved efficiency, and increased capacity may create
cost savings through reductions in quality inspections, rework, scrap, waste,

inventory levels, and direct and indirect labor time (Hendricks [1988]). Other
benefits include reduced cycle time, increased capacity, and improved quality.

Haider and Blank [1983] in their study propose the use of computer
simulation in economic analysis to estimate costs and product revenues including a

range of equipment, labor, product and support costs. Kaplan [1986] in his study
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suggests that probable decline in cash flow, market share and profit margin be
included in the evaluation of the "do nothing" alternative. Some authors have
proposed the use sensitivity and risk analysis, in combination with economic

evaluations in order to explore all possible consequences. Pike [1989] in his study
reports an increase in the use of sensitivity and risk analysis in discounted cash flow
methods due to the availability of computers and software application packages.
Despite their widespread use, there are some drawbacks associated with the
economic approaches as reported by Meredith and Hill [1987], Canada [1985], and
Kaplan [1984]. These include:
Unable to address and quantify the intangible benefits. As mentioned
previously, many of the benefits of advanced manufacturing technologies lie in
strategic areas.

Insensitive to the impact of component interactions on the economic evaluation
of a manufacturing system. Economic approaches view a manufacturing system
as the accumulation of individual components without considering the
interactions or relationships among them. Thus, any incurred costs and revenues
are simply accumulated in the final economic evaluation (Haider and Blank
[1983]). Also cost reductions in one area are sometimes accompanied by
additional costs in other areas. These additional costs may be difficult to
identify and, thus, are often not considered in evaluation.
High "hurdle rate" or the minimum rate of return set by the company. This tends
to reject strategically important projects that offer low profits in the short term.
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Due to these limitations, evaluating advanced manufacturing investments
based entirely on economic criteria is inadequate and can be misleading (Canada
[1985]). Canada [1985] identifies the need of a systematic methodology that
addresses the company's strategic as well as short term objectives.
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Comments on Use of Other Approaches
Park and Son [1988] formulate a multistage investment decision model

based on a multi-period net present value linear programming model which
considers improvements in productivity, quality and flexibility resulting from
implementing new manufacturing technology. The study compares a batch shop
and a proposed cellular manufacturing system.
Suresh and Meredith [1985] discuss two approaches to justification. These
are economic (or tactical) approach to evaluate stand-alone technologies and
strategic approach to evaluate flexible manufacturing systems, manufacturing cells,
and machining/work centers. The strategic approach deals with long term issues
that have direct ties to a company's goal and may affect the entire organization. The
long term issues include selecting the type of technology to be implemented, capital
sources, plan modernization, and competitive position.
Meredith and Suresh [1986] propose an intermediate approach, that is, the
analytic approach. The analytic approach deals mostly with quantitative attributes.
The analytic approach includes scoring models and optimization (programming)
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models. This approach is more realistic than economic approach because of its
ability to capture more information (that is, both qualitative and quantitative
attributes) and to consider uncertainty factors involved in the information. As
expected, this approach is more complex than the economic approach due to the
extensive information required. The analytic approach also allows multiple
measures in the final analysis.
For further discussion on justification techniques, the readers are referred to
Sarkis [1997], Proctor and Canada [1992], Son [1992], Golomski [1990], Soni,
Parsaei, and Khosravi-Kanirani [1990], Parsaei and Wilhelm [1989], Siha and Linn
[1989], West and Randhawa [1989], Park and Son [1988], Meredith and Hill
[1987], Meredith and Suresh [1986], Michael and Millen [1985], and Sullivan
[1984].
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents an investment justification methodology for
manufacturing systems. This methodology can assist decision makers in evaluating
and selecting manufacturing systems based on an overall ranking of alternatives.
Basically, the methodology consists of the following steps:
Develop a conceptual framework for the justification process.
Identify an attribute set, typically used in evaluating manufacturing alternatives.

Refine the attribute list by soliciting input from "experts".
Conduct the first survey to assess the general applicability of the developed
attribute list in the industry.
Conduct the second survey to establish the relative importance of attributes in
the justification process.

Test the effectiveness of using the justification framework.
Based on the justification framework, develop a computer-based decision
support system.

Verify the computer model.

The research approach is summarized in Figure 3.1. This figure also shows the
inputs and outputs for each step in the methodology.
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1. Develop conceptual framework for
the justification process
4,

- Literature review

12.

Identify an initial attribute list

3. Refine the attribute list
- Criteria: completeness, applicability,
non-redundancy, and minimal
- Revise attribute list based on criteria

- Literature review
- Expert opinion

4. Conduct phase 1 survey. Analyze
results
- Select subjects (survey population)
- Design questionnaire
- Distribute questionnaire
- Analyze results
- Consolidate attribute components
5. Conduct phase 2 survey. Analyze
results
- Develop questionnaire for attribute
weight assessment
- Distribute questionnaire
- Analyze results

4,

Evaluate the effectiveness of the
decision support framework
- Establish procedures for assessing
attribute weights and aggregation of
attributes.
- Develop hypotheses and research
design
- Develop case study
- Perform pilot study and analyze
results
- Modify case study based on pilot
study results
- Perform industrial study and
analyze results

Figure 3.1: Research methodology.

Initial list of attributes and
subattributes
- Operational definitions
- Type of attributes
- Measurement scales
- Revised attribute list

- Refined attribute list

- Relative importance of
attributes

I,
Develop and implement a computerbased decision support system
Features: modularity, flexibility,
operatibility, printability, and
accessibility
- Testbed model
- Quantitative and qualitative
measures

Verify the computer model
- Verify each module
- Perform comparison test between
simulation outputs and theoretical results
from queueing models
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Conceptual Framework. The objective of this step is to develop a
conceptual framework that can be used in the evaluation and justification of
manufacturing alternatives. A mathematical representation is also developed to
better understand the problem structure.

Identify Initial Attributes and Refine the Attribute List. Basically, the

objective of these steps is to develop a list of important attributes for use in
evaluating manufacturing systems. Keeney and Raiffa [1976] suggest that it is
necessary that each attribute be complete (covers all important aspects of the
attribute), operational (meaningful/applicable in the analysis), non-redundant (to
avoid double counting), decomposable (decomposable into sub-attributes), and
minimal (to keep the problem dimension as small as possible).
Developing an appropriate, important set of attributes involves:

Developing a preliminary attribute list from literature, case studies, and
manufacturing practices.

Decomposing attributes into sub-attributes, if appropriate, to make them
meaningful and easy to measure.
Developing operational definitions for attributes and sub-attributes.

Establishing measurement scales. Quantitative attributes are usually defined on
an objective scale whereas qualitative attributes may be represented by
subjective evaluations (proxy measurements).
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Validating the preliminary attribute list. This is accomplished by refining the
attribute list using input from "experts". Outcomes from this step may include
elimination of redundant attributes, definition clarification, or addition of new
attributes.

Conduct Phase 1 Survey. The objective of this step is to establish the
general applicability of the developed attributes in the justification process in the
industry. This step involves:
Selecting survey population.
Designing questionnaire.

Distributing questionnaire to the selected respondents.
Analyzing the results.

Consolidating the attribute components that are strongly correlated to each other
into a single construct.

Conduct Phase 2 Survey. The objectives of this step are to establish a
relative ranking of major attributes and identify any significance difference within
industry types in rating the attributes. This step involves:
Developing questionnaire for attribute weight assessment.
Distributing questionnaire to the selected respondents.
Analyzing the results.
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Establish the Effectiveness of the Framework. The objective of this step is
to test the applicability or effectiveness of the framework in evaluating the
manufacturing alternatives. This step involves:
Establishing procedures for estimating attribute weights and for aggregation of
attributes.

Developing appropriate hypotheses for establishing the effectiveness of using
the framework.

Developing a case study representative of an industrial application.

Conducting a pilot study and making necessary modifications to the case study.
Conducting and analyzing the study using subjects from industry.

Develop and Implement a Computer-based Decision Support System. The
objectives of this step are to accurately capture and integrate quantitative and

qualitative attributes, and to allow the users to develop and modify the model of
their manufacturing systems for different manufacturing scenarios. The computerbased decision support system is based on the conceptual framework developed in
this research. The verification process included review of the system by experts

with background in software development on selected features of the system. These
features (Kendall and Kendall [1996], and Hayes [1992]) include:
Modularity: refers to the degree of easiness to accommodate changes in the
system.

Flexibility: refers to the degree of easiness to provide and modify input.
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Operatibility: refers to the degree of easiness to operate the system.
Printability: refers to the ability of the system to make hard copies. It reflects the
inter-operatibility among the system, computer, and printer device.
Accessibility: refers to the ability of the system to retrieve the data. It reflects

the inter-operatibility among the system, computer, and hard drive or floppy
disk.

Verify the Computer Model. The objective of this step is to verify the
computer model in order to establish its credibility. This step involves:
Verifying all modules developed in the computer model.
Comparing the simulation outputs with the theoretical results from queueing
models.
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4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The first objective of this research is to develop a conceptual framework for
modeling the evaluation and justification of manufacturing investments. This
conceptual framework must be flexible to accommodate different manufacturing
technologies and manufacturing policies.

4.1

Frameworks
Figure 4.1 shows the conceptual framework. The primary components in the

framework are decision makers, manufacturing alternatives, system attributes, and
the comparison methodology.

Decision Makers. A decision maker can be an individual responsible for
making an investment decision or a group of individuals from different units of an
organization involved in specifying and selecting a manufacturing system or its

components. The decision environment and the decision makers' experiences and
preferences determine the attributes used in the evaluation process. Each decision
maker may have a different set of attributes and may view or weight the attributes
differently. For example, individuals from finance might view system costs as the

most important attribute, while production personnel might view manufacturing
flexibility as the most important attribute. It is important to represent all view
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tecision is generated)

Figure 4.1: Conceptual framework for modeling the evaluation and justification of
manufacturing investments.

points and ensure that a consensus is reached among the participants based on longterm goals of the system.

Manufacturing Alternatives. An advanced manufacturing system refers to
any computer-oriented system that helps in improving manufacturing productivity

through automation and integration. As mentioned earlier, this research will focus
on manufacturing alternatives associated with discrete part processing as in metal
removal and electronics industries. Purchasing a machine with limited level of
automation can be viewed as a relatively simple process. The benefits are tangible
(that is, relatively easy to quantify) and the acquisition may not affect the entire
organizational structure of the company. On the other hand, purchasing a highly
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automated and integrated group of machines is a more complex process. Benefits
may be both tangible and intangible (that is, difficult to quantify) and the
acquisition may have long-term implications for the production system and the
organizational performance.

System Attributes. A manufacturing system can best be described in terms
of attributes or characteristics. Examples include total system costs, flexibility,
quality, worker morale, and availability of good training program. These attributes
can be either quantitative, such as total system costs, flexibility, and quality, or
qualitative, such as worker morale and good training program.

Comparison Methodology. Comparison methodology in selecting a
manufacturing alternative can be a simple process that may require intuitive
feelings and cursory analysis of minimal data or a more complex process that
involves multiple attributes and objectives and hierarchy of priorities. In many
decision making situations, these objectives may be conflicting in nature. To handle
the complexity of the selection problem, the use of a multi-attribute decision
methodology is appropriate.

In general, the use of a multi-attribute methodology involves the
identification of attributes, attribute weight assessment, estimation and assignment
of attribute values, and aggregation of attribute values. The aggregate model for
use, proposed in this research, is a linear additive model, which is the highly
recommended and widely used in practice.
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Figure 4.2 shows the evaluation methodology, including the interactions
between and among the framework components. In Figure 4.2, manufacturing
system description, management preferences, and operational requirements can best
be described by a set of system attributes. The system attributes may be either
quantitative or qualitative type. Quantitative attribute may consist of cost and noncost factors. Attribute weight assessment establishes the relative importance of
attributes. Score assignment refers to estimation of quantitative attribute values and
subjective evaluation of qualitative attributes. Some of the techniques to estimate
the quantitative attribute values include simulation techniques, optimization
models, heuristic techniques, and cost and financial justification models. Subjective
evaluation usually involves establishing descriptive levels or classes and assigning
numerical values to each descriptive class using an appropriate scale. Finally,
aggregate score is calculated for each manufacturing alternative. Further analyses
including sensitivity analysis, utility-cost analysis, and subaggregate analysis should

also be conducted to determine the ranked-order alternatives and weaknesses and
strengths of alternatives. Sensitivity analysis examines the impacts of using
different weights on the results; utility-cost analysis identifies dominated
alternatives; and subaggregate analysis examines the potential impacts of the
weighted attribute values on the results.
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-Manufacturing system
description
-Management preferences
-Operational requirements

System Attribute Identification
-Operational definitions
-Attribute types (quantitative and qualitative
-Measurement scales

V

Score Assignment

Attribute Weight Assessment
Relative importance of attributes

Attribute Value Estimator
Techniques to estimate the
quantitative attributes:
simulation, heuristics, cost/
financial justification,
optimization, etc.

Subjective Evaluation
Subjective evaluation for
qualitative attributes:
- Descriptive classes
- Numerical score for each
class

attribute scores

attribute wejehts

attribute scores

aggregate score
V

Multi-attribute Analyses
-Aggregate analysis
-Sensitivity analysis
-Utility-cost analysis
-Subaggregate analysis

Figure 4.2: Multi-attribute decision framework.

The computer system developed based on the decision framework is shown
in Figure 4.3. The computer system provides users with a list of potential attributes,
a simulation module for structuring alternatives and estimating attribute values, an
economic justification module for estimating economic measures, a list of weight
assessment methods for establishing attribute weights, and multi-attribute module.
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Multi-attribute Module
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V
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V

Aggregate Analysis
Sensitivity Analysis
Utility-Cost Analysis
Subaggregate Analysis

attribute weights

- Alternative scores
- Ranked order alternatives

Figure 4.3: Decision support framework for evaluating and comparing
manufacturing investments.

4.2

A 0-1 Goal Programming Model Representation
In many decision making situations, a selection process often involves

multiple attributes and objectives which may be conflicting. For example, the
objectives of improving part/product quality and manufacturing flexibility may

conflict with the objective of minimizing total system costs. Thus, to help
understand the structure of the selection problem, a preemptive 0-1 goal
programming model is provided in this research.
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A preemptive goal programming model considers a hierarchy of goals with
differing priorities. The primary goal receives the first priority followed by lower
priority goals. All objectives are assigned target values or goals for achievement.
Each criterion may also be referred to as an attribute. Basically there are two types
of attributes to be considered. These are quantitative attribute and qualitative
attribute, including easily-quantified qualitative attribute using surrogate value, and
strictly 0/1 qualitative attribute. These attributes will be handled differently in the
formulation of constraints.

In a goal programming model, there are two types of constraints. These are
resource and goal constraints. Resource constraints place restrictions on decision
variables and are not related to the goals. On the other hand, goal constraints are
associated with the stated goals. Both constraints will be explained below.
Two types of variables in a 0-1 goal programming formulation are decision

variable X, and deviational variables d1 and d1. The decision variable X represents
the

th

manufacturing alternative being justified. The deviational variable d1

represents that the

th

attribute is overachieved, whereas d( represents that

th

attribute is underachieved. Intuitively, weighting factors or penalties for having

deviations from the target goals can be thought of as being preemptive such that the
goal associated with the highest penalty must be satisfied as best as possible before
considering the goal associated with the second highest penalty.
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Objective function. The objective function in a 0-1 goal programming
model is a minimization problem and consists of deviational variables only. The
goal programming objective function is expressed as:

[Ci

{d0 +d0] +
Mm

[b- d +

dn1n2+ +
d+i] +

ci

[f-

d+nl+n2+i]+

+

fY di+

where:
n1

= number of qualitative attributes.
= number of strictly Oil qualitative attributes.

n3 = number

of quantitative attributes.

overachievement of the

th

attribute (d1

0, for i

attribute (d

0, for i = 0, 1, 2,

ni+n2-i-n3).

= underachievement of the

jth

ni+n2+n3).

b , f = weighting factors or penalties for underachievement, if it
exists (for i = 1, 2, ..., n1+n2+n3).
,

f

= weighting factors or penalties for overachievement, if it

exists (for i = 1, 2, ...,
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Mutually exclusive constraint. This constraint is used to show mutually
exclusiveness of alternatives so the most appropriate alternative will be selected.
This constraint is expressed as:

tx

+

d0 - d0 = 1

where:
X3 = the

th

manufacturing alternative being justified (j = 1, 2, ..., m).

X=0

: if not accepted

X3 = 1

: if accepted

m = number of alternatives being justified.

Goal constraints to handle quantitative attributes. Quantitative attributes in a
goal programming formulation are expressed as follows:

Vij

Xi + dn1+n2+

- dn+n2+ = CFi,(i1,...,fl3)

where:

v1 = normalized value of the

th

quantitative attribute for the j

alternative.
CF1 = aspiration or target value of goal (attribute) i. CF1
n

0, for i = 1,
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Goal constraints to handle qualitative attributes. Qualitative attributes in a
goal programming formulation are expressed as follows:

eu X + d

TF,(i=l,...,ni)

=

-

where:
th

= value of the
TF1

qualitative attribute for the

= aspiration value of goal (attribute) i. TF

th

alternative.

0, for i =

1, ..., n1.

Goal constraints to handle strictly Oil qualitative attributes. It is possible
that a particular manufacturing alternative may offer a specific property, while other

alternatives may not. Use of 0/1 binary variables enables this situation to be
modeled:

X + d+ -

=

TAi,(i=1,...,n2)

where:
Iji

= availability indicator for strictly 0/1 qualitative attribute i and

alternative j.

TA1 =

11

=

Iji

=0

1

: option i is available in alternative j.
: otherwise.

aspiration value of goal (attribute) i. TA1

0, for i =

1, ..., n2.
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Resource constraints. The resource or system constraints are expressed as
follows:

arj X

Br,

(r=l,...,R)

where:
= coefficient of technology of the rth resource constraint for the j

alternative.
Br = limit of the rth resource constraint. B

0, for r =

1,

In general, the goal programming models consider only a small number of
constraints and criteria due to the computational complexities involved in solving

the resulting models. In addition, these models are inflexible in accommodating
changes in number of constraints and criteria and do not provide appropriate user
interaction.
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5. ATTRIBUTE IDENTIFICATION

The objective of attribute identification is to develop an appropriate set of
attributes for use in evaluating manufacturing systems. The process involves
developing a preliminary list of attributes, decomposing attributes into subattributes
(if appropriate), developing operational definitions for attributes and subattributes,
and validating the attributes by soliciting input from "experts".
Through an extensive review of literature, case studies, and manufacturing
practices, a preliminary list of attributes and their operational definitions were
developed. These are summarized in Table 5.1. Each of these attributes is discussed
below in detail.

5.1

Quality
As reported by Hill [1991], Lyons [1991], Park and Son [1988], improved

product quality is the key factor in advanced manufacturing systems and plays an

important role in improving the market share and profit margin of a manufacturing
company by decreasing the total manufacturing cost. In addition, as mentioned

earlier in Chapter 2, improved quality is the most widely cited tangible benefit for
use in evaluating manufacturing system.
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Table 5.1: Preliminary list of attributes.

Definition
conformity (uniformity), consistency in product and easiness in product

Attribute Name
Quality
Flexibility

Safety Performance

Training
Technical and
Management Support
Compatibility

Vendor Support
Total System Cost

5.1.1

testing.
ability to handle planned and unplanned changes caused by internal and
external environments less expensively and quickly.
ability to avoid injuries and death accidents due to a reduced exposure
of workers to hazardous situations.
availability and quality of training procedure for implementing a
complicated technology.
supports provided by company to increase employees' morale,
performance, and creativity, to ensure smooth production flow, and
improve work environment.
ability to be compatible with the existing (or future options) of software,
hardware, and people.
quality dimension of the services and support functions performed by
vendor before and after sales.
includes acquisition costs for new equipment/system, operational and
maintenance costs, and disposal costs of the products, equipment, and
the manufacturing system.

Notions of Quality

Perry [1992] performed a survey to identify, rank, and evaluate the eight
quality dimensions mentioned by Garvin [1984] in the system acquisition process.
His survey covers a broad range of industry using CIM systems, product, and
location acquisitions. His results show that reliability, performance, durability, and
serviceability rank as the most important quality dimensions in justifying a number
of CIM systems and in assessing the quality of received products. Table 5.2 shows
the definition of these quality dimensions.

Perry's [1992] study suggests to use operating effectiveness as a function of
reliability, performance, durability, and serviceability to justify a major investment.
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Table 5.2: Important quality dimensions, Perry [1992].

Quality Dimensions
Reliability

Performance
Durability
Serviceability

Definition
reflects the probability of an equipment or system being available for use
or failing within a specific period of time.
refers to the operating characteristics of the equipment or system.
measures the projected use available from the system or equipment over its
intended operating cycle.
the speed, accessibility, and ease of repairing the equipment or system item
or having it repaired.

The operating effectiveness is used as a minimum requirement or constraint defined
by the users and must be satisfied by the investment alternatives.

Even though Perry's study suggests that quality could be measured
objectively and proposes to use operating effectiveness as minimum requirement,

the study does not consider and recognize any costs associated with assessing
quality of either the CIM systems or the products.

5.1.2

Quality of Conformance (Manufacturing Approach)

Quality, as defined by Montgomery [1997], is the extent to which products

meet the requirements of people who use them. The term quality then is grouped
into two types. These are quality of design and quality of conformance.
Quality of design relates to the intended features of a product. For example,
a product with many desirable features (or options) would be considered to have a
better quality of design than a product with less or without these features. Quality of
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conformance simply relates to whether or not the product conforms to the intent of
the design or meets the requirements.

The quality attribute in the justification process has two dimensions: a
qualitative dimension (as for example, in customer acceptance or customer
satisfaction) and a quantitative dimension (as for example, in-process sampling
costs, quality inspection costs of incoming materials, and non-conformance costs).
Customer satisfaction seems more appropriate for and has the greatest use in the
service sectors. The quality measurement in the non-manufacturing sectors is much
defined by customers' perception of the service(s) they receive. On the other hand,
quality measurement in the manufacturing sectors is best defined by objective
indices such as product volume, cost of non-conformance, and warranty-claim cost.
As a result of improved product quality in advanced manufacturing systems,
some authors, for example Owen [1991], Kaplan [19861, Canada [1985], and
Suresh [19851, suggest that anticipated savings related to quality include:
Less rework, scrap, waste disposal, and consequently, less material handling
activities of material and/or finished products.
Fewer returned products and consequently, decreased freight costs, material
handling costs, and warranty claims.

Fewer inspections and testing hours, consequently, mean fewer numbers of
inspection stations and inspectors.
Fewer service calls, fewer product recalls, and consequently, fewer customer
service employees to handle the complaints.
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.

Less business risk.

Based on the nature of the anticipated savings mentioned above, it is
suggested that the quality attribute be treated as quantitative attribute and measured
in monetary terms in this research and the justification technique should include all
anticipated savings in labor costs and in manufacturing costs as the results of
decreased defects in manufacturing processes and in finished products.

5.1.3

Quality Cost Components

For the purpose of cost justification, the costs associated with quality of
conformance can be classified into four components as suggested in Babcock
[1991], Garvin [1992], Golomski [1990], and Roth and Morse [1983]. These cost
components are as follows:

Prevention Costs. These are the costs associated with designing and
implementing the quality control system in order to prevent defective parts or
products. These prevention costs might include the costs of quality control system
development and update, quality control planning, quality control training and
education programs, pilot studies for process validation, reliability engineering and
testing, and data analysis and reporting.

Appraisal Costs. These are the costs associated with (1) depreciation of all

test instruments or equipment, (2) perfoituing quality standard tests, and (3)
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maintaining the test equipment so that smooth product flow would exist in
manufacturing floor.

Performing the quality standard tests might include the inspections of
incoming raw materials and parts (whether performed by the suppliers or by the

manufacturing system itself), the inspections of in-process parts/products and
finished products, the in-house quality audits, and the audits of suppliers.

Maintaining the test equipment activities includes the maintenance and repair on all
gauges, and tools and fixtures.

Internal Failure Costs. These are the costs associated with raw materials and
finished products that fail to meet or pass the quality standard tests before the
finished products are shipped to consumers. As expected, these failures will result
in manufacturing losses. Internal failure costs might consist of the costs of rework
(that is, making the defective items fit for use), repair, scrap or disposal (that is, the
costs of labor and material spent on unrepairable items), downtime of the system

(that is, waiting for material or part or product replacement), necessary retesting of
reworked or repaired products, and handling of defective materials or products.

External Failure Costs. These costs are contributed to the inferior finished
products that are shipped to consumers. These costs generally consist of the costs of
handling the customer complaints (service calls), handling the returned products
(that is, shipping or transportation, and in-process material handling costs), the
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warranty claims for repair or rework or replacement, the product recalls, and out of
warranty repairs, reworks or replacements.

It should be pointed out that prevention costs, appraisal costs, internal
failure costs, and external failure costs are integrated in the total system cost
discussed later in Section 5.8.

5.1.4

Scheme to Model Quality Cost

A proposed scheme to model the quality costs in this research is shown in
Figure 5.1. The quality cost components are discussed below in detail.

Prevention and Appraisal Costs. The prevention costs and appraisal costs
exist because a lack of quality conformance can exist throughout the production
processes. Planning the quality control system basically depends on the (pilot) study
results of the process capabilities and control charts. Process capability results (i.e.,
upper and lower specification limits or USL and LSL, respectively) reflect the
capabilities of the machines (processes) involved in the manufacturing processes.
On the other hand, results from tools such as control chart reflect the output or the
product characteristics coming out from the processes.

Even though 100% inspection plans are possible in advanced manufacturing
systems using autonomous inspection devices, such plans are not always possible in

practice and may not necessarily be "better" than sampling inspection plan for
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Deteimine Quality Control System Plan:
- USLJLSL and UC1JLCL
sampling inspection plan
- 100% final inspection plan
- assignable cause & false alarm
- defective proportion of a part
- type-I error (good as bad)
- type-il error (bad as good)
- reusable rate after reworking a defective part
- corrective action costs:
false alarm investigation
assignable-cause correction
process capability improvenui

Identify Quality Cost Components

4

4

4

Identify Prevention
Costs (Table 5.3)

Identify Appraisal
Costs (Table 5.3)

Identify Internal Failure
Costs (Table 5.5)

Identify External
Failure Costs
(Table 5.5)
4.

Calculate Quality Costs

Figure 5.1: Scheme to model quality costs.

component parts. Components of prevention and appraisal costs are summarized in
Table 5.3 (see Son [1991] and Golomski [19901).

As the results of using process capabilities, control charts, and sampling
plans, some additional cost components of quality control system plan can be
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Table 5.3: Components of prevention and appraisal costs.

Quality Cost
Prevention Costs (as a cost
component of Non-recurring
Manufacturing in Total
System Cost Analysis).

2.

Appraisal Costs (as a cost
component of Recurring
Manufacturing in Total
System Cost Analysis).

- Components
- Quality control system development and update.
- Quality control planning.
- Quality control training and education.
- Pilot studies.
- Reliability engineering and testing.
- Data analysis and reporting.
- Incoming raw material and part inspection.
- In-process (component) part or product inspection.
- Finished product inspection.
- In-house quality audits.
- Supplier audits.
- Maintenance and repair costs of all gauges, tools, and
fixtures.
- All instrument / equipment depreciation.

identified. These includes cost of investigating a false alarm, cost of correcting an
assignable cause, and cost of improving process capabilities.

Internal and External Failure Costs. The internal and external failure costs
exist due to lack of quality conformance. Even in a 100% sampling scheme,
defective products can result due to the continued production during an out-ofcontrol process state.

In order to estimate failure costs of a 100% final inspection plan, four
possible cases are identified and shown in Table 5.4. Based on these possible
failure cases, cost components of internal and external failure costs are identified in
Table 5.5.
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Table 5.4: Four possible failure cases.

Failure Type
1. Internal
2. Internal
3. Internal
4. External

Case
Good as Bad
Bad as Bad & Can be Reused
Bad as Bad & Cannot be Reused
Bad as Good

Action

Failure Cost

Rework
Rework
Rework & Scrap
Solve complaints

Rework
Rework
Rework & Scrap
External Cost

Table 5.5: Components of internal and external failure costs.

2.

5.2

Quality Cost

Components

Internal Failure Costs (as a cost
component of Recurring Manufacturing
in Total System Cost Analysis).

- Repair cost.
- Rework cost.
- Scrap cost.
- Material / product handling cost.
- Downtime cost.
- Retesting cost.
- Customer service call cost.
- Freight, material / product handling cost
- Warranty repair / rework / replacement cost.
- Product recall cost.
- Out of warranty repair / rework I replacement
cost.

External Failure Costs (as a cost
component of Recurring Manufacturing
in Total System Cost Analysis).

Flexibility,

Like quality, flexibility also plays an important role in improving the market
share and sale revenue (Owen [1991], Wabalickis and Ghosh [1988], and Suresh
[1985]). Owen [1991], Kaplan [1986], and Suresh [1985] claim the potential
benefits and savings as the results of improved flexibility to include:

.

More variety (customized) of small-lot products.
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Shorter throughput and lead times to finish, to manufacture, and to ship or
market the products due to changes in product designs or product mix.
Increased capacity due to reductions in setup times for small-lot products. This
increased capacity might lead to better abilities in handling increased sales and
in entering the new markets.

Increased market share and sale revenue due to increased capacity and faster
time-to-market new products.

Reduced inventory levels due to improved flexibility, shorter throughput and
lead times, and improved process flow. Inventory, in this case, includes
inventory of raw materials, work-in-process parts, and finished products.
Reduced floor space requirement due to reduced inventory levels and replacing
a large number of dedicated, conventional machines by a fewer number of
multi-task, computer-controlled machines.

Although many definitions of manufacturing flexibility have been
developed in published literature (Canada [1985], Gupta and Buzacott [19891, Roll,
Karni and Arzi [1992], and Pyoun and Choi [1994]), manufacturing flexibility, in
general, can best be defined as the ability of a manufacturing system to handle
planned and unplanned changes caused by internal or external environments less
expensively and quickly. External changes refer to variations occurring in product
types, product mix, processing or machining requirements, and quantity of products
or parts allocated to the system or the machines. On the other hand, internal
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changes are changes or variations occurring in machining times, machine and tool
failures or breakdowns, and part or product quality problems.

5.2.1

Notions of Manufacturing Flexibility

Early studies by Browne et al. [1984] and Kaplan [1986] focus on the
identification of tangible and intangible benefits of flexibility and the classification
and definition of flexibility factors. However, these studies do not provide
mathematical tools to measure flexibility in advanced manufacturing systems.
Other studies by Brill and Mandelbaum [1989] and Roll, Karni, and Arzi [1992]
show that manufacturing flexibility can be measured based on the physical
characteristics of the manufacturing systems. These measurements (i.e., flexibility

indices) can be applied to measure the flexibility of a particular machine, a group of
machines in a cell, or the entire manufacturing system including material and
storage handling system.

Basically, the flexibility indices reflect (1) possible operation sequencing
combinations of a product relative to a complete flexibility regardless of the

manufacturing structure, (2) which cell is suited to processing a particular mix of
operations, and (3) the relationships between the manufacturing cell and the
material and storage handling system. However, this approach is inadequate and
sometimes can be misleading in describing the flexibility of a manufacturing
system because flexibility cannot be determined by physical characteristics only.
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Flexibility is the result of a complex combination of physical characteristics,
operating policies, and management practices enforced in the system. For example,
a higher number of possible sequencing combination does not necessarily mean
higher flexibility in the event of blocking or machine/tool failure unless an
intelligent operating policy to move a workpart from a troubled machine to any
other problem-free machine is enforced.

Another popular approach focuses on (1) the identification of factors
contributing to manufacturing flexibility and the sources of changes affecting the
manufacturing system, (2) the quantification of flexibility factors in monetary
terms, if possible, or at least in surrogate values, and (3) analyzing the impacts of
changes on the performance measures quantitatively (Azzone and Bertele [1989],

Hutchinson and Holland [1982], Hutchinson and Sinha [1989], Miltenburg and
Krinsky [1987], Park and Son [1988], Pyoun and Choi [1994], Son and Park
[1990], Son [1991], and Suresh [1990]).
The advantage of this approach is that the flexibility components and their
values can be presented quantitatively as a multi-criteria decision problem.

5.2.2

Types of Changes

Before the classification of flexibility components is discussed, it is
important to understand all potential changes (anticipated or unanticipated) that
affect a manufacturing systems. In general, all potential changes to a system can be
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classified into two types. These are changes that effect the demand rate and those
are changes that effect the resource availability. Changes or variations that effect
the demand rate include:

Part changes that do not require revisions of fixtures and jigs, tooling and tool
magazine, and software for part program. Part changes may be a result of
continuous part improvement or part development. Part changes that require
some and/or total revisions of the above activities.
Product demand or mix changes due to fluctuation in market needs.
Introduction of new products or variants of the existing products.
Discontinuation of the existing products.

On the other hand, changes or variations that have direct impact on the
manufacturing resource availability include:
Minor and major breakdowns or failures of machine, equipment, tool magazine,
and material and storage handling system.
Tool-wear, fixtures, and jigs failures.
Different processing routes, sequences, and times due to random access of the
machine to the part.

Bottlenecks due to unbalanced scheduling or unbalanced processing times.
Use of new raw materials that affects the manufacturing structure.
Use of new process technology (i.e., new machine/equipment, new tools, and
new production processes).
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Although this classification is not unique and is subject to modifications
from one system to another, it does provide an understanding of the potential
changes and leads to a better understanding of flexibility components.

5.2.3. Classification and Definition of Flexibility Components

The most cited classifications and definitions of flexibility components
found in the literature are summarized in Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10. There
is a consensus among researchers that manufacturing flexibility reflects the ability
of a manufacturing system to handle changes economically and quickly. However,
there is no consensus about the classification of flexibility components. Tables 5.6,
5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 show there are many classifications and definitions of

flexibility components that are not unique and sometimes show incongruity and
redundancy.

The scope or domain of flexibility components in different classification
sometimes overlaps each other. For example, routing flexibility (Table 5.6) to vary
machine visitation sequence and process sequence flexibility (Table 5.6) to
interchange the ordering of operations sometimes overlap each other. Similarly,
routing flexibility (Table 5.9) to reroute or vary machine visitation and machine
flexibility (Table 5.9) to process one operation on several alternative machines also
overlap each other. On the other hand, the same flexibility component terms used
by different researchers do not necessarily have the same definition. For example,
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Table 5.6: Flexibility classification by Browne et al. [19841.

Classification
Routing

Definition
ability to vary machine visitation sequence in the events of failure, locking,
etc.

Process
Product
Production
Volume
Expansion
Process Sequence
Machine

ability to vary steps to complete a task so that several different tasks can be
completed using a variety of machines.
ability to change over, that is to produce a new product.
ability to vary part variety for any product.
ability to gain profit at different production volume.
ability to build or expand the system.
ability to interchange the ordering of several operations per part type.
ability to replace the worn-out or broken tools, change tools in tool
magazine, and mount new fixtures without long setup times.

Table 5.7: Flexibility classification by Azzone and Bertele [1989].

Classification
Routing

Process
Product

Production
Volume
Expansion

Definition
ability to operate when one or more machines are out of order (breakdown).
This manufacturing system availability is measured by the ratio between the
expected production and the fully operating production.
ability to operate product mix. This is measured by the setup times.
ability to handle new products and product mix variations. This is measured by
the costs of fixtures and jigs, CNC programs, etc.
the probability of being able to process a new product or product mix variations.
ability to operate with a low reduction in the operating margin during a
decreased demand.
ability to acquire the new machine. This is measured by the difference between
the costs of getting the machine now and later.

product flexibility to handle variations in product mix in Table 5.8 has different
meaning from product flexibility to handle new part types or products in Table 5.9.
Probably the most thorough flexibility classification is defined by Sethi and
Sethi [1990] and shown in Table 5.10. The first three flexibility components (that
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Table 5.8: Flexibility classification by Son and Park [1988].

Classification
Process

Product

Definition
ability to handle changes in part processing caused by machine setup,
equipment/tool breakdowns, random access of product mix, or changes in
process schedules. This is measured by WIP (Work-In-Process) cost.
ability to handle changes or variations in product mix due to changing market

demand. This is measured by the setup cost.
ability to handle frequent introductions of new products and variants of existing
products. This is measured by the idle cost.
Demand
ability to handle demand rate changes. This is measured by the inventory cost of
raw materials and finished goods.
Note: Study by Son and Park [1988J is considered to be the first study that quantifies all the
components into monetary terms.
Equipment

Table 5.9: Flexibility classification by Suresh [1990].

Classification
Routing

Process/mix

Product

Definition
ability to reroute and process a given set of parts on alternate machines due to
unanticipated events. This is measured by the capacity slack of excess machines,
tools, tool magazine, fixtures and jigs, etc.
ability to produce a variety of part types. This is measured by the change over
cost (setup cost) to load and unload tooling in and from the tool magazine.
ability to introduce new part types/products. This is measured by the
preproduction lead time and costs in tooling, fixtures and jigs, CNC programs,
etc.

Volume
Expansion

Machine

ability to gain profit at any level of demand. This is measured by NPV.
ability to add capability and capacity in modular approach. This is measured by
risk and return of an investment.
ability to perform one operation in more than one machine group and several
operations in one machine with tool magazine. This is measured by the setup
time and cost.

is, machine, material handling, and operation flexibilities) are the basic component
of flexibilities. Process, product, routing, volume, and expansion flexibilities are

Table 5.10: Flexibility classification by Sethi and Sethi [1990].
Classification
Machine

Material
Handling
Operation

Process
Product
Routing

Volume
Expansion

Program

Production

Market

Definition
ability of the machine to perform various types of operations without requiring a prohibitive effort (high costs or amounts of time) in
switching between operations. This flexibility allows small batch sizes which in turns results in lower inventory costs, higher machine
utilizations, ability to produce complex parts, and improved product quality.
ability to move different part types efficiently for proper positioning and processing through the manufacturing facility it serves. This
material handling system performs loading/unloading of parts, inter-machine transportation, and storing parts under various conditions
of manufacturing facility. This flexibility may increase machine availability and reduce throughput times.
ability of a part to be produced in different ways (process plans or sequence of operations). Operation flexibility requires material
handling devices be able to deliver part type to machine in different possible orders and affects the routing flexibility.
ability of the system to produce a set of part types (a known set of part types) without major setups. This flexibility is useful in
reducing batch sizes and, in turn, inventory costs.
the ease with which new parts can be added or substituted for existing parts. Product flexibility allows part mix (new) to be changed
inexpensively and rapidly. Unlike process flexibility, product flexibility still requires some major setups of equipment.
ability of a manufacturing system to produce a part by alternate routes through the system. This flexibility reflects that a part still can
be processed by alternate machine in the event of machine breakdown, but, with a reduced throughput rate. It also allows for efficient
scheduling of parts via an improved machine-load balance.
ability to operate profitably at different overall output levels. This flexibility allows the factory to adjust the production within a wide
range of capacity.
the ease with which its capacity and capability can be increased when needed. This may shorten implementation time and reduce costs
of new products, variants of existing products, or added capacity.
ability to run virtually unattended for a long period. This means that inspection, fixturing, and maintenance are still performed during
the first shift. Unattended operation during the second and third shifts requires better sensors, computer control, and tools to handle
and detect the unanticipated problems. This flexibility reduces throughput time by reducing setup time with better inspection and
gauging, fixtures, and tools.
the universe of part types that the manufacturing system can produce without adding major equipment. This flexibility depends on the
variety and the versatility of available machines, material handling flexibility, the factory information, and control systems.
the ease with which the manufacturing system can adapt to a changing market environment. This flexibility allows the firms to respond
to changes without seriously affecting the business and to enable the firms to out-maneuver its less flexible competitors in exploiting
business opportunities.
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property of the system flexibilities. Finally, program, production, and market
flexibilities are aggregate flexibilities.
Gupta and Somers [1992] propose to use a standard instrument to measure
manufacturing flexibility. Their literature review is based on the flexibility list
reported by Sethi and Sethi [1990] that consists of eleven manufacturing flexibility
components and 34 subcomponents underlying the concept of manufacturing
flexibility. Using a five-point Likert type scale, Gupta and Somers [1992] perform
statistical analysis to obtain an independent set of flexibility components and
subcomponents. The resulting nine flexibility components and 21 subcomponents
are shown in Table 5.11.

The flexibility components in Table 5.11 may be quantitative or qualitative
in nature. For example, programming flexibility and ability to move different parts
(material handling) flexibility are considered as qualitative attributes; the rest of the
flexibility components are considered as quantitative.

5.2.4

Scheme to Model Flexibility

Based on the results of the studies conducted by Gupta and Somers Il 1992]
and Sethi and Sethi [1990], some important issues about flexibility that need to be
addressed in this research are:

In order to have operation (sequencing) and routing flexibilities, an advanced
manufacturing system must have a material handling system that is able to
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Table 5.11: A standard instrument to measure manufacturing flexibilities by Gupta
and Somers [1992].

Component

Subcomponent (instrument).

Volume
Programming

the range of volumes in which the firm can run profitably.
the capability of running virtually unattended system during second and
third shifts.
- Changeover cost between known production tasks within the current
production program.
- The ratio of the total output and the waiting cost of parts processed.
- Number of new parts introduced each year.
- Size of the universe of parts the manufacturing system is capable of
producing without adding major capital equipment.
- Shortage cost of finished products.
- Cost of delay in meeting customer orders.
- The number of different operations that a typical machine can perform
without requiring prohibitive cost in switching between operations.
- The number of different operations that a typical machine can perform
without requiring prohibitive time in switching between operations.
- Decrease in throughput due to a machine down.
- Cost of product loss due to expediting a preemptive order.
- Ability to move different part types for proper positioning and
processing through manufacturing facility.
- Ratio between the total number of path that material handling system
can support and total number of paths in manufacturing.
- Material handling system can link every machine to every other paths.
- Time required to double the output of the system.
- Cost of doubling the output of the system.
- Capacity (output/unit time) that can be increased easily.
- Capability (quality) that can be increased easily.
- Time to introduce new products.
- Time required to add a unit of production capacity.

Process

Product & Production

Market
Machine

Routing

Material Handling

Expansion & Market

deliver raw materials, parts, and finished parts to their assigned point of
destinations. In other words, material handling system must be able to perform
its duties for different alternate sequences and/or alternate routings.
Both the process and production flexibilities reflect the flexibility of the
manufacturing system to produce an existing (known) set of part types. The
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only thing that distinguishes them is that production flexibility involves
considerable setup, but it does not allow adding major capital equipment. On
the other hand, process flexibility does not allow some major setups. The
boundary line between these two flexibilities is rather arbitrary since it depends
on the definition of considerable or major setup. To avoid redundancy, the term
process flexibility in this research encompasses both process and production
flexibilities.

Product flexibility reflects the flexibility of the manufacturing system to add
new parts or substitute the existing parts with the new parts with some major
setups or capital equipment.

Expansion, market, and product flexibilities reflect the flexibility of the
manufacturing system to increase and decrease capacity and introduce new

products. It is obvious that these flexibilities mean the same and require
additional capital investment. Again, to avoid redundancy, the word product
flexibility in this research encompasses expansion, market, and product
flexibilities.
Programming flexibility means that better machine, equipment, tools, sensors,
and controls are required to run the unattended second and third shifts. The
acquisition, operational, and maintenance of this system will be reflected in the
total system cost. Thus, programming flexibility will be dropped from
flexibility list.
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Through literature, case study, and manufacturing practice review, this
research summarizes all potential changes and their impacts on manufacturing
system component, economic measure, and flexibility component. The results,
shown in Figure 5.2, will help the decision makers (or managers) to better
understand the issue of flexibility and in preparing manufacturing plans.

5.2.5

Common Measures

This section will outline the measures that may be used to calculate the
flexibility components shown in Figure 5.2.

Machine flexibility. Machine flexibility refers to the ability of machines to
perform various types of operations without requiring a prohibitive effort (that is,
high costs or amounts of time) in switching from one operation to another. This
flexibility allows small batch sizes which in turns results in lower inventory costs,
higher machine utilizations, ability to produce complex parts, and improved
product quality.

To measure machine flexibility, Chen and Chung [1996] define the
following:

j = index for work station (or machine) j; j = 1, 2, ..., J.
i = index for operation i; i = 1, 2, ..., I.

= {O, 02, ..., O} : set of operations.

Potential Changes
- Part improvements.
- New products and variants of
existing products.
- New materials (part/product
improvements),

Impacts on Manufacturing
System Component
Alteration:
part drawings, jigs &
fixtures, cutting tools,
loading & unloading of
cutting tools and workpart,
transportation.

- Part type changes (mix).
- Product mix changes.

Setup:

- Minor machine/tool
breakdowns,
- Worn-out tools.
- Different process routing,
sequence, and time due to
random access,
- Bottleneck problem
(unbalanced schedule or
time).
- Major machine/tool
breakdown.
New process technology
(machine and tools)

Alteration:
process routing or sequence.
Setup:
loading & unloading of
cutting tools and workpart.
transportation.

Demand fluctuation

Expansion or subcontracting,
shortage or surplus of finished
products and raw materials,
Manufacturing system.

Product discontinuation

Economic Measure

Flexibility
Component

Alteration lead time,
Alteration cost.

Machine

Changeover or setup cost

Material
Handling

Changing fixtures & jigs.
loading & unloading of
cutting tools and workpart.
Excess capacity (from
alternate machine), Alteration
lead time, Alteration cost,
Setup cost, WIP (buffer) cost.

Operation
(sequence)

Routing

Process

(same as above)

Figure 5.2: Scheme to model flexibility.

Excess capacity (from new
machine/tools), Installation
lead time, Installation cost,
Setup cost, WIP (buffer) cost.
Shortage or subcontracting
cost, NPV from risk and return
of expansion, Carrying cost.
Salvage value.

Product

Volume

-

Conversion to a
common scale

-

Aggregate
Flexibility
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I)

= cardinality of a set of operations ) or number of the required

operations.

set of operations that work station j can perform.

p

w = weight of importance of operation i.

the relative frequency of operation i, or
Wi

e13

eij

=

the relative demand (or volume) of operation i, or

= efficiency of machine j in processing operation i.

reciprocal of processing time of operation i by work station j, or
reciprocal of setup time of operation i by work station j, or
= reciprocal of cost of processing operation i by work station j, or
reciprocal of quality of processing operation i on work station j, or
0

eu

Chen and Chung [1996] propose the unweighted machine flexibility of
work station j relative to a set of part types ) that does not consider the machine-

operation efficiency. This measure can be expressed as follows:

uMF(c) =

ici

Vj

Then, the average of the unweighted flexibility for a given manufacturing cell
consisting J work stations (or machines) can be expressed as follows:
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AUMF() =

-

UMF()

The disadvantage of the unweighted machine flexibility is that it does not
consider the machine-operation efficiency in processing time, setup time,
processing cost, or quality. Due to this disadvantage, Chen and Chung [19961 also

propose another measure, the weighted machine flexibility, that considers the
machine-operation efficiency.

The weighted machine flexibility of work station j relative to a set of part

types ) can be expressed as follows:

WMFj(Q)=wixeij,Vj
Then, the average of the weighted flexibility for a given manufacturing cell is as

follows:

AWMF()) =

It is apparent that 0

AUMF())

and 0

AWMF()

1.

The disadvantage of the weighted machine flexibility is that the weighted
machine flexibility cannot be used when the setup time for operation i by machine j
equals zero such that the e1 will be undefined. The weighted machine flexibility and

also become meaningless when the processing times as well as setup times differ
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greatly. Finally, this measure only considers the physical characteristics of
machines and machine-operation efficiency. It does not consider operating policies
such as scheduling rules and management practices enforced on the manufacturing
floor.

As mentioned earlier, flexibility is a result of a complex combination of
physical characteristics, machine-operation efficiency, operating policies, and
management practices. It is clear that bad scheduling rules and management
practices and low machine-operation efficiency will substantially decrease the
available production time. Consequently, this will lower the percentage of finished
orders delivered on time. On the other hand, good scheduling rules and
management practices and high machine-operation efficiency will increase the
available production time resulting in higher percentage of finished orders. This
research proposes the use of percentage of finished orders as a more comprehensive
measure or indicator of machine flexibility.
The percentage of finished orders can be expressed as follows:

Time to process all finished products
Time required to fmished all products

Txtij
Vj
Oji x tij

Vj
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where:

t: time required to process product i on work station j (that is for operation

j).
O: total order of product i on work station j.
T: total throughput of product i on work station j.

PFOj(): percentage of finished orders for work station j as an indicator of
weighted machine flexibility.

However, it is also important to point out that PFO() can also be
estimated from the ratio between the total number of completed processes on work
station j and the total number of required processes on work station j. Thus, the

percentage of finished orders (products) can also be expressed as follows:
Total number of completed processes on work station j
Total number of processes to be performed on work station j
T3

PFO()= ;

Vj

,Vj

oiJ

Material Handling Flexibility. Material handling flexibility refers to the
ability to move different part types efficiently for proper positioning and processing
through the manufacturing facility. This material handling system performs
loading/unloading of parts, inter-machine transportation, and storing parts under
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various conditions of manufacturing facility. This flexibility may increase machine
availability and reduce throughput times.

Chatterjee et al. [1984] specify the transportation network by a matrix which
defines all possible links between all machining centers. The elements of this
matrix are defined as:

JO : material handling device cannot support path from machine ito macbinej
1: material handling device can support path from machine ito machine j

-

As suggested by Somers [19921 and Chatterjee et al. [1984] material

handling flexibility can be measured by the ratio between the total number of paths
supported by the material handling device (system) and the total number of paths
the manufacturing system can have on the floor. This ratio, as a measure of material
handling flexibility, does not specify the actual paths taken by material handling
system. This ratio only shows the potential material handling flexibility that the
system could have.

Similar to Chatterjee et al. [1984] suggestion, this research proposes the use
of the actual ratio of material handling of a given set of part types H = { P1, P2,

PHI as a measure of the material handling flexibility. This ratio is expressed as
follows:

Total actual number of paths taken for parts H
Total number of paths supported by material handling
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Paths P1 r Paths P2 r ... r Paths PH
= Total number of paths supported by material handling
or
I-1

fl Paths Ph

RMH(fl)-

Total number of paths supported by material handling

Operation (sequence) Flexibility. Operation or sequence flexibility indicates
the ability of a part to be produced in different ways (i.e., process plans or sequence
of operations). Operation flexibility requires material handling devices be able to
deliver part type to machine in different possible orders and affects the routing
flexibility.

This research proposes the use of ratio of operation flexibility to produce a

set of part types Fl, ROF( II), as the measure of the operation flexibility. This ratio
is expressed as follows:

ROIfl)

Actual number of process plans

- Feasible number of process plans

It should be pointed out that the feasible number of process plans is simply
less than or equal to the maximum theoretical number of process plans, n!, where n
is the required number of operations. The intermediate states of the actual number
of process plans is simply less than or equal to the maximum number of

intermediate states, 2 - 2. The state of a product or part is determined by the set of
operations already performed on it.
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Routing Flexibility. Routing flexibility is the ability of a manufacturing
system to produce a part by alternate routes through the system. This flexibility
reflects that a part still can be processed by an alternate machine in the event of
machine breakdown, but perhaps at a reduced throughput rate. It also allows for
efficient scheduling of parts via an improved machine-load balance.
The measure for routing flexibility suggested for use is adapted from Chen
and Chung [1996]. Let:

ITT = (Pi, P2, P3, ..., PH} : a set of part types with h = 1, 2, ..., H,

rh = the number of feasible routes that part h can follow, h = 1, 2, ..., H, and
ah = the number of routes actually used by part type h

Then the potential routing flexibility relative to a set of part types H can be
expressed as:

PRH)= _r
On the other hand, the actual routing flexibility relative to a set of part types fT can
be expressed as:

ARF(fl)= 'ab
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From the above equations, it is apparent that PRIH)
PRF(U)

ARF(fl)

1, and

ARF(H). When PRI9JT) = 1 and ARF(fl) = 1, each part type has

one fixed routing plan.

Thus, the ratio of actual routing to the potential routing, RFU(fl), is used to
show how well the potential routes are utilized:

RFU(fl)

ARF(H)
PRF(ITI)

Process flexibility. Process flexibility is the ability of the system to produce
a set of part types (a known set of part types) without major setups. This flexibility
is useful in reducing batch sizes and, in turn, inventory costs. As reported by Carter
[1986] and Sethi and Sethi [1990], the ratio between the average changeover time

from all operations in a set of parts H and the average cycle time of U should be
used to measure the process flexibility. The ratio of process flexibility, RPsF( H), is
expressed as:

RPsF(H) =

Average changeover time of all operations in H
Average cycle time (ITT)

Product flexibility. Product flexibility refers to the ease with which new
parts can be added or substituted for existing parts. Product flexibility allows part
mix (new) to be changed inexpensively and rapidly. Unlike process flexibility,
product flexibility still requires some major setups of equipment.
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Sethi and Sethi [1990] and Hollard and Margirier [1986] suggest to measure
the product flexibility of switching from one part mix to another by comparing the
costs incurred in switching to the total production cost. On the other hand, Jaikumar
[1984] proposes to express the product flexibility as the ratio between the number
of the new parts and the switching costs.
This study proposes the use of ratio between the setup cost incurred during

switching part mix fl and the total production cost as defined by Hollard and
Margirier[ 1986] because the setup cost also reflects the number of the new parts

introduced in monetary terms. Thus, the ratio of product flexibility, RPoF (11), can
be defined as:

RP0F(I1) =

Setup costs due to switching fl
Total production cost

Volume flexibility. Volume flexibility is the ability to operate profitably at
different overall output levels. This flexibility allows the factory to adjust the
production within a wide range of capacity. As reported by Sethi and Sethi [1990],
there are two aspects of volume flexibility. These are the speed of response to
upwards and downwards movements in output levels (short-term strategy) and the
range of variation of upwards and downwards (long-term strategy).
For an advanced manufacturing company, the long-term strategy focused on
a wide range of output level variation is more important. The measure for volume
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flexibility is the amount of slack capacity as expressed by the Potential
Requirement Ratio (PRR):

PRR=

Total available time - (Required time + Maintenance time)
Required time

PRR

Nonrequired time - Maintenance time
Required time

or

Based on this formulation, it is apparent that there are three possibilities

(1) PRR ) 0 shows excess capacity, (2) PRR ( 0 shows capacity shortage, and (3)
PRR

5.3

0 shows neither no excess capacity nor shortage of capacity.

Safety Performance
As reported by Sugimoto [19941 and Nanthavanij [1992], the workers and

the manufacturing components in ,a traditional manufacturing system (for example,

a flow line manufacturing system) interact on a continuous basis or at regular time
intervals such that the workers are exposed to and become aware of both the
manufacturing system and the hazardous situations. These hazardous situations, in
turn, may develop safety consciousness among the workers.
The use of an advanced manufacturing technology in a manufacturing
system introduces workers to not only new types of the highly automated machines,
equipment, robots, storage and retrieval system, and material handling systems, but
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also differing work environments, differing job functions, and new protective and
warning devices. In general, advanced manufacturing systems lead to a reduced
exposure of workers to hazardous situations due to high levels of automation,
compared with conventional manufacturing systems. This reduced exposure, in
turn, reduces the workers' safety consciousness and makes the hazardous situations
less recognizable for workers. When a work environment becomes hazardous for
workers, an accident tend to occur and could be costly to the company, worker,

worker's family, and the community (Nanthavanij [1992]).
In addition, injury-causing accidents due to the lack of familiarity with the
new system are also compounded by the unavoidable close contact of the operators
and the new system, especially, during setup, training, maintenance, operation, and
repair (Giusti and Tucci [1994]). Sugimoto [1994] reports that, in 1984, $50 billion
was paid out to accident-related cases in the United States alone.

5.3.1

Notions of Safety Performance

Before July 1, 1971, work-related injury statistics (that is, frequency and
severity rates) were calculated using ANSI Zi 6.1-1967 and intended as accurate
representation of safety efforts in a company (Grimaldi and Simonds [1989]).
Frequency rate indicates the rate of the disabling injury occurrence, while severity
rate indicates the seriousness of the injury experience.
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Frequency rate =

Number of disabling injuries + illness)
x 1,000,000
Total employee - hours worked

and

Severity rate

Total lost workdays x 1,000,000
Total hours worked by all employees

It should be pointed out that the constants of 1,000,000 in both formulas are
based on the multiplication of 50 working weeks per year, 40 hours per week, and
500 employees. These statistics were strictly applicable for disability with lost time
cases only and use a complicated or rigorous set of definitions or requirements to
determine the valid disability cases with lost time.
The word disabling refers to an injury that can cause death, permanent
disability, or any degree of temporary total disability beyond the day of the

accident. The temporary total disability occurs when there is at least one day (not
including the day of the accident) when an injured worker cannot perform his or her
job effectively throughout a full work shift. It was a common practice in many
companies to keep an injured worker from losing time by assigning him or her to a
well established job that still would accommodate his or her injury. This practice
definitely lowers the work-related injury frequency rate in the manufacturing plant.
As expected, the inability of frequency and severity rates to distinguish the
seriousness of levels of lost time cases, the work-related injury cases, and the work-

related illness cases have raised many questions about the reliability of these
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statistics. These situations led to a search for a more comprehensive system of
measurements.

As of July 1, 1971, under OSHA's (The Occupational Safety and Health
Act) direction, a new system of measurements has been used for recording and
reporting the occupational injuries and illnesses. The OSHA's measurements are
intended to capture a wider knowledge of the nation's work-related injury and
illness experiences so that the company could compare the company's injury and
illness experiences against the national survey reports. Becker [1987] reports that
the OSHA' s new measurement system uses a statistic, called an incident rate, as
follows:

Incident rate =

(Number of injuries + illnesses)
X 200,000
Total hours worked by all employees

To achieve a more comprehensive system of measurements, the number of
injuries and illnesses in the numerator in the above formula can be substituted by

the following cases:
Number of injury cases which result in lost workdays.

Number of cases which do not result in lost workdays but require job
termination or job transfer.

Number of cases which do not result in lost workdays but involve loss of
consciousness or restriction of work or motion.
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4. Number of cases which do not result in lost workdays but require medical
treatment by an attending physician or attending registered personnel working

under physician's order.
In addition, OSHA uses another statistic, called incident rate for lost
workdays, to measure the seriousness of accidents and illness.

Incident rate for lost workdays =

Total lost workdays x 200,000
Total hours worked by all employees

It should be pointed out that the constants of 200,000 in both formulas are
based on the multiplication of 50 weeks per year, 40 hours per week, and 100
employees.

Grimaldi and Simonds [1987] propose to use costs to measure the effects of
the occupational safety and health effort in the company. In their study, the costs

resulting from both injurycausing and non-injury-causing accidents are grouped as
follows:

Insurance (insured) Cost. The insurance cost is simply the net amount of the
insurance premiums which, on average, will sufficiently cover the money paid for
medical expenses on compensable cases and compensation to the injured worker.

Uninsured costs. There are four categories of uninsured costs:
Cost resulting from lost workday cases on days away from work.

Cost resulting from OSHA non-lost workday cases attended by a doctor.
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Cost resulting from first-aid cases.
Cost resulting from the non-injury accidents.

Furthermore, the above uninsured cost categories may include the following

cost elements whenever applicable:
Cost of wages paid for working time lost by uninjured workers.

The net cost to repair, replace, or straighten up the material or equipment
damaged in an accident (i.e., the property lost).

Cost of wages paid for working time lost by injured workers other than
worker's compensation payments.
Extra cost due to overtime work necessitated by an injury in order to make up
lost production. The extra costs cover the cost for supervision, heat, light,
cleaning, and other activities during overtime.
Cost of wages paid for supervisors while their time is required for activities
necessitated by the injury. The activities may include handling, recording, and
investigating the injury.

Wage cost due to decreased output of injured worker after returning to work.
Cost of learning from new worker during a learning period.
Uninsured medical cost borne by the company.
Cost of time spent by higher supervision and clerical workers on investigations.

Miscellaneous unusual costs such as public liability claims, cost of renting
replacement equipment, loss of profit due to canceled contracts or orders, loss
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of bonuses, cost of hiring new workers, and cost of excess spoilage caused by
the new workers during their learning period.

It should be pointed out that the uninsured costs cover the ordinary injury
and non-injury accidents. If catastrophes or fires occur, the resulting uninsured
costs must be investigated separately from the uninsured costs of the ordinary
accidents. Then, additional costs may be incurred.

Although the insurance cost is obtainable from the accounting records,
calculating the average net premiums is a complicated task. The actual cost data for
uninsured cost may not be readily available until all medical bills, loss appraisals,
and claim settlements are finalized. Therefore, cost estimations could be used in
place of the actual net premiums (insured cost) and uninsured costs (Nanthavanij
[19921 and Grimaldi and Simonds [1989]).

5.3.2

Scheme to Model Safety Cost

Since numbers expressed in monetary terms are more meaningful than

OSHA's statistics, this research proposes the use of Grimaldi and Simonds' [1989]
cost classification to calculate the safety performance cost as the result of the
occupational safety and health effort in the manufacturing company. Table 5.12
summarizes all the cost components of safety performance cost. This safety
performance cost is integrated in the total system cost discussed later in Section 5.8.
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Table 5.12: Cost components of safety performance cost.

Safety Cost Component
Insured Cost

Uninsured Cost

5.4

Source of Expense
- Insurance premiums
- Medical expense
- Worker compensation
- Lost day case
- Doctor case
- First-aid case
- Non-injury accidents

Remarks
Net premium

- Time lost by uninjured workers
- Property lost (repair, replace, or straighten
up the damaged material or equipment)
- Time lost by injured workers other than
worker's compensation payments
- Overtime activities to make up lost
production
- Activities in handling, recording, and
investigating the injury
- Decreased output of injured worker after
returning to work
- Cost of learning from new worker
- Uninsured medical cost
- Cost of investigations
- Miscellaneous unusual cost

Training
Traditionally, technical training was carried out in a relatively short period

of time and for a relatively narrow domain of operations. However, technical
training for advanced manufacturing systems is usually more broader and must
provide a complete conceptualization and cognitive understanding of the new
technology. It is not infrequent that training is cranimed in at the startup period or
even abandoned at the last minute in order to get the system up and running. As
suggested by Majchrzak [1988] and Rothwell [1987], training needs for advanced
manufacturing system are almost always underestimated although managers
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recognize and appreciate that technical training is required to operate the new
technology, system, or equipment effectively.

Majchrzak [1988] identifies nine components to consider in developing a
comprehensive training program for advanced manufacturing systems. These are
purpose, format, individualization, extensiveness, trainers, presentation, timing,
curriculum, and evaluation. The terms training and education of advanced
manufacturing technologies are also differentiated according to Majchrzak [1988].
The word training refers to the skill acquisition through repetition in performance,
while the word education refers to the information, concepts, and intellectual
abilities. The word training as used here encompasses both education and training.

The purpose of the training program relates to the basic question of why the
training program is required in the advanced manufacturing systems. There may be
several purposes that a training program intends to serve. These range from
providing some basic skills only to promoting career development and selection
process through extensive educational and training programs.

The format of the training program might range from unstructured or
structured on-the-job training programs, off-the-job training programs, or a
combination of these two basic approaches. The unstructured training programs are
usually is simpler and easier to implement. Major disadvantages of on-the-job
training programs include an increase in the cost of mistakes and a decrease in
production line efficiency because of disruptions in production routines. Also the
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program fails to fully educate the trainees with the technological changes; the
trainees are most likely to learn only those techniques showed or demonstrated by
the instructors.

Off-the-job training programs can be conducted in classes (either at the
vendor site or at the company plant site) or in demo facilities that have similar
technology. Using off-the-job training programs followed by supervised structured

on-the-job training allow the trainees to learn the "theory" of operations (i.e., what
the machine or the system is supposed to do) followed by skill development on the
machine.

Individualization of a training program refers to the question of specificity
of the training courses to the trainees with differing level of skills or to the different
group of trainees. Developing a single, general lesson plan for all the trainees tends

to be cost-efficient with respect to time and curriculum planning. However,
knowledge transfer may not be most effective as the educational backgrounds of
trainees may vary from a few years of elementary school to college for others.
Individualization of the training programs has been extensively conducted in
many advanced manufacturing companies. The first step of individualizing a
training program is to review the needed skills to be taught. These skills are then

broken down into several independent modules or discrete learning units. For
example, training a group of engineers in CAD/CAM may involve several modules
of instruction such as computers in engineering, engineering graphics,
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computational geometry, transportation engineering, engineering systems, solid

mechanics, linear control systems, digital systems and signals, modem digital and
analog filtering, dynamic electric and magnetic fields, and fluid mechanics and
aerodynamics (Gibson and Richards [1983]). Usually, the trainees will complete
one module at a time before moving on to the next module.

Extensiveness refers to the question of how extensively (or frequently) the
training program is offered to the workers. Extensiveness of the training program
varies from one-shot initial training offered once to continuous offering of training
and skill development program. There are several reasons suggesting that a oneshot initial training program is not sufficient for companies using advanced
manufacturing technologies. These include complexity of the system, variety of the

problems that differ at different stages of installation and operation and personnel
turnover.

Selection of the trainers addresses the qualifications of the trainers.

Generally the trainers might be professional instructors or consultants hired from
outside the company, vendors or manufacturers of the technology, or corporate
training department setup within the company.
Hiring professional instructors as the primary trainers is the traditional
approach preferred by many companies. This is due in part to the impartiality of the

professional trainers in delivering information to the trainees and the cost of
maintaining in-house expertise. On the other hand, the instructors may not know
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details of production processes of specific plants resulting in lack of specificity and
details required in some cases.

Vendors of manufacturing technology are the most popular source of
structured training. Usually the vendors train a few workers employed by the
company purchasing the new system. After completing the training programs, these
workers are expected to teach fellow production operators and maintenance
technicians about the new system. The advantage of using vendors is that the
vendors are most knowledgeable about how to maintain and operate the new system
because they initially developed that system and continuously look for
improvement. Disadvantages include: (1) the vendors tend to generalize or
standardize training courses, thus may not address specific issues at a location, (2)
the training courses are designed as the machine-specific training courses and do
not provide a systems perspective, (3) vendors usually require that the trainees have
a certain background knowledge about the new purchase, and (4) the initial trainees

may be inexperienced at communicating the course to other employees and
uncomfortable with teaching people.

Another alternative to vendors is to use a corporate training department
setup by the company to provide training to all company divisions and plants.
Usually the training department is well equipped with the latest instructional
techniques, classrooms, high-technology laboratories for production and
maintenance activities, and could cover all the production processes completely.
However, the training courses offered by corporate training department tend to be
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too generalized since the corporate training department must serve several divisions
or even plants in a company. Furthermore, maintaining training department may be
infeasible for many small companies.

Presentation in training programs relates to the presentation of the training
courses. Generally, presentations range from using a classroom lecture (that is,
passive learning approach in which the trainees are the passive learners) to using a
simulator (that is, active learning approach in which the trainees are the active
learners). Since the workers learn best when they take active roles in their training
program, the active learning approach has received more attention from companies
implementing advanced manufacturing systems.

Simulators mimic the actual operations of a machine or a system. The
simulator may include training equipment or machine, computer model, software,

and graphic simulator. The use of simulators in training program allows the trainees
to be actively involved in the program, to learn how one action or situation can setoff a chain of events, and to learn how to handle unexpected situations which can
occur on the production line.

Timing of the training program relates to the question of when the initial
training for a new equipment or machine should occur. Usually, the training
program starts either when the new equipment or machine is about to be installed or
well before the new equipment or machine is installed. Starting training programs

when new equipment is about to be installed creates problems in which the peak
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training activities coincide with production startups and the manufacturing
managers may be unwilling to let their workers go to training programs during this
time. Training plans must be coordinated with purchasing, acquisition, and
installation of the equipment.

Basically, there are two issues to consider in curriculum development.

These are: (1) Who develops the training curriculum and (2) What courses should
be offered. There are numerous options for developing the curriculum, including
college faculty, in-house technical experts, training instructors from corporate
training department, vendors, or a combination of these approaches.
It is difficult to offer a single shot of training to address differing skills of
managers, designers, operators, maintenance technicians, and first line supervisors.
However, as suggested by Majchrzak [1988], a core set of curriculum appropriate
to the plant can be generalized for different manufacturing companies. This core
might include the following:

Human relations training module includes interpersonal skills, communications
skills, problem solving, decision making, team building, and group processes.
Knowledge of the manufacturing processes includes job-specific or job-specific
courses.

Basic skills training: this module is intended as remedial for those workers who
missed high school education and as refresher for mathematics, physics,
reading, and similar competencies.
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The issues to consider in training evaluation program are (1) who evaluates
or performs the follow-up assessment of the planned training program in companies
and (2) the techniques used in evaluating the performance of the workers before and
after the training program is offered.
Sources for evaluating training programs include college faculty, technical

experts, and instructors from company's training department. There is no
established systematic training evaluation program offered by companies. Usually,

the evaluation program compares the performance of the workers before and after
the training program is offered.

5.5

Technical and Management Support
Advanced manufacturing systems bring technological changes as well as a

wide range of changes in human resource management. These changes may result

in uncertainties about the future of an employees' career, work assignments, work
authority, and responsibility. Therefore, it is important that the company provides
technical and management support so as to reduce the effects of uncertainties on

employees' morale and performance and improve work environment. Providing this
support to the employees could be achieved by integrating employees and concepts
of the new technologies and by allowing earlier employee involvement in the
system starting with the design phase (Hughes Aircraft Company [1978]).
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Study reports by Hughes Aircraft Company [1978] and Gerwin and
Kolodny [1992] identify 13 factors usually used to audit organizational
effectiveness in administrative and technical issues. These components are
planning, organizing and staffing, directing, control, communication, marketing and
contracting, conceptual and design, development engineering, design-assist
resources, test and evaluation, production and field support,
procurement/subcontracting, and space and facilities. Since these components are
usually used in manufacturing and research and development organizations, this
research proposes the use of these components to elicit track technical and
management support issues.

Effective planning ensures (1) a unified effort from all functions in the
manufacturing company, (2) the best possible use of personnel, machines,
materials, facilities, capital, and time, (3) timely solution to the anticipated and
unanticipated problems, and (4) guideline to make employees aware of the
organizational goals and how to achieve them. Lack of effective program planning
may result in continual management crisis, chaos among the employees, and failure
in carrying out programs. This situation is a frequent cause of poor performance in
all functional units in a manufacturing company.

Some characteristics of effective planning practices identified in companies
using advanced manufacturing technologies include:
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Program planning is originated by those who must manage and carry out the

work assignments involved. Employees' participation in developing plans
strengthens their commitment in carrying out the plans and promotes their
morale because the employees usually acquire a personal sense of involvement
and a vested interest in the company.

Program planning provides alternative solutions to assure the best possible
approach is selected so as to strengthen the employees' commitment to carry out
the work assignment effectively.

Program planning is developed based on realistic schedules so that the
deadlines become clear to the employees, If the deadlines are not valid, the
employees will soon lose their commitment to carry out the work assignment.
Program planning must undergo periodic review and revision due to
uncertainties affecting the manufacturing systems.

Organization structure and staffing can be viewed as a means to achieve the
best possible use of resources by finding the best match between job assignments
and qualified employees. This is particularly important since employees'
performance is determined by both their abilities and motivational reaction to the

job situation.
Organization structure must reflect the most effective grouping of functions
in order to achieve the company's objectives. It must be viewed as a means to
achieve the best possible use of available resources with a clear identification of
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responsibility, authority, and performance accountability. Staffing deals with
selecting talented employees, particularly in the technology, to introduce new ideas
in the company. These new talented employees usually act as stimulus to the

company and often lead to valuable innovations.

Directing in organizations usually includes directing assignments and
delegating the authority to, exacting the accountability from, and rewarding the

achievements to the employees (Babcock [1991]). When an assignment is given to
an employee, the authority to carry out the assignment must also be delegated so
that the employee could effectively utilize the resources needed. The employees
must also be made responsible and accountable for carrying out the assignments

and reporting the progress to the management. Finally, the employees' achievement
must be rewarded based on the standard performance measure used in the company.

Directing usually increases employees' initiative and creativity, develops
their skills, and results in more practical decisions since decisions are made closer
to the work being performed; authority usually creates sense of job employment
security while the employees perform their duties. In addition, rewards or

appreciation from the company to the employees also strengthens their commitment
to perform their best in the future.

Effective control measures progress achieved by employees, departments,
and company against plans, detects any deviation, indicates corrective actions, and
ensures that corrective actions improve the deviations. Effective control increases
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creativity, innovation, and intelligent risk-taking among the employees, detects
deviations in time to make corrective actions before major problems arise, and
encourages employees to control their individual efforts.

Effective communication is essential to ensure an effective flow of
information within the organization, particularly when a large number of
organizational interfaces is involved. Effective communication will avoid secrecy,
speculation, and rumor so as to foster a proper climate among the employees.
Some practices to enhance communication include the following: (1)
informing employees about important events, policies and procedures, problems
(deviations), and corrective actions, (2) announcing organizational changes in time
to avoid speculation, rumor, and associated loss of time and efficiencies, (3)
encouraging informal discussion between employees and management, thus
stressing an open-door policy, and (4) encouraging informal interaction among
colleagues to share technical knowledge and experience and to exchange useful
information.

Marketing and contracting are the interfaces between the company and
outside world (e.g., customers and contractors). Marketing and contracting
activities include identifying customers and contractors, studying customer needs
and contractor capabilities, and offering opportunities to contractors to bid and
closing deals.
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Conceptual design factors refer to the introduction of new products,

processes, and services. Innovation is required in today's competitive environment
for organization to grow and to keep them competitive.

Other related factors in technical and management support relate to the
factors that affect the producibility of the conceptual or product design by
optimizing the use of resources. These factors include development engineering,
design-assist resource, test and evaluation of the prototypes and products,
production and production support, procurement/subcontracting, and space and
facilities.

5.6

Compatibility
Basically, compatibility can best be defined as the ability of an advanced

manufacturing system to assure that the new technology will be compatible with the
existing (or future) software, hardware, and people in the manufacturing system.
The terms compatibility in manufacturing covers the entire manufacturing process,
from design to manufacturing, including robot manipulators, sensory devices,
machine tools, inspection equipment, material handling and storage systems,
computer and network communication equipment, control and database software,
application programming interfaces, process planning, and CAD systems.
Compatibility of a new technology with skills of existing workers can be
assured by offering continuous training and skill development programs.
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Continuous development of workers will also impact personnel turnover and
attrition issues and allow the workers to adapt to the new technology.
It is very unlikely that a single vendor provides all components of software
and hardware used in a manufacturing system. Integration of system components
from different vendors is expensive, time consuming, and, sometimes impossible.
In order to achieve compatibility, system developers (manufacturers or vendors) use
an architectural standard to base system interfaces. This standard (1) defines the
basic functional building modules that make up a factory, (2) describes the
relationships among modules, and (3) specifies the required interfaces for them.
Some characteristics of a good architectural standard are integration of multivendor systems, incremental automation of factory operations, upward
compatibility as technology advances, and providing protection of propriety
interests of vendors.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) of the US Department of
Commerce, now called NIST, has been actively involved in compatibility issues for
manufacturing systems. The bureau identifies five major functions or components
of compatibility in manufacturing systems (McLean [1986]):

User Data Interface Devices. These are the basic input/output devices that
provide and enable human interfaces to the manufacturing system. Components of
these devices include computer terminal, graphics monitors, status display panels,
printers, plotter, and barcode readers. These devices are integrated using software
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package control to provide functional interfaces to the manufacturing facility for
CAD, process planning, operator control, customer order entry, material handling
service, inventory management, and management diagnostics.

Production Management Hierarchy. The structure of this management
hierarchy is based on a five-level hierarchy: manufacturing facility, shop floor, cell

manufacturing, workstation, and equipment. Software and hardware systems that
make up these levels are responsible for decomposing work orders into process
plans and control instructions that cause the production activities on the shop floor
to start. Work orders enter the manufacturing system through the use of data
interfaces devices. Process plans and control instructions can be retrieved from the
data base using data interface devices.

Shop Floor Systems. Basically, hardware systems perform the

manufacturing activities such as material processing, transportation, inspection, and
storage. Components of shop floor systems are NC/CNC machines, coordinate
measurement machines, robots, AGV, storage and retrieval systems, local tool
buffers, material storage buffers, and automated fixture devices.

Network Communications. The primary function of networks is to transmit
messages between different software processes and computer hardware. In
manufacturing systems, processes communicate with each other through writing
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and reading transmitted messages in memory areas accessible by the process and
the communication system.

Distributed Data Administration. This system usually consists of view
processors, data manipulation language, and translators. The data bases usually
store manufacturing data including part designs and geometric models, process
plans, control programs, work order tables and schedules, inventory and material
status, operational performance, and machinability reference tables and models.

In summary, there are two basic manufacturing component groups, software
and hardware. Software components in manufacturing systems deals with the
distribution of decisions, architecture of information system, process control,
interfacing machines or equipment, networking, and providing easily accessible
programs. Hardware components include NC/CNC machines, robot handlers, partloading and tool-changing devices, tool magazine, pallets, and fixtures.
As suggested by Sethi and Sethi [1990], the use and selection of these
software and hardware components in manufacturing system determine the basic
components of flexibility (that is, machine, material handling, and operation
flexibilities) and compatibility. The compatibility aspect of software and hardware
components is, to a large degree, inherited in machine, material handling, and
operation flexibilities. Only hardware components can provide the basic flexibility;
software components generally cannot provide any extra flexibility, particularly if
hardware components are hard and expensive to change (Ranta [1989]).
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5.7

Vendor Support
Vendor support relates to quality dimensions of technical services or

technical supports (that is, pre and after sales) received by a manufacturing
company purchasing an equipment or machine. Vendor services include remote/onsite diagnostic, repair, replacement, and assembly. After-sale services include
under-warranty and/or out-of warranty services.
Kennedy and Young [19891 identify six quality dimensions of services

performed by facility department which then can be used to rate the facility
department's service performance. These dimensions are shown in Table 5.13.
These dimensions include: availability, responsiveness, timeliness,
professionalism, overall satisfaction with the service, and overall satisfaction with
the product or job. Since these dimensions represent a comprehensive examination
of service quality and can be applied to varied manufacturing environments, this
research recommends their use in assessing vendor's service performance.

5.8

System Cost
System cost considers all costs incurred in product design, product

development, product construction, product disposal, manufacturing system design,
manufacturing operations, support design, support deployment, and support
maintenance over an alternative's economic life (Fabrycky and Blanchard [1991]).
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Table 5.13: Quality dimensions of vendor support and descriptive levels.

1. Availability of service : the degree to which the vendor can be contacted and requested for
support by the manufacturing company (that is, the buyer).
a. Able to get help from vendor staffs when needed.
*b. Always available to help.
*c. Able to contact the vendor any time when needed.
d. Always available when needed.
e. Able to arrange convenient meeting times with the vendor staffs.
2. Responsiveness of services : how promptly the vendor reacts to answer the manufacturing
company's request for support.
a. Quick to respond when asked for help.
b. Immediately helped when needed.
c. Waiting for a short period of time after the company asked for help.
3. Timeliness of service: the degree to which the service or support job is accomplished within
the company's stated time frame and/or within the negotiated time frame.
a. Completed when expected.
b. Did not meet the deadline.
c. Completed within the stated time frame.
*d. Completed on time.
4. Professionalism of service: the degree of how the vendor staffs performed their services.
a. Conducted themselves in a professional manner.
b. Courteous.
c. Cared about what the company had to say.
*d. Listened to the company.
5. Overall satisfaction with the service : the quality of the way the vendor staffs treated
(served) the company.
a. The quality of vendor staffs served (treated) the company.
b. The way of service met the company's expectation.
c. Satisfied with the way of service.
d. The way of service met the company's needs.
*e. Happy with the way of service.
6. Overall satisfaction with the lob : the quality of the accomplished support job provided by
the vendor.
a. The quality of the completed final job.
b. The job met the company's expectation.
c. Satisfied with the job.
* : rarely used.

Figure 5.3 summarizes a cost breakdown structure where cost elements are mapped
to major cost categories. The format of this structure must reflect the requirements
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Total System Cost

Research & Development
Cost

Program Management
-Contract munaeemcnt
-Procurenntrrt management
-Logistic support management

Engineering Design
-System engineering
-Conseptual design
-Design engineering (mechanical.
electrical, and drafting)
-Human factors
-Reliability engineering
-Producibility
-Logistic support
-Standardization

'Safety
-Design review

Engineering
Development & Test
-Fabrication and assernislyol
engineering models
-Test planning
-Test models
-Test & evaluation
-Test report

Design Documentation
-Preparation
-Printing
-Publication
-Distribution

Coot

Manufacturing
Management
-Plant engincermg
-Manufacturing engineering
-Methods engineering
-Production planning control
-Sustaining engineering

Product Research &
Development
-Market studies
'Conccptnal'feasiblisy studies
-Program planning

Operation and
Maintenance Support

Investment (Production &
Construction) Cost

- Recurring Manufacturing
-Fabrication
-Suhassembly and assembly
-Material and inventory control
-WIP inventory cøntrol
-Quality inspection and test (qua y
appraisal cost)
-Quality-internat failure
-Quaiitty-cnsernal failure
-Material handling (transportatio
-Packing
-Warehousing

Nonrecurring
Manufacturing
-Initial/special tooling
-Fixtures
-Jigs
-Quality assurance for certification
(quality prevention cost)
-Qualification test
-Production sampling test

System Operation

Retirement & Disposal
Cost
-Product
'Personnel
-Pacilities, equipments, storage
and handling
-Documentation

-Operating personnel
-Operational of facilities
-Support handling or transportation

-

Product Distribution
-Marketing and sales
-Shipping distribution

System Maintenance
-Test & support equipment
-Transportation, storage handling
equipment
-Maintenance test & support
equipment
-Quality inspection & test
equipment (quality appraisal cost)
-Maintenance facitities

Inventory -Spare and
Material Support
Reptenishment of spare
(material, part, tool, test
equrpmerrL support equipment,
and storagizirandling equipment

Personnel Cost
System Construction
-Operational manufacturing and/or
maintenance facilities
-Quality inspection and testing
facilities
-Training facilities
-Warehousing facilities
-Utilities

-Hiring or firing
-Operator training
-Maintenance training

Sustaining and Logistic
Support
-Customer service support
-Systenslprnduct nsodifieations
-Safety cost (insured and
uninsured uafety costs)

Initial Logintic Support
-Acquisition of test anti support
equipment
-Logistic program masugemeru
-Initial inventories of spare material/
part/toolftest equipment
-Operating & maintenance
instruction
-Initial transportation & handling of
support components

- Equipment Modifications
Tooling, fixtures, primary
equipment, tess and support
equipment, maintenance
equipment, storage handling,
training equipment, ste.

Figure 5.3: A cost breakdown structure for manufacturing systems.
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of the manufacturing facility and should be tied or related to the cost information
system used in the organization.

System Costs includes all future costs, acquisition costs, utilization costs,
and disposal costs of the systemlproducllequipment. Specifically, the total cost
includes the Research and Development Costs, Investment Cost, Operation and
Maintenance Support Cost, and Retirement and Disposal Cost.

Research and Development Costs. These are the non-recurring costs
associated with the activities involved in market studies, conceptual/feasibility
studies, product research and development, engineering design, fabrication and test
of engineering models (hardware), development of engineering software, design
documentation, and all related management functions. These activities are grouped
under Program Management Cost, Product Research and Development Cost,
Engineering Design Cost, Engineering Development and Test Cost, Design
Documentation Cost.

Investment Cost includes all costs associated with the acquisition of the
system/equipment once the design phase from research and development is
completed. This cost element covers manufacturing management, production (both
recurring and non-recurring), system construction and maintenance, and initial
logistic support. These activities are grouped under Manufacturing Management
Cost, Recurring Manufacturing Cost, Non-recurring Manufacturing Cost, System
Construction Cost, and Initial Logistic Support Cost.
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Operation and Maintenance Support Cost includes all costs of system
operation, product distribution, system maintenance, inventory, personnel (hiring,
training, arid firing), logistic support, and equipment modifications.

Disposal Cost refers to any costs (product, personnel, facilities, equipment,
and storage and handling equipment) incurred in disposal of resources/assets used
in the production process.

5.9

Hierarchy of System Attributes
Figure 5.4 summarizes the attributes discussed in this chapter. The

hierarchical structure is useful in understanding the attributes and in assessing the
relative importance of attributes.

5.10

Attribute Validation
In order to make the attribute set complete, meaningful or operational, non-

redundant, decomposable, and minimal, the initial attribute set was refined using
input from five experts in academia and industry. These experts were asked because
of their familiarity with the selection and implementation of advanced
manufacturing systems. Some attributes were dropped from the initial list; others
were refined, reorganized, or regrouped with other attributes. Moreover, some new

System Attributes
1

1

1

1

'1!

Quality

Flexibility

Training

-Prevention
-Appraisal
-Internal failure
-External failure

-Machine
-Material handling
-Operation
(sequence)
-Routing
-Process
-Volume
-Product

Safety
Performance

Technical and
Management
Support

-Insured
-Uninsured

-Cost Factor
-Non-cost factor

-Purpose
-Format
-Individualization
-Extensiveness
-Selection of
trainers
-Presentation
-Timing
-Curriculum
-Evaluation

-rianning
-Organizing and
staffing
-Directing
-Control
-Communication
-Marketing and
contracting
-Conceptual design
-Other related factors

Figure 5.4: Hierarchical structure of preliminary system attributes.

Compatibility
-Hardware

Vendor Support
-Availability
-Responsiveness
-Timeliness
-Profes sion atism

-Overall satisfaction with
service
-Overall satisfaction with
job

Total System Cost
-Research and
Development
-Investment
(production and
construction)
-Operation and
maintenance support
-Retirement
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factors were added to the list. The changes are explained below and the final list of
attributes is summarized in Figure 5.5.

Flexibility. To avoid redundancy, operation flexibility and process
flexibility were dropped. Operation flexibility and process flexibility are reflected
in routing flexibility and machine flexibility, respectively. It was suggested that
compatibility and ease of future expansion be added to the list. Compatibility
measures how easily new equipment can be integrated with the existing system,
while ease of future expansion reflects the ability to expand the new system in the
future with minimal costs and disruptions.

Technical and Management Support. Most of the attributes under technical
and management support were dropped because these attributes are not meaningful
or relevant for evaluating the acquisition of new systems. They are more
appropriate for auditing operational activities. The attributes dropped from
technical and management support include control, conceptual design, design-assist
resources, and production and field support.

Vendor Support. The initial vendor support components (that is,
responsiveness, timeliness, and professionalism) were combined into a quality
dimension for vendors. Other components initially proposed (that is, availability,
overall satisfaction with job, and overall satisfaction with service) were dropped
due to their redundancy with the combined set of components. It was suggested that

Attribute for Evaluating
Manufacturin Alternatives

Manufacturing
Flexibility
- Machine
- Material handling
Routing
- Product
- Volume
- Compatibility
- Ease of future
expansion

+

+

+

Technical and
Management Support

Vendor Support

System Cost

- Planning
- Organizing and staffing
Directing
Marketing and contracting
Communication
- Developement engineering
- Test and evaluation
- Procurement and
subcontracting
- Space and facilities

- quality Dimension
Responsiveness
Timeliness
Professionalism
- Proven Reliability
- Initial technical
training programs
Individualization
Format
Extensiveness
- Timing

Figure 5.5: Attribute set for evaluating and comparing manufacturing alternative.

Acquisition/installation cost
- System operational costs
- System maintenance costs

- Quality cost
I- Prevention cost
1.Appraisal cost
- Internal failure cost
- External failure cost

- Inventory cost
- Personnel cost
- Equipment modification cost
- Product distribution cost
- Logistic support costs
Manual Instruction
Inventory Management
Initial Transportation
Insured safety
Uninsured safety
- Management cost
- Research and Development Cost
Engineering design cost
Product research and development
costs
documentation cost
r Design
Engineering development test cost
- Disposal cost
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proven reliability of the new system in industry and the initial technical training
program offered by vendors be added to the list. Components of a training program
considered meaningful or relevant include individualization, format, extensiveness,
and timing.

System Cost. The cost components from the original list were carried over.
To make the system cost complete, components of cost in other attributes were
incorporated in system cost, including quality costs, training costs, and safety costs.

A copy of the final questionnaire is included in Appendix 1. The eight-page
questionnaire consists of 57 questions that ask the respondents to determine the
level of importance of each attribute using a Likert-four-scale response. Of the 57
questions, 27 represent system cost components, seven represent flexibility, eight
represent vendor support, and 15 represent technical and management support. The
Likert responses and their associated scores are Not Important (1), Somewhat
Important (2), Important (3), and Absolutely Critical (4). The decision to use this
type of questionnaire and the Likert response were made based on an extensive
literature review of published questionnaire development and survey. In addition,
three questions regarding the background information of the respondents were also
included in the questionnaire.
The subjects selected for the study had been involved or were familiar with
the selection and implementation of manufacturing systems. Furthermore, their
production sites involved the operation of a computer-based, large-scale,
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manufacturing system. Due to the observational nature of this study, any inferences
drawn from the results should be considered in the context of the study.
Twenty subjects from industry in the Portland metropolitan area and the
Willainette Valley were selected to participate in the study. These subjects also
included the experts from industry who had been involved in refining the initial
attribute list mentioned earlier. Twelve out of 20 respondents returned the
completed questionnaire. Generally, the respondents were from two broad groups
of industries. These are:

Mechanical. This refers to non-electronic products including metal/ceramics
cutting tools, dental equipment, and heavy truck. The manufacturing processes that
best describe these products include metal machining (e.g., turning, milling,
tapping, etc.), casting, forming, plastics processes (e.g., machining, casting, and
molding), ceramics processes, chemical processes, and assembly processes.

Electronics. This refers to microelectronics products (ranging from silicon
wafer to semiconductor integrated circuits) and electronics products (ranging from
computer printers to printers). The manufacturing processes that best describe these
products include silicon wafer processing (pre- and post-wafer processing),
integrated circuit processing, testing (thermal testing, surface, crystallization, etc.),
and assembly.
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Of the 12 respondents to this phase of survey, six represented the
mechanical industry whereas the other six were from the electronics industry. Their
job positions included manufacturing management, industrial engineering,
operations management, facility and material handling system, process/product
design, engineering/shop floor supervision, general management, assembly and test,
and quality assurance.

5.10.1 Analysis of Survey Results
Flexibility. Summary statistics of the relative importance of flexibility
components are summarized in Table 5.14. There was no significant difference
existed in the mean scores of flexibility components at a significance level of 5
percent.

Table 5.14: Summary of statistics for flexibility components.

Components
Machine

Product
Ease of future expansion
Material handling
Volume
Compatibility
Routing

Mean Score
(Relative Importance)
3.58
3.58
3.50
3.42
3.33
3.33
3.25

Range
(Mm - Max)
3 -4

2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
3 -4

2-4
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Item-total correlation analysis was performed to identify components
strongly related to each other so that several components might be combined into a
single construct. The item-total correlation fmdings were:
Machine flexibility, material handling flexibility, product flexibility, and ease of
future expansion were strongly related to each other. Their correlation
coefficients were between 0.70 and 0.77. A strong correlation among the
components means that the respondents were likely to rate these components
the same. These components could be combined into one construct, operational
flexibility, reflecting the basic components of flexibility possessed by the
manufacturing systems (Sethi and Sethi [19901). Reliability of these combined

components, measured by Cronbach's a, was 0.90.
Other flexibility components (i.e., volume, compatibility, and routing) with
correlation coefficients between 0.24 and 0.53 were retained as separate
components. These correlation coefficients indicate a relatively weak
relationship among the components.

Technical and Management Support. Significant differences existed in the
mean scores of technical and management support components at a significance

level of 5 percent. The ANOVA result is shown in Table 5.15. The Fisher's least
significant difference test and Duncan's multiple range test were conducted to
establish the relative comparisons of the components. The results from both
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methods were identical at a significance level of 5 percent and are shown in Table
5.16.

Table 5.15: Two-way ANOVA test result for components of technical and
management support.

as

of

MS

F

P-value

Fcrit

2911

14

1.708

3.789

1.7177E-05

1.756

21.661

11

1.969

En

69.422

154

0.451

Total

114.994

179

Souite of Vañation

C-

The multiple comparisons with the best and worst-treatment method (Kuehi
[1998] and Hsu [1996]) were then conducted to identify a single or set of
components that were statistically considered as the highest and lowest rated
components. A higher rated component indicates a more important attribute

component in the decision process. The results are summarized in Table 5.17 at a
significance level of 5 percent. In addition, Appendix 4 illustrates the use of the
best and worst-treatment method.
Item-total correlation analysis was performed to identify components
strongly related to each other. The item-total correlation findings were:
Directing, communication, and development engineering were strongly related
to each other. Their correlation coefficients were between 0.61 and 0.74
meaning that the respondents were likely to rate them the same. These
components could be combined into a single construct, job enhancement,
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Table 5.16: Relative comparisons for technical and management support
components.

Component
1: Development
engineering
2: Directing
3: Communication

4:Marketing&

151413121110987654321
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

contracting

5:Procurement&
subcontractl
6:Planning2
7:Organizing&

I

stafTmg2

8: Planning!
9: Space &

I

i

facilities2

10 Procurement &
subcontract2

x

11: Space &

x

t.

facthtiesl
12 Procurement &
subcontract3

13:Test&
evaluation2

Z

l4e;ramnnoni
15: Organizing &

staftln 1

41

j

I

x: differences between mean scores are significant at 5%; emptied cells indicate no significant
differences.

reflecting a company's effort in delegating work assignments and
communicating the technological changes to the employees while focusing on
quality, producibility, and cost reduction during acquisition and production
phases (Hughes Aircraft Company [1978]). Reliability of these combined

components, measured by Cronbach's a, was 0.86.
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Table 5.17: Summary of statistics for technical and management support
components.

Components
Development engineering
Directing
Communication
Marketing & contracting
Procurement & subcontract!
Planning2
Organizing & stafflng2
Planning!
Space & fadilities2
Procurement & subcontract2
Space & facilitiesi
Procurement & subcontract3
Test & evaluation2
Test & evaluationi
Organizing & staffing!

Mean Score
(Relative Importance)
3.50
3.42
3.33
3.25
3.25
3.17
3.17
3.08
3.08
2.92
2.83
2.67
2.58
2.50
2.17

Range
(Mm - Max)
3 -4
2- 4

2-4
1 -4

2-4
3 -4
1-4

2-4
2-4
2 -4
1 -4

2- 3
1 -4
1 -4

2-

3

Rating
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest

Correlation coefficients of other components were between -0.28 and 0.78 and
no more combined components could be identified.

Vendor Support. Significant differences existed among the mean scores of
vendor support components at a significance level of 5 percent. The ANOVA result

is shown in Table 5.18. Again, Fisher's least significant difference and Duncan's
multiple range test were performed to establish the relative comparisons of the

components. The results from both methods were identical at a significance level of
5 percent and are shown in Table 5.19. Then multiple comparisons with the best
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Table 5.18: Two-way ANOVA test result for components of vendor support.

Source of Variation
Components

SS

df

16.240

7

MS
2.320

Subjects

16.615

11

1.510

Error

15.635

77

0.203

Total

48.490

95

F
11.425

P-value
7.498E-10

F crit
2.131

Table 5.19: Relative comparisons for vendor support components.

Components
1: Timeliness
2: Responsiveness
3: Extensiveness
4: Reliability
5: Timing
6: Professionalism
7: Individualization

8:Format

I

8

7

6

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

5
x
x
x

x

4

3

x

x

2

x

x

I

I

x: differences between mean scores are significant at 5%; emptied cells indicate no significant
differences.

and worst-treatment method were then performed. The results are summarized in
Table 5.20 at a significance level of 5 percent.
Further item-total correlation results indicate that:
Timeliness and responsiveness of quality dimension of vendor support were
highly correlated at a coefficient of 0.84. This strong correlation means that the
respondents were likely to rate them the same. These components could be
combined into one construct, agility, reflecting the time aspect of quality
dimension of vendor support. In addition, extensiveness of the training program
was highly correlated to timeliness and responsiveness at a coefficient of 0.64.
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Table S.20: Summary of statistics for vendor support components.

Components
Timeliness of vendor
Responsiveness of vendor
Extensiveness of training
Reliability
Timing of training
Professionalism of vendor
Individualization of training
Format of training

Mean Score
(Relative Importance)

Range
(Mm - Max)

3.75
3.42
3.33
3.25
2.92
2.83
2.67
2.42

3-4
3-4
3-4
2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4

2 -4

Rating
Highest
Highest
Highest
Medium
Medium
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest

Individualization and format of the initial training program were highly
correlated at a coefficient of 0.77. A strong correlation between these lowest
rated components indicates that the respondents were likely to rate both
components the same. These components could be combined into a single
construct, training program customization, reflecting the process of transferring
knowledge to the trainees by offering individualized or generalized courses
through any combination of structured or unstructured on-the-job or off-the-job
training program.

Correlation coefficients of reliability to other vendor support components were
between -0.08 and 0.53 indicating a relatively weak relationship among them.
Correlation coefficients of other components were between 0.0 and 0.77 and no
more combined components could be identified.
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System Cost. Significant differences existed among the mean scores at a
significance level of 5 percent. The ANOVA result is shown in Table 5.21. Relative

comparisons were then performed using Fisher's least significant difference and
Duncan's multiple range test. The results from both methods, shown in Table 5.22,
were identical at a significance level of 5 percent. Multiple comparisons with the
best and worst-treatment method were then performed at a significance level of 5
percent. The results are summarized in Table 5.23.

Table 5.21: Two-way ANOVA test result for components of system cost.

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F cr11

75.667

26

2.910

5.799

4.4292E-15

1.534

65.815

11

5.983

Error

143.519

286

0.502

Total

285.000

323

Source of
Component
Subjects

Item-total correlation results indicate that:
Acquisition and installation cost, fabrication-subassembly-assembly-packaging
costs, personnel operation costs, equipment (operating) costs, and equipment
modification costs were highly correlated. Their correlation coefficients were
between 0.57 and 0.78. This means that the respondents were likely to rate these
components the same. These components could be combined into one construct,
acquisition and operating cost of the new system. Reliability of these combined
components, measured by Cronbach's a., was 0.90.

Table 5.22: Relative comparisons for system cost components.

Components
1: Acquisition & Installation
2: Inventory
3: Quality prevention
4: Fabrication.subassemblyassembly-packaging
5: Material handling
6: Personnel-support
7: Equipment (operating)
8: Personnel-operation
9: Equipment modification

27

26

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

25
x
x
x
x

24

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

23
x

22

21
x

20
x

19

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

13: Maintenance

x

x

x

x

x

14: En:ineerin Develo 'ment

x

x

x

16: Inventor mana ernent

x
x

x
x

x

15: Facilities

17: Distribution
18: Manual instruction

x
x

20:arch&

x

10: Enineerin desin

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

ii:Quayappraisal

21: Initial trans. ortation
22: Insured safet
23: Dis osal
24: Internal ualit
25: Documentation
26: Uninsured safet
27: Mana :ement

x

x
x
x
x
x

18
x
x

17

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

16

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

15

x
x
x
x

14
x
x
x

13

x

12
x

11

x

10
x

9
x

8

x

7
x

6
x

5

4

x

x

3

2

x
x

x
x

RlUIUUI!!IUIIU

_II_HHflHI

x
x
x
x

x
;'
S

x: differences between mean scores are significant at 5%; empted cells indicate no significant differences.
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Table 5.23: Summary of statistics for system cost components.

Components
Acquisition & installation
Inventory
Quality prevention
Fabrication-subassemblyassembly-packaging
Material handling
Personnel-support
Equipment (operating)
Personnel-operation
Equipment modification
Engineering design
Quality appraisal
External quality
Maintenance
Engineering Development
Facilities
Inventory management
Distribution
Manual instruction
Utilities
Product research & development

Initial transportation
Insured safety
Disposal

Internal quality
Documentation
Uninsured safety
Management

Mean Score
(Relative Importance)

Range
(Mm - Max)

Rating

3.67
3.25
3.25
3.08

3-4
2-4
2-4
2-4

Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest

3.08
3.08
3.00
3.00
2.92
2.83
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.67
2.50
2.42
2.42
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.25
2.17
2.08
2.08
2.08
1.92
1.50

2-4
2-4
2-4
2-4

Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest

1-4
1-4
2-4

2-4
2-4
1-4

2-4
1-4
1-3
2-3
-4
1-3
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-3
1-4
1-3
1

Some important relationships were also found between material handling and
inventory costs at a correlation coefficient of 0.60, inventory and acquisition
and installation costs at a correlation coefficient of 0.59, and inventory and
equipment modification costs at a correlation coefficient of 0.60.
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Quality appraisal, external quality, distribution, and maintenance costs were
highly correlated. Their correlation coefficients were between 0.59 and 0.83
indicating that the respondents were likely to rate these components the same.
These components could be combined into one construct, quality improvement
cost, reflecting the efforts to improve the manufacturing quality of the system.

Reliability of these combined components, measured by Cronbach's a, was
0.91.

Inventory management and manual instruction of logistic support costs were
highly correlated at a coefficient of 0.78. This means that the respondents were
likely to rate these components the same. These components could be combined
into one construct, documentation cost for production control, reflecting the
activities of developing manual instructions for operation, maintenance, and
inventory management. Inventory management activities include cataloging,
listing, coding, and bar coding.

Facilities and utilities of system operation cost were highly correlated at a
coefficient of 0.75. This means that the respondents were likely to rate them the
same. These components could be combined into a single construct, facility
operating cost.

The components of research and development (that is, engineering design,
engineering development, and product research and development) were highly
correlated. The correlation coefficients were between 0.77 and 0.90. This strong
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correlation means that the respondents were likely to rate them the same. These
components could be combined into a research and development cost construct.
Insured and uninsured safety costs were highly correlated at a coefficient of
0.94 and combined into a construct. This means that the respondents were likely
to rate them the same. These components could be combined into one construct,
safety performance cost. Other relationships were found between insured safety
and disposal costs with correlation coefficient of 0.58 and between management
and disposal costs with correlation coefficient of 0.60.

5.10.2 Attributes Based on Industrial Grouping
Significant differences in the mean scores between industry types were also
checked using t-test statistics at a significance level of 5 percent. Generally, the
respondents from both industry types were in agreement in rating the importance of
attribute components. Significant differences only existed in professionalism and
individualization components of vendor support and the documentation component
of system cost.

5.11

Attribute Weight Assessment
Subsequent to the identification and validation of attributes in the

justification process, a second questionnaire was distributed to all 20 subjects in the
previous list to establish a relative ranking of four major attributes. The objectives
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of the second survey were to (1) establish a relative ranking of four major attributes
in the combined industry and (2) identify any significant difference within industry
types in rating the major attributes.

A rating method was used to establish the relative weights among the major
attributes. Respondents were asked to distribute 100 points among the attributes.
More points assigned to attribute means that particular attribute is proportionally
important in the decision process.

Fourteen out of 20 respondents returned the completed questionnaires. Of
the 14 respondents to this phase of survey, seven represented the mechanical
industry whereas the other seven were from the electronics industry. Significant
differences existed in rating the relative importance of major attributes at a
significance level of 5 percent (see Table 5.24). Relative comparisons were

performed using Fisher's least significant difference and Duncan's multiple range
test. The results from both methods, shown in Table 5.25, were identical at a
significance level of 5 percent. Then, multiple comparisons with the best and worsttreatment method were then performed at a significance level of 5 percent. The
results are summarized in Table 5.26.

Table 5.24: Two-way ANOVA test result for four major attributes.

Source of Variation
Attributes
Subjects
Error
Total

SS

df

0.464

3

MS
0.155

0

13

OE+00

0.676
1.140

39
55

0.017

F

P-value

8.909

0.000

F crlf
2.845
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Table 5.25: Relative comparisons for major attributes.

Components
4
3
2
1: Flexibility
x
x
2: System Cost
x
x
3: Vendor Support
4: Technical and Management Support
x: differences between mean scores are significant at 5%; emptied cells indicate no significant
differences.

Table 5.26: Summary statistics for major attributes.

Attributes

Means of Weight

Flexibility
System Cost
Vendor Support
Technical and Management Support

0.35
0.32
0.20
0.13

Range of Weights
0.10 - 0.70
0.10 - 0.70

0.10-0.30
0.00 - 0.25

Rating
Highest
Highest
Lowest
Lowest

To determine the level of agreement or interrater reliability among the

respondents in rating a set of attributes, Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W)
was used by converting the assigned rating value of each attribute into a rank. An
attribute with higher rating would also have a higher rank. A significant W means
that there is a general agreement among respondents in rating the attributes.

For four major attributes (N =4) and 14 respondents (k = 14), the sum of

squares of the observed deviations (sb,) associated with W was used to test the
significance of the observed W. The sum squares of the observed deviations,
Sobserved,

is 453.5. The critical s values for significance levels of 5 percent and 1
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percent are 179.9 and 250.9, respectively. Since Sobseed was greater than the critical
S values, Sobserved was significant at significance levels of 5 percent and 1 percent. It

means that there was a general agreement among respondents in rating the major
attributes.

Significant difference between industry types in rating the major attributes
was also tested using t-test statistics. There was no significant difference existed
between industry types at a significance level of 5 percent.
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6. ATTRIBUTE AGGREGATION AND EVALUATION

This chapter outlines the aggregation process and its evaluation. The
aggregation process explains the aggregate model. To test the applicability of the
framework, a case study adapted from an industrial application is developed and
evaluated.

6.1

Attribute Aggregation
Basically, in selecting manufacturing alternatives, there are two important

numerical components incorporated in the justification model. These are attribute
values and attribute weights. This section briefly explains the attribute values and
weights, the proposed aggregate model that combines the attribute values and
weights, and the analyses following the aggregate model.

6.1.1

Assessing Attribute Values and Weights

Since not all attributes are measured on the same scale, all attribute values
must be converted into a common, dimensionless scale (e.g., a 10-point scale or a
100-point scale). The end points of the scale (i.e., the maximum and minimum
values) represent the extreme, but practically attainable, values meaningful to the
users. Some of the techniques to estimate the quantitative attribute values include
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simulation techniques, optimization models, heuristic techniques, and cost and
financial justification models.
Furthermore, since not all attributes are likely to be considered equally
likely, it is necessary to express the relative importance of attributes by establishing
the attribute weights. Some methods proposed for use in this research include
partial paired comparisons using discrete scaling method (West and Randhawa
[1989]), full paired comparisons using Saaty's approximation method (Saaty
[1977]), and rating method (Eckenrode [19651 and Canada and Sullivan [1989]).

Discrete Scaling Method. Table 6.1 shows an example of a typical matrix
for a partial pairwise comparison using a discrete scaling method. In this method,

judgements for only half the matrix need to be specified, the values of the other
cells in the matrix are simply the complement of the values specified. A scale to
express the degrees of preference between row factor and colunm factor is as
follows:

If row factor is
than column factor,
Less important
Equally important
More imnortant

Preference Number
0

Complement Number
2

1

1

2

0

The bold values in Table 6.1 are the degrees of preference assigned by the
user, while the other values are simply the complement of the specified values.
Then, the priority weight for each row factor can be obtained by normalizing the
sum across row or dividing the sum across row by the total of the sums.
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Table 6.1: Example of partial pairwise comparison using a discrete scaling method.

Factor
A
B
C

A
X
0

B
2
X

0

1

Weight

C
2

Sum
4

1

1

1/6

X

1

1/6

4/6

Saaty's Approximation Method. Table 6.2 shows an example of a matrix for
Saaty' s approximation method. Basically, this method is a partial pairwise
comparison method in which the users are required to express their degree of
preference for the cells either above (or below) the diagonal line. The values for the
cells above (or below) the diagonal line are simply the reciprocal of the values of
the cells below (or above) the diagonal line.

Table 6.2: Example of Saaty's approximation method.

Factor

A

B

C

D

A

1

3

3

B
C

1/3

1

2

1/3

1/2

D

2
11/3

4
17/2

Sum

1

1/2
1/4
1/3

3

1

9

25/12

Since it is easier and more desirable to express the degrees of preference
using non-fractional numbers, the users are free to assign values to the cells above
and below the diagonal line. However, it should be noticed that once a cell is
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specified, the complement cell should not be specified. A scale to express the
degrees of preference between row factor and column factor is as follows:

If row factor is
Reciprocal Number

Preference Number

than column factor,
Equally important
Weakly more important
Strongly more important
Very strongly more important
Absolutely more imiortant

1/3
1/5
1/7
1/9

5

7

Again, the bold numbers in Table 6.2 are the degrees of preference assigned
by the users, while others are simply the reciprocal of the assigned values.
After all cells are completed and the sum across each column can be
obtained, a new, normalized matrix is established as shown in Table 6.3. The
values of the new cells can be obtained by normalizing the original column. Then,
the sum of each new row is obtained by adding all cells in each new row. Finally,
the priority weight can be obtained by dividing these sums by the number of cells in
one row (that is, the number of factors).

Table 6.3: Example of a normalized matrix.

Factor
A
B
C
D

A
0.273
0.091
0.091
0.545

B
0.353
0.118
0.059
0.47

0.333
0.222
0.111
0.333

D
0.240
0.120
0.160
0.480

Sum

1

1

1

1

C

Sum

Weight

1.199
0.551
0.421
1.828
4

0.300
0.138
0.105
0.457
1
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Rating Method. To establish the relative importance of factors using rating
method, each user is required to distribute 100 points among all factors. More
points assigned to a particular factor means that this factor is proportionally more
important in the decision process. Table 6.4 shows an example of a weight
assessment using the rating method.

Table 6.4: Example of weight assessment using rating method.

Factor

Assigned Value

A
B
C

40

Weight
0.40

25

0.25

35

0.35

Total

100

Finally, the priority weight can be expressed as follows:

where:
Wi

the weight of the

th

factor (i = 1,2,3,...,n),

V1 = the value or point assigned for the

n = number of factors

th

factor (i = 1,2,3,...,n), and
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6.1.2

Combining Attribute Values and Weights

Once the dimensionless attribute values and weights are available, various
aggregate models such as multiplicative, exponential, and additive models can be
used to combine the attribute values and weights. The aggregate model proposed
for use is linear additive model, which is the most common scoring technique used
in many multi-criteria decision making applications and has been used successfully
to justify the investments in automated manufacturing technologies (Sullivan
[1986] and Parsaei and Wilhelm [1989]). Randhawa and West [1992] propose the
use of additive linear model to calculate the aggregate weighted value because of its

simplicity: this model reduces the n-dimension (attribute) problem into a single
dimension problem. In other words, this model aggregates all scores from
independent attributes into an aggregate, single score.
The weighted value for each attribute can be easily calculated by
multiplying the attribute value times the weight. Then for each alternative, the
summation of all the weighted values are formulated into a linear additive weighted
model as described in Sullivan [1986].

WJ =

wi x

where:
W : the aggregate score for alternative j.

w : the assigned weight for attribute i.
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the value of attribute i for alternative j.

n: the number of attributes involved in investment justification.

However, the final decision should not be merely based on the highest
aggregate score. Further sensitivity analysis, utility-cost analysis, and sub-aggregate

analysis must also be performed. These analyses are explained below.

6.1.3

Sensitivity Analysis

Because attribute weights are the essence ofjudgements of decision makers
and more likely to be in dispute than other numerical scores in the analysis, it is
necessary to examine the impacts of the use of different weights on the results.
Sensitivity analyzes in this research are performed by changing the weights of all

attributes. The purpose of weight sensitivity is to identify attributes for which errors
in estimation of weights may have a significant impact on results.
Figure 6.1 gives an example of the effects of changing attribute weights on
the rankings of alternatives. Points A, B, and C in Figure 6.1 represent indifference
points between alternatives. For example, increasing the relative importance weight
for attribute 1 by more than 15% causes alternative 1 to yield the highest aggregate
score and dominate alternatives 2 and 5. On the other hand, decreasing the weight
of attribute 1 by more than 15% causes alternative 1 to yield the lowest aggregate
score.
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Sensitivity Analysis
Utility Score
10 -

8-

Altemative 3

7 _Altemative 2

6-

5

Alternative 1

32-0
-30%

-15%

0%

15%

30%

% Change of Attribute Weight 1

Figure 6.1: Incremental weight sensitivity analysis.

6.1.4 Utility-Cost Analysis

A graphical presentation of utility versus cost is used to identify dominated
alternatives. The utility score is the aggregate score using additive model excluding
the score from the cost factor. An example of such a graph is shown in Figure 6.2,
where any alternative on or above the concave line segment are viable contenders

(ie., alternatives 1, 2, and 5). On the other hand, alternatives below the line
segment are dominated and can be eliminated from consideration. In Figure 6.2, the
dominated alternatives are alternatives 3, 4, and 6.
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Utility vs. Cost Analysis

Utility Score
10.0

9.0

2

8.07.0-

4

.

6.0 5.0 --

3

4.0 3.0

-

2.0 1.0

-

0.0

72

7.4

7.6

7.8

8.0

86

8.4

8.2

Cost Score

Figure 6.2: Graphical presentation of utility vs. cost.

Further analysis using the ratio values of cost increment to utility score
increment is necessary to determine whether the alternatives on or above the line
segment are realistic contenders. An example of these ratio values for alternatives
1, 2, and 5 is shown in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5: Ratio of dollar value to utility score.

Alternatives
1

2

5

Ratio (b/a)

Utility Score Increment (a)
0

Cost increment (b)
0

-

2.7
0.2

$ 5,300

$ 1,963
$ 72,500

$ 14,500
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Table 6.5 shows that if dollar value of each utility point is less than $1,963,
alternative 1 is the best alternative. Similarly, if the dollar value of each utility point
is between $1,963 and $72,500, alternative 2 is the best alternative; otherwise,
alternative 5 is the best alternative.

6.1.5

Sub-aggregate Analysis

Sub-aggregate analysis examines the potential impacts of the weighted
attribute values on the results. This is accomplished by:
Calculating percent contributions of sub-factors to major factor.
Calculating percent contributions of major factors to aggregate score.
Ranking the preferred alternatives based on the weighted factor value.

6.2

Evaluating the Decision Framework
This section outlines the applicability of the decision support system

framework in evaluating manufacturing alternatives. The case study used for the
evaluation of the framework is adapted from an industrial application. The case
study is specifically designed to eliminate the effect of alternatives from the study,
i.e., the primary interest is in evaluating the use of the decision framework. The
approach used is to develop two alternatives where one shows a high degree of

dominance over the other. This ensures that the subjects' responses are resulted
from the treatment effect only.
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The objectives are to test the hypotheses that the use of the framework
makes it easier to select among alternatives and reduces the time required to
structure and evaluate alternatives. The tests are carried out in two stages, pilot
study and industry study stages. The procedure requires the participants or subjects

to score two manufacturing alternatives without and with the use of decision
framework.

6.2.1

Case Study

A company producing medical furniture has been experiencing growth in
their business that is projected to continue in the foreseeable future. The
management recognizes that this growth would affect its production operations.
Currently, the machine shop houses one Fadal 6030 CNC vertical mill and one
Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill to meet the machining need of the company. Current
operational measures, summarized in Table 6.6, indicate a need for expansion.

Table 6.6: Operational measures in current machine shop (WIP: work-in-process).

Machine

Avg. WIP

Avg. Time in WIP

[units]

[hours]
3.3
12.0

16
Fadal CNC miii
256
Mon Seiki CNC miii
Unfinished job orders in the machine shops = 80.2 %

Total WIP inventory cost = $ 29,309/year.

Machine
Utilization [%]
93.8
100
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The company is considering two alternatives for expansion, as shown in
Figure 6.3. Alternative 1 requires one additional Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill.
Alternative 2 replaces the current system with a LeBlond Makino A55 Delta
system. This integrated system is a two-axis CNC horizontal mill integrated with a
linear pallet shuttle. All parts processed by the current Mon Seiki and Fadal CNC
mills can be processed by the LeBlond Makino system. The current Mon Seiki and
Fadal CNC mills, then, will be used only for repair jobs in the machine shop.
Tables 6.7 and 6.8 list the part types to be produced along with the weekly demand,
setup and processing times, production sequences, and weekly WIP inventory cost.

Cost Data. The initial acquisition cost and annual WIP inventory cost for
each alternative are summarized in Table 6.9. Adding an additional Mon Seiki
CNC mill will cost $343,000 and result in an annual WIP inventory cost of
$26,033. In comparison, adding the LeBlond Makino system will cost $819,000 and
result in an annual WIP inventory cost of $6,669. It is assumed that the operational
cost for both alternatives is $59.4 per machine-hour. Since the impact of
operational cost will be the sanie for both alternatives, this cost is dropped from the
analysis.

Finally, the net present cost in Table 6.9 represents the sum of the initial
acquisition cost and the present cost of the annual WIP inventory cost over a fiveyear period.
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I

Alternative 1: Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill.
Work
bench

Mon Seiki SV-50
CNC (new)

Mon Seiki SV-50

Fadal 6030 CNC

Work bench

Alternative 2 LeBlond Makino A55 with pallet shuttle.
Work hOldifl

Linear Pallet Shuttle

10 rn 12
2

14

5

LeBlond Makino System

Fadal 6030 CNC

Work bench

Figure 6.3: Expansion alternatives.

7

Loading/
unloading
area

Mon Seiki SV-50
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Table 6.7: Part types and process sequences under Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill
alternative.

Part #
61-2375
61-2332
61-2313
61-2343
61-2328
39-1107
61-2339
61-2440
61-2336
61-2451

Order
[unit/week]
118
118
118
118

236
236
118
118
118
118

WIP
inventory cost
[$/unit-week]
37.27
34.48
30.56
27.30
27.30
27.28
25.59
23.59
23.20
20.76

Fadal CNC

Mon Seiki CNC
Setup/part#
[mm.]
45.5
60
120
120
120
120
180
180
180
180

Process
[min./unit]
4.5-4.57
4.0-4.12
4.5-4.74
4.0-4.2
4.25-4.45
4.5-4.74
5.0-5.18
5.0-5.3
6.0-6.18
6.0-6.3
l

Setup/part#

2 Process

[mm.]
90
120
120
120
120

[miniunit}
8.0-8.3
15.0-15.3
20.0-20.6
3.5-3.65
4.0-4.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 6.8: Part types and process sequences under LeBlond Makino system
alternative.

Part #
61-2375
61-2332
61-2313
61-2343
61-2328
39-1107
61-2339
61-2440
61-2336
61-2451

Order
[unit/week]
118
118
118
118

236
236
118
118
118
118

WIP
inventory cost
[$/unit-week]
37.27
34.48
30.56
27.30
27.30
27.28
25.59
23.59
23.20
20.76

LeBlond Makino System
Process
[minJunitJ
0.7-0.85
0.4-0.5
2.2-2.5
0.9-0.98
1.4-1.45
1.0-1.4
1.6-1.65
1.6-1.75
1.6-1.75
1.6-1.75

2 Process
[min./unit]
2.0-2.3
2.0-2.2
2.0-2.5
2.0-2.25
2.0-2.25
-

-
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Table 6.9: Machine shop cost comparison.

Cost
Acquisition Cost ($)
WIP inventory cost ($/year)
Net Present Cost (i =15%; n =5 year)

Mon Seild CNC
343,000
26,033
350,766

LeBlond Makino System
819,000
6,669
820,989

Future Expansion Cost. To accommodate future expansion were the demand
to continue to increase in five years, Alternative 1 will require an additional Mon
Seiki SH-50 CNC horizontal mill integrated with linear pallet shuttle compatible
with the current system at a cost of approximately $810,500. Future expansion of
the LeBlond Makino will cost $464,100 for the additional CNC mill and segments
of the linear pallet shuttle.
System Flexibility. System flexibility refers to the ability of the machines to

process different operations without requiring long setups, part/tools changeovers,
and shutdowns between operations. The short setups, changeovers and shutdowns
will substantially increase the available production time resulting in higher
percentage of finished orders. The percentage of finished orders from a machine
shop will be used to measure system flexibility in this case study.

Since it is not possible for the workers to change and setup the part types
and tooling while the machine is in use, the machines in Alternative 1 need to be
shutdown temporarily until the required setups and part/tools changeovers are
completed. These shutdowns reduce the available production time and increase the
unfinished job orders and WIP inventory cost. In addition, the machines in
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Alternative 1 are also shutdown when the machine operators are taking coffee and
lunch breaks. Workers typically take two 15-minute-coffee breaks and one 45-

minute lunch break per shift. The facility is operational 16 hours per day (2 shifts
per day), 5 days per week, and 50 weeks per year.

Table 6.10 shows, for the two alternatiyes, the average setup time, available
production time, percentage of the unfinished job orders, machine utilization,
average work-in-process (WIP) size, average time spent as WIP, and WIP inventory
cost. The LeBlond Makino system is a flexible manufacturing center where parts
can be changed in less than one second without human involvement while the
machine is running. The integrated LeBlond Makino machine, pallet shuttle, and
work holdings allow setups and part/tools changing to be performed continuously
without shutting down the machine. The proposed system has a capacity of 12 work
holdings. The pallet shuttle transports the work holding from the loading area into
the mill within seconds.

While the LeBlond Makino machine is running in an unattended mode,
machine operators can unload finished part types from the work holding andlor load
part types into the work holding. The work holdings are then transported to a
staging area next to the mill. When the first work holding is finished, the second
work holding is rotated into the mill while the first work holding is transported to
the unloading area. Unattended mode can be activated when all the jobs and their
work holdings are ready in the queue (staging area).
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Table 6.10: Operational measures of the machine shop.

Mon Seiki
Shutdowns

LeBlond Makino System

- during coffee and meal breaks - no breaks, the machine can run
on unattended mode
(2.5 hours/day)
- setup and part/tools changeovers
- for setup and part/tools
do not require shutdowns
changeovers
- during scheduled maintenance - during scheduled maintenance

Total setup time
[hours/machine]:
- Mon Seiki CNC miii
- Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBlond Makino A55

--

10.4
9.5
--

0.0

10.4

0.0

3.1

16

32.2

-100

--

Average setup time
[hours/machine shop]:

Available production time
[hours/machine shop]:

Finished job orders [%]:
- Mon Seiki CNC mill &
Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBlond Makino Ai5

Machine utilization [%]:
- Mon Seiki CNC mill
- Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBlond Makino A55
Avg. WIP [units]:
- Mon Seiki CNC mill
- Fadal 6030 CNC mill

-LeBlondMakinoA55
Avg. time in WIP [hours]:
- Mon Seiki CNC mill
- Fadal 6030 CNC miii
- LeBlond Makino A55

--

100
99.5

--

-

--

68.2

219

--113

37
--

10.4

7.0

---

--

4.2

WIP inventory cost
[$/year]:

-MoriSeikiCNCmill&
Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBlond Makino A55

26,033

--

--

6,669

The unattended mode also allows the machine to run on the third shift and
during weekends. Unlike the machines in Alternative 1, the LeBlond Makino
system does not need to be shutdown during coffee and lunch breaks. Table 6.10
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shows that adding the LeBlond Makino system to the current machine shop
substantially increase the available machine shop production time from 3.1
hours/day to 16 hours/day resulting in a significant increase in finished job orders.

Vendor Support. Responsiveness of the vendor to perform diagnostic,
repair, replacement, and assembly of the independent mills is not a critical factor in
Alternative 1 because the in-house maintenance staff is sufficiently knowledgeable
and skilled in maintaining the equipment. If the LeBlond Makino system were
purchased, the company must rely on the vendor, particularly in the initial startup
period, to assist in setup and operational problems and in training company staff.
Even though the vendor is established and has a good reputation in responding in a
timely manner, some delays (i.e., 1 to 3 days) would be inevitable, as for example,
waiting for vendor staff after a problem is reported and, then, performing the
services.

Engineering Development. The operational structure for the LeBlond
Makino system facilitates greater worker involvement to improve producibility and
reduce inventory cost. The LeBlond Makino system requires the machine operators
or CNC programmers to input the required specifications, requirements, and
production priorities. Once the input process is completed, the machine will create
job schedules for all part types and process them according to the released
schedules.
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On the other hand, the operational structure of Mon Seiki machine
facilitates worker involvement in design and production phases only to improve
producibility of the parts (products). For example, the machine operators or CNC
programmers contribute their knowledge in designing products to improve its
prodücibility.

6.2.2

Experimental Research Design

The experimental research design examines whether the use of the decision
support framework helps the decision makers in evaluating manufacturing
alternatives. All subjects or participants are asked to score both manufacturing
alternatives. Because the number of subjects cannot be guaranteed ahead of time, a
between-subjects research design which requires the subjects be randomly assigned
to two different groups (i.e., control and treatment groups) cannot be used in this
research. Thus, a viable option is to use a within-subjects research design that
minimizes the number of needed subjects.
Since all subjects are involved in all treatment conditions (i.e., without and
with the use of decision model), the subjects are perfectly matched and they also
serve as their own control. This type of design is maximally sensitive to the effects
of treatment. However, it is apparent that the second observation (i.e., with the use
of decision framework) from each subject is not likely to be independent of his/her
first observation. This carry-over effect occurs when the same subjects participate
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in more than one treatment condition and when order of treatment presentation (i.e.,
without the use of decision framework first, then the use of decision framework)
must be met. Thus, it is important to point out that the within-subjects design with
order of treatment presentation is not able to partial out the learning effect from the
treatment effect in subjects' responses.
Nevertheless, to establish the usefulness of the decision model, the
following hypotheses are tested:

The decision framework helps the decision makers in structuring the selection
process and thus to differentiate between the alternatives. Therefore, the
hypotheses are:

H0 =0: the use of the decision framework has no impact on the aggregate
scores of the two alternatives.
Ha > 0: the use of the decision framework increases the difference in
aggregate scores of the two alternatives.

The paired-observation t-test is used to test the impact on the aggregate scores
by handling the scores of manufacturing alternatives into a set of differences
between the scores from the first and second observations.

The decision framework reduces the time required to select an alternative.
Therefore, the hypotheses are:

H0 =0: the use of decision framework has no impact on the time required to
evaluate the alternatives.
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Ha < 0: the use of the decision framework reduces the time required to
structure and evaluate an alternative.
Again, the paired-observation t-test is used to test the impact on the time
required to evaluate the alternatives.

6.2.3

Pilot Study

Pilot study was conducted using six graduate students in the Department of
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering at Oregon State University. In the first
treatment, the subjects structured the selection problem without referring to the
decision framework. In this case, they used various approaches to evaluate
alternative including discounted cash flow concepts, estimation of the required
capacity versus the available capacity, product cycle calculation, and multi-criteria
evaluation. In the second treatment, the subjects used the decision framework to
help structure the problem and evaluate the alternatives. The subjects were initially
asked to establish the weights for the attributes using pairwise comparison method
as shown in Figure 6.4.

From preliminary evaluation, it was apparent that inconsistency in
establishing the attribute weights was a big problem among the subjects. When the
subjects were shown their inconsistency and their calculated weights and asked to
review them, most of them felt that the calculated weights had not adequately
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Pairwise Comparison Method.
As a first step, please use a pairwise comparison process to establish relative importance
of factors. Please fill the unshaded cells in the table below where you will be comparing a row
factor with each of the column factor. Use the following three-level scale for comparison:
0: if the row factor is less important than the column factor.
if the row factor is equally important to the column factor.
if the row factor is more important to the column factor.
(Note that 0 is a complement of 2 and 1 is a complement of itself).
Establishing relative importance factors.

Factors
1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility
4 Vendor Support
5 Engineerrng Development

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 6.4: Establishing attribute weights using partial pairwise comparison
method.

represented their preferences. This process was conducted on one-to-one basis to
avoid bias and minimize peer pressure.
This inconsistency in preferences was due to the inability of the subjects to
be consistent in comparing the attributes throughout the process. In order to
eliminate inconsistency, the subjects were then asked to reestablish the attribute
weights using either rating or ranking method that allows the subjects to have direct
control in determining the attribute weights. Between the two methods, there was a
general consensus among subjects to use the rating method (Figure 6.5).
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Rating Method.
As a first step, to establish relative importance of factors, please distribute 100 points
among the five factors, more points assigned to one particular factor means that particular factor is
proportionally more important in the decision process.

Factors
1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility
4. Vendor Support
5. Engineering Development
Total

Points
points
points
points
points
points
100 points

Figure 6.5: Establishing attribute weights using rating method.

The subjects were asked to comment on clarity and usefulness of the
information presented in the case study. After analyzing the feedback from the
subjects, some modifications were made to the case study without impacting the
complexity of the problem. These included changes in costs, processing sequences,
and rewording the problem to improve clarity.

6.2.4

Industry Study

A total of 15 subjects participated in this phase of the study. These subjects
are industrial participants working in mechanical and micro/electronics industries.
Six subjects were from mechanical industry; the other nine subjects were from
micro/electronics industry. The subjects were all college graduates with engineering
degrees, familiar with shop-floor operations, planning, and economic evaluations.
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Their job positions included purchasing, manufacturing management, operation
management, finance, and quality assurance departments. The case study
description used in this evaluation is given in Appendices 5 and 6.
Within-subjects research design with order of presentation was again used at
this stage. It should be pointed out that with this design, the learning effect could

not be separated from the treatment effect in subjects' responses.
Similar to what the pilot subjects did, in the first treatment, the industrial
subjects structured the selection problem without referring to the decision

framework. h the second treatment, the subjects used the decision framework to
help structure the problem and evaluate the alternatives. The subjects were initially
asked to establish the weights for the attributes using rating method. The data
collected from the subjects is summarized in Table 6.11. It shows that the decision
framework was clearly useful in establishing selection priorities with this set of
subjects.

The usefulness of the decision framework was evaluated using the two
hypotheses stated earlier. The first null hypothesis tested there is no significant
difference in the aggregate alternative scores, while the second null hypothesis
focused on the time required for evaluation. Both null hypotheses were rejected at
significant levels of 5%, 2.5%, and 1% (see Table 6.11). The results from the
industry study are summarized graphically in Figures 6.6 and 6.7.

Table 6.11: Observed data and paired-observation t-test results for industry study.

a. Aggregate Scores:

t05 = 1.761; t0 = 2.145; t01 = 2.624).
2' Treatment (framework)
LeBlond
Score
Mon
LeBlond
Score
Makino
difference Seiki
Makino
difference
10
1
4.75
7.7
2.95
7
2
4.4
2.55
6.95
6
1
3.35
7.5
4.15
9.3
1.3
5.785
7.475
1.69
10
1
4.225
8.075
3.85
3.4
1.2
4.8
7.2
2.4
7
2
4.225
7.475
3.25
6.5
1
5.05
7.95
2.9
2.1
6.5
3.35
7.5
4.15
7.17
1.61
4.375
7.3
2.925
6.67
1.67
3.1
7.35
4.25
4.8
1
5.025
7.5
2.475
6.83
1.83
3.95
7.6
3.65
7
1.14
4.05
6.8
2.75
6.8
2.34
4
7.5
3.5
Mean
Standard deviation
Degree of freedom = l4

1S1 Treatment (no framework)

Rater

Mon
Seiki

1

2

9
5

3

5

4

8

5

9

6
7

2.2

8

9

5.5
4.4

10

5,56

5

11

5

12
13

3.8

14

5.86
4.46

15

5

Difference:

2nd

Score difference
between treatments
1.95

0.55
3.15
0.39
2.85
1.2
1.25
1.9
2.05
1.315
2.58
1.475
1.82
1.61
1.16
1.683

0.776
8.405

b. Time reauired to structure and evaluate the alternatives: (Li: tnc = 1.761: tn, = 2.145: tni =
2nd
1St Treatment (no framework)
Treatment (framework)
Difference:2 vs. i
Rater
Time difference between
1

72

Time2
30

2

35

15

3

30

Time1

9

50
75
66
70
65
60
65

10

51

11

50
59
40
45
50

4
5

6
7
8

12
13
14

15

treatments

16

-42
-20
-20
-59

23

-43

20
20
20
20
20

-50
-45
-40
-45
-31
-35
-44
-25
-30
-35

15
15
15
15
15

Mean
Standard deviation

-37.600

tobservation

1-13.1781

11.05 1
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Differences in Aggregate Scores Between Two
Alternatives
Difference
5

432-

Industry Study

0

Without

With

Treatment Condition

Figure 6.6: Differences in aggregate scores from alternatives.

Time
(minute)

Time Required in Selection Process

60
50

40

Industry Study

30

20100

Without

With

Treatment Condition

Figure 6.7: Time required to perform the eva'uation process under different
treatment conditions.
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6.3

Results of Multi-Attribute Analysis
This section summarizes the results of multi-attribute analysis based on the

data collected from industrial subjects.

Aggregate Analysis. Based on the rating data, the relative importance of
attributes are summarized in Table 6.12. This table clearly shows that system
flexibility was the highest rated attribute whereas vendor support was the lowest
rated attribute by the selected industrial subjects. Then, the weighted attribute
values (i.e., attribute value times attribute weight) and the aggregate scores for both
alternatives are summarized in Table 6.13. Table 6.13 shows that the LeBlond
Makino alternative outranked the Mon Seiki alternative. The aggregate score
difference and its percentage difference between the LeBlond Makino and Mon

Seiki alternatives are 3.251 and 42.72%, respectively.

Table 6.12: Weight summary from the industry study.

Attributes
1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility
4. Vendor Support
5. Engineering Development

Mean

Variance

0.2 14

0.004
0.002
0.006
0.001
0.002

0.202
0.325
0.107
0.153
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Table 6.13: Aggregate score and rank of alternatives.

Attributes
1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility
4. Vendor Support
5. Engineering Development
Aggregate Score
Rank

Mon Seiki
Weighted
Score
Attribute Value

LeBlond Makino
Weighted
Score
Attribute Value

7.446

1.594

1.134
2.415
8.439

0.229
0.785
0.903
0.848
4.359

2.579
9.465
9.545
5.252
9.686

5.542

2

0.552
1.912
3.102
0.562
1.482

7.610
1

Sensitivity Analysis. Sensitivity to attribute weights was performed by
changing the weights of the three most important attributes (i.e., system flexibility,
total cost, and future expansion), one at a time. The other attribute weights were
reduced or increased proportionally to keep the sum of weights equal to one. The
results are summarized in Figure 6.8 and show that the rank order of alternatives is
not sensitive to changes in attribute weights.

Figure 6.9 shows the effect of varying weights of two attributes, total cost
and flexibility, at a time. The weights for other attributes (i.e., future expansion,
vendor support, and engineering development) were increased or reduced
proportionally to keep the sum of weights equal to one. For any combination of
changes in weights of total cost and flexibility, the aggregate scores for the LeBlond
Makino and Mon Seiki alternatives were calculated. Then, the differences between
the aggregate scores of the two alternatives were plotted. Positive difference in
aggregate scores meant that the LeBlond Makino alternative was preferred, while
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Sensitivity Analysis Due to Changes in System
Flexibility Weight
Agg. Score
a.
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Sensitivity Analysis Due to Changes in Total Cost
Weight

b.

Agg. Score
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.
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Sensitivity Analysis Due to Changes in Future
Expansion Weight

c.

Agg. Score
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. .
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Figure 6.8: Sensitivity analysis due to changes in attribute weights (one at a time).
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Sensitivity Analysis to Changes in Two Attribute Weights

Aggregate Score
Difference (LeBlond

Makino Mon SeikI)
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Figure 6.9: Sensitivity analysis of alternatives due to changes in weights of total
cost and flexibility.
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negative difference meant that the Mon Seiki alternative was preferred. For

example, 60% change in total cost weight and 100% change in flexibility weight
resulted in the selection of the LeBlond Makino alternative (difference in aggregate

scores was 1.149). On the other hand, 200% change in total cost weight and 100%
change in flexibility weight resulted in the selection of the Mon Seiki alternative

(difference in aggregate scores was 1.595).
Based on the calculated differences in aggregate scores, Figure 6.9 also
shows the preference region for any combination of changes in weights of the two
attributes. Any combination that falls above the line connecting points A and C may
cause at least one of the other attribute weights become negative. A line connecting
points B and D is an indifference line in which both alternatives are equally
desirable.

In addition, Figure 6.10 shows the effect of varying weights of two
attributes, total cost and future expansion, at a time. The weights for other attributes
(i.e., flexibility, vendor support, and engineering development) were increased or
reduced proportionally to keep the sum of weights equal to one. Again, the
aggregate scores for the LeBlond Makino and Mon Seiki alternatives and their
difference were calculated for any combination of changes in weights of the two
attributes. The preference region for any combination of changes in weights is also
shown in Figure 6.10. Any combination that falls above the line connecting points
A and C may cause at least one of the other attribute weights become negative. A
line connecting points B and D is an indifference line in which both alternatives are
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Sensitivity Analysis to Changes in Two Attribute Weights
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Figure 6.10: Sensitivity analysis of alternatives due to changes in weights of total
cost and future expansion.
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equally desirable. For example, 60% change in total cost weight and 100% change
in flexibility weight resulted in the selection of the LeBlond Makino alternative
(difference in aggregate scores was 1.270). On the other hand, 200% change in total

cost weight and 100% change in future expansion weight resulted in the selection

of the Mon Seiki alternative (difference in aggregate scores was 1.529).

Utility-Cost Analysis. Table 6.14 summarizes the total costs and the utility
scores resulting from aggregating all attributes except the total cost. Based on these

values, the utility score and cost increment from Mon Seiki to LeBlond Makino are
4.292 points and $470,223, respectively. Thus, if the dollar value of each utility

point is less than $109,558 (i.e., $470,223/4.292), then Mon Seiki is the more
preferred alternative. Otherwise, LeBlond Makino is the preferred alternative.

Table 6.14: Utility score and total cost.

Cost Increment
Utility Score *
2.765
$350,766
$470,223
7.058
$820,989
* Utility score: aggregate score excluding the total cost score.

Alternative
Mon Seild
LeBlond Maldno

Total Cost

Utility Score
Increment
4.292

Sub-aggregate Analysis. Further analysis at the weighted attribute value

examines the potential impacts of the attributes on the results. The percent
contribution for each attribute is summarized in Table 6.15. As this table shows, the
attribute contribution is different for each alternative. System flexibility is the
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Table 6.15: Percent contribution of factors to aggregate scores.

Attributes

Mon Seild

LeBlond Makino

1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility
4. Vendor Support
5. Engineering Development

36.56 %
5.25 %
18.01 %
20.72 %
19.46 %

7.26 %
25.13 %
40.76 %
7.38 %
19.48 %

highest contributing attribute for LeBlond Makino alternative, while total cost is the

highest contributing attribute for Mon Seiki alternative. This means that changes in
system flexibility would likely have the greatest impact on the LeBlond Makino
alternative. On the other hand, changes in total cost would likely have the greatest

impact on the Mon Seiki alternative. Table 6.16 illustrates the best and worst
alternatives with respect to the weighted attribute values. The weighted attribute
value is the attribute value times the attribute weight.

Table 6.16: Ranking of preferred alternatives based on weighted factor value
contribution.

-

Best

Attributes
1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility
4. Vendor Support
5. Engineering Development
Aggregate Score

Alternative
Mon Seiki
LeBlond Makino
LeBlond Makino
Mon Seiki
LeBlond Makino
LeBlond Makino

Worst
Alternative
LeBlond Makino
Mon Seiki
Mon Seiki
LeBlond Makino
Mon Seiki
Mon Seiki

Differences in
Weighted Attribute
Scores
1.041
1.683
2.3 16
0.34 1

0.634
3.251
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7. COMPUTER-BASED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

This chapter outlines the development of computer-based decision support
system. To start with, the conceptual frameworks, introduced in Chapter 4, were
used to develop a computer-based decision support system (DSS). The frameworks
from Chapter 4 are reproduced in Figure 7.1. The structure of the computer model
is shown in Figure 7.2.

- System description

- Operational rquirennts'*
- Managensnt preferences

Input Module
Attribute Selection
Product/Part Specification

Simulation Module
Multi-product, multimachine systems
Multi-transportation

deices

auantitative estinates:
utilization, throughput, Wil'
inventory, time in queue,
tine in syatem, unfinished

jth

Static and dynamic
Machine Specification

ainvals

Material Handling

Economic Evaluation
Module

economic eatinates:
NPV, IRR

Multi-attribute Module
Weight Assessment Module
- Partial paired compatisons
- Full paired comparisons
- Rating Method

V

V

Strategic Evaluation Module for attribute scores
A
attributes

Aggregate Analysis
Sensitivity Analysis
Utility-Cost Analysis
Subaggregate Analysis

attribute weights
- Alternative scores
- Ranked order alternatives

Figure 7.1: Computer-based decision support framework for evaluating and
comparing manufacturing investments.
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1. Simulation Module options include:
Static Arrival without Transportation Device.
Static Arrival with Transportation Device.
Dynamic Arrival without Transportation Device.
Dynamic Arrival with Transportation Device.
2. Economic Analysis:
calculates NPV and IRR based on the cash flows of cost, revenue, loan, and
depreciation.
provides sensitivity analysis due to changes in revenue, cost, salvage, and interest.
3. Economic Risk Analysis options include:
Economic Analysis.
Risk Analysis.

Factor Specification or Attribute Selection: provides a list of selected attributes and allows users
to make additions and changes.
Factor Importance options include:
Partial Paired Comparisons - Discrete Scaling Method.
Full Paired Comparisons - Saaty Approximation Method.
Rating Method.
Alternative Selection: allows users to specify single or multiple alternatives that are to be
evaluated.
Factor Scoring: provides score summaries and graphical displays of results.
Aggregate Module options include:
Aggregate Analysis.
Sensitivity to Attribute Weights.
Utility-Cost Analysis.

Siih-areate Analysis.

Figure 7.2: Structure of the computer-based decision support system.

The following sections briefly discuss the implementation of the
components of the decision framework into a computer-based decision support
system.
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7.1

Input Moduie
The input module acts as an interface between users and the computer

system. Unlike commercial simulation systems that require users' understanding of
the simulation system, this interface is designed to enable the users to use the
computer-based model without the need to understand the underlying program
structure. The input module allows users to easily specify and/or modify the

manufacturing alternatives for a specific operation without requiring changes in the
computer model. Input module consists of the following components:

Attribute Selection. Attribute selection module provides users with the list
and definition of potential attributes identified in this research and allows users to
modify the set based on their specific manufacturing environment. The list of
specified attributes is later used in developing the forms for establishing attribute
weights and for attribute value assignment.

Product (part) Specification. This component asks users to provide the
number of product types to be produced, production priorities, order size, batch
orders, the number and sequence of operations for each product, routing

information, and setup and processing times. Some of the inputs, such as demand
rates, setup times, and processing times may be specified as either stochastic or
deterministic.
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Machine Specification. This component asks users to provide the number
and composition of machining centers or workstations on the shop floor, the buffer
size for each machining center, defective rate of each machining center, and queue
selection rules. The user can select from an array of queue selection rules including
FIFO, SPT, or random selection.

Material Handling. The material handling component asks users to provide
the number of material handling devices used on the shop floor, the paths taken by
each product based to its routing, the paths supported by material handling
equipment, and transportation or travel times. The transportation time includes the
time to travel and time to load and unload parts. Also, transportation times may be
specified as either stochastic or deterministic in nature.

7.2

Simulation Module
Since it is not always feasible to develop a generic simulation model readily

adaptable to all types of manufacturing systems. The objective of the computer

simulation module in this research is to allow users to easily model and modify the
physical components and production policies of their manufacturing systems and to

estimate production parameters such as machine utilizations, throughputs,
inventories, times product spend in queues, and unfinished job orders.
The computer model is a discrete-event simulation model, written in Visual

Basic version 3.0. The simulation modeling framework (Randhawa and West
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[1992b]) shown in Figure 7.3 was used in developing this computer model. Figure
7.3 shows that there are three sub-modules. These are resource library, decision
strategy library, and decision support library. Resource library describes the

physical objects or components of the system and their interactions. Decision
strategy library describes the production policies regarding to the physical

component layouts, production scheduling and sequencing, and inventory control.
Decision support library contains analytical models for forecasting, economic
evaluation, statistics analyzer, generating random numbers, and controlling event
schedulers. In addition, sensitivity and risk analysis are embodied in simulation
module.

The simulation model is able to handle dynamic and static arrivals of multi-

part/product orders. Dynamic arrival means that the arrival rate of each product may
be stochastic, specified as a function. Distribution functions built in the system
include normal, exponential, uniform, and triangular. Static arrival pattern means
that production orders are fixed and specified before the start of a simulation run.
The dispatching rules for static and dynamic arrivals for multiple products
are different. In the static arrival model, the following rules are provided for the
release of production orders:
User-specified priority.
Shortest processing time (SPT).
Random selection.
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Resource Library
Workstations
Processing Stations
Machining
Drilling
Turning

Transfer Stations

Storage Queues (Buffers)
Material Handling
Robots
Conveyors
AGVs

Storage/Retrieval
AS/RS

Entities
Raw Materials

Finished Product

Decision Strategy Library
Equipment Layout
Sequencing (Routing) Policy
Scheduling Policies
Inventory Control Strategies

Decision Support Library
Forecasting Module
Economic Evaluator
Statistic Analyzer
Random Number Generator
Event Schedule

Figure 7.3: Simulation modeling framework (Randhawa and West [1992bJ).
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For dynamic arrivals, the release of production orders is based on:
Random arrival, where each product type arrives based on its arrival
distribution.

Product mix, where one distribution specifies the arrival pattern but the arrival
consists of a specified product mix.

The physical components that can be specified in the simulation model
include human operators, machining centers, quality inspection stations, buffer
areas, material handling devices such as robots, and AGVs, raw materials, and
finished products.

A buffer area or queue associated with a machining center consists of a
centralized incoming queue and a centralized work-in-process (WIP) queue. An

incoming queue for each machining center is used to hold the incoming work part
while the machining center is busy processing. A WIP queue is used to hold the
finished work part to be transported to the next available machining center. Figure

7.4 shows an example of the two queues for milling machining center that consists
of three independent milling machines. For simplicity, the user is asked to provide
only the total size of these two queues.
For each queue, the user is asked to specify a selection rule to determine the
next part to be picked for processing. Choices include:
First in first out (Fll-O), where the part that arrived first to the queue is picked
next from the queue.
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Figure 7.4: Centralized incoming queue and WIP queue for a machining center.

Shortest processing time (SPT), where the part with the shortest processing time
is picked next from the queue.
Random pick, where any part may be picked randomly for processing.

A critical problem in modeling manufacturing systems is to build
procedures to avoid blocking and deadlock during simulation runs. Blocking occurs
when one finished work part cannot be moved to the next machine because the WIP
queue of its current machine and incoming queue of the next machine are full to the
capacities. The finished part then occupies the current machine even though the
machine status is idle. The blocked machine is set free when the blocking part is
moved to the next machine. A deadlock situation forces the manufacturing system
to stop when more than two machines are each waiting for the other to finish
processing. A deadlock situation may also be triggered by a blocking situation. In
addition, blocking or deadlock situations may become more critical when material
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handling devices are used in the model because machines and material handling
devices may be waiting for each other.

It is therefore important that some types of rules or mechanisms be
incorporated in the model to avoid blocking and deadlock. The rules that have been
used successfully in many FMSs to avoid blocking and deadlock and are
implemented in this simulation model are:
A part will only be transported whenever an upstream machining center or the
current machine's incoming queue is available. This will maximize the material
handling utilization and minimize the number of waiting parts in both queues.
A part that calls for the material handling device first will be transported to the
machining center. This will keep the number of waiting work parts in both
queues to a minimum.

If more than one part calls for a material handling device at the same time, the
material handling device will select and transport the part with the shortest
travel time. Ties are broken arbitrarily. This will keep the waiting time to a
minimum.

The layout of the machining centers is handled in terms of the
transportationitravel time between the two machining centers, rather in terms of
distances. It should be noticed that even though there is no direct path or link
connecting two particular machining centers, the travel time between these two
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centers can be reflected by an indirect path. The travel time may be specified as a
constant or a distribution.
Finally, unlike commercial simulation systems that require users to have
prior or background knowledge in making network codes as models or
representations of the manufacturing systems, this simulation module is designed so
that the users can use the model right away without having to spend time to learn
the language or modeling capabilities.

7.3

Economic Evaluation Module
The objective of economic evaluation module is to provide users with

economic measures (such as net present value and internal rate of return) based on
cost and revenue cash flows. Several methods to calculate depreciation are also
provided in this module. Economic evaluation module consists of the following
components:

Economic Analysis: to handle the deterministic cost and revenue cash
flows. In addition to providing the economic measures, economic analysis provides
sensitivity analysis of net present value due to changes in revenue, cost, salvages,
and interest. An example of graphical display of sensitivity analysis is shown in
Figure 7.5.
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Sensitivity Analysis due to changes in Revenue, Cost,
Salvage, and Interest
9
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Figure 7.5: Sensitivity analysis of net present value due to changes in revenue,
cost, salvages, and interest.

Economic Risk Analysis: to handle stochastic cost and revenue cash flows.
Thus, to analyze the effect of uncertainty on NPV, the system provides users with:

Economic Analysis: to calculate NPV and provide a graphical presentation of
relative (or cumulative) frequency plot for net present value. An example is
shown in Figure 7.6.

Risk Analysis: to provide users with statistical measures for the distribution of
net present value.
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Figure 7.6: Relative frequency of NPV (number of trials, n = 100).

7.4

Weight Assessment Module
This module provides users with a set of methods for developing attribute

weights and summary of attribute weights calculated from all users. As mentioned

earlier in Chapter 6, these methods include partial paired comparisons using
discrete scaling method (West and Randhawa [1989]), full paired comparisons
using Saaty's approximation method (Saaty [1977]), and rating method (Eckenrode
[1965] and Canada and Sullivan [1989]).
If the rating method is selected, this module will show a list of selected
attributes and ask the users to distribute points for attributes. In addition, this

module allows multiple users to participate in establishing the relative important
weights.
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7.5

Strategic Evaluation Module: Scoring on a 0-10 Scale

This module presents users with the list of qualitative and quantitative
attributes and solicits a numerical score for each attribute, for each alternative.
Then, for each alternative and each user, this module will show (1) the weighted
values of attribute score times weight, (2) the total score or sum of the weighted
values, (3) summary (i.e., means and variances) of the weighted values and total
scores if multiple users are involved, and (4) graphical displays.

7.6

Multi-Attribute Module
The multi-attribute module provides users with the following options:

Aggregate Analysis. Aggregate analysis performs the following functions:
Calculate aggregate score for each alternative using the linear additive model.
Rank alternatives based on aggregate scores.
Calculate the absolute difference and percentage difference among ranked
aggregate scores.

Sensitivity to Attribute Weights. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 6, the

purpose of weight sensitivity is to identify attributes for which errors in estimation
of weights may have a significant impact on results.
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Utility-Cost Analysis. Again, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 6, a graphical
presentation of utility versus cost is used to identify dominated and dominating
alternatives. Further analysis using the ratio values of cost increment to utility score
increment is also included in this module.

Sub-aggregate Analysis. This analysis is a supplement to the three aggregate
analyses mentioned earlier.

7.7

Computer Program Verification
The final task in developing a computer model is to verify and validate it in

order to establish its credibility. Verification insures that all the modules in the
computer model perform as intended. Validation checks whether the computer
model accurately represents the behavior of the actual system under study.

As expected, the simulation module required more rigorous debugging, and
verification compared to the other modules in the computer model. Thus, this
section concentrates mainly on the computer simulation module. Nevertheless, all
other modules were debugged and verified to check whether they perform as
intended.

Many test runs for different manufacturing configurations (such as single
machining center/server, multi-servers in series, with and without material handling
devices, multi-servers in parallel with and without material handling devices, and a
combination of servers in series and parallel with and without material handling
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devices) were performed in this research. Then, based on the simulation outputs,
the simulation module was debugged and verified systematically and extensively.
Some of the test runs are briefly explained next.

Simulation results of three complete systems were evaluated and compared
against published results using queuing theoiy (Randhawa and Saleh [1994]). The
three models are one-MIMI1IFIFO/15/co, two-M/M/l/F1FO/15/co's in series, and

three-M/M/1/FifO/1 5/co's in series.
The machine load factor or machine utilization estimated by the simulation
module was compared with the theoretical load factor (calculated using queuing
theory) using a t-test. The theoretical load factor (treated as the target value)
indicates the traffic flow of the system during steady state period. Theoretically, the

machine utilization estimates will converge to the theoretical load factor after the
steady state period is reached.
M/M/1/FJtOI1 5/co model describes that the arrival and service processes
are independent, identically distributed random variables having an exponential

distribution (denoted by two M's), there is a single server (denoted by '1'), FIFO
(first in, first out) determines the queue discipline such that the orders are processed
in the order of arrival; the maximum allowable number of orders in the system is
15; and the size of the population from which the orders are drawn is infinite

(denoted by 'cc'). It should be noticed that the type of simulation suitable for these
characteristics is a dynamic arrival simulation without material handling devices.
Figure 7.7 only shows the MIM/1/FIFO/15/cc model.
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Service Process

Arrival Process

Server

Queue (14 capacities)

/

One order is in process

Figure 7.7: A single MIM/1IFIFO/15/oo model.

Figures 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10 show that there is not enough evidence to reject
H0' s, that is the load factor deviations are negligible. In other words, the simulation
module can be used with a high degree of confidence to represent the actual
queuing systems under study.

Furthermore, through extensive debugging and verification on the
modularity of the simulation module components and the ability to manipulate
event calendar, the simulation module can be used with a high degree of confidence
to represent different manufacturing system configurations with/without material
handling devices, with different type of arrival (i.e., dynamic or static), with
different arrival and service distributions, or with different rules (policies) to be
enforced in part (product) priority selection and queue selection.
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Arrival rate : i.i.d. exponentially distributed, every 10 minutes: 2 1/10.
Service rate: i.i.d. exponentially distributed, every 9 minutes: p = 1/9.
Number of runs (replications): n = 170.
Simulation time duration = 1250 minutes.
Theoretical load factor: p = 0.90.
H0: p = 0.90 (or the deviation is negligible).
Ha: p 0.90.

ct=0.05;v=n I = 169; t= 1.96.
The load factor mean:

p = 0.8991; variance =

0.0107; tbserved = 10.00001

<ti2,

= 1.96.

Decision: Thus, H0 cannot be rejected. The load factor deviation from p = 0.90 is not significant
at a two-sided a of 5%.

Figure 7.8: Hypothesis test for a sing1e_MfM/1IF1FO/l5/c.

Arrival rate : i.i.d. exponentially distributed, every 10 minutes: 2 = 1/10.
Service rate : i.i.d. exponentially distributed, every 9 minutes: p = 1/9.
Number of runs (replications): n = 170.
Simulation time duration = 1250 minutes.
Theoretical load factors: first server: pi = 0.90; second server: p2 = 0.877.

p1 = 0.90 (or the deviation is negligible).

Hai: pi= 0.90.
p2 = 0.877 (or the deviation is negligible).

H: p2 = 0.877.

a=0.05;vn 1 = 169; t= 1.96.
The load factor means: p1 = 0.8977; variance] = 0.0 120; tobserved =
The load factor means:

2 = 0.8754; variance2 = 0.0123; tob

I

0.00002 <t0j2, = 1.96.

= -0.0000 1
I

I

<t,= 1.96.

Decision: Thus, H01 and H02 cannot be rejected. The load factor deviations from pi =0.90 and
= 0.877 are not significant at a two-sided a of 5%.

Figure 7.9: Hypothesis test for a two-MIMI1/FThO/15/co's in series.
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Arrival rate : i.i.d. exponentially distributed, every 10 minutes: 2 = 1/10.
Service rate : i.i.d. exponentially distributed, every 9 minutes: p = 1/9.
Number of runs (replications): n = 170.
Simulation time duration = 1250 minutes.
Theoretical load factors: first server: pi = 0.90; second server: p2 = 0.877; third server:
0.860.
p1 0.90 (or the deviation is negligible).
Hai: p1 0.90.

3=

p2 = 0.877 (or the deviation is negligible).

H: p2 = 0.877.

H:

p3 = 0.860 (or the deviation is negligible).
3 = 0.860.

= 0.05; v = n - 1 = 169; tcz/2,v = 1.96.

The load factor means: p1 = 0.9100; variance] = 0.0190; tbd = 0.0001 <ti2. = 1.96.
I

The load factor means:

2 = 0.8700; variance2 = 0.0100; tobserved = -0.0001
I

I

<tuj.v = 1.96.

The load factor means: p = 0.8560; variance3 = 0.0101; tobd = -0.00003 i <ti2, = 1.96.
Decision: Thus, H01, H02, and H03 cannot be rejected. The load factor deviations from p = 0.90,

p2 = 0.877, and p3 = 0.860 are not significant at a two-sided a of 5%.

Figure 7.10: Hypothesis test for a three-MIM/1/FTh'O/15/cc 's in series.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

8.1

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the decision variables for evaluating advanced
manufacturing systems and the development of application case studies for testing
the effectiveness of using the decision framework and its implementation into a
computer-based decision support system.

8.1.1

Advanced Manufacturing Technology Capital Decision
Variables

This research provided a decision support framework for modeling the
evaluation and selection of manufacturing system investments. Due to the multidimensional nature of the problem, a multi-attribute decision approach was used to
incorporate the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the decision problem. The
focus of this approach is flexibility and modularity so that it is applicable to a wide
range of manufacturing systems with differing process configurations and
technologies.

Based on information from the literature and confirmed by industry, this
research identified the attributes considered important in evaluating capital
investments. Several new constructs indicating strong correlation between attributes
were also identified based upon industrial data. The identification of these
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constructs produced a smaller set of decision factors and should be helpful in the
situation where many decision factors existed for comparison. These new
constructs are:

The flexibility components focusing on machine, material handling, product,
and ease of future expansion were combined into a single construct. The new
construct is operational flexibility, reflecting the basic components of flexibility
possessed by the manufacturing systems.

Directing, communication, and development engineering from technical and
management support were combined into a single construct, job enhancement,

reflecting a company's effort in delegating work assignments and
communicating the technological changes to the employees while focusing on
quality, producibility, and cost reduction during acquisition and production
phases.

Timeliness and responsiveness of vendor support were combined into a single
construct, agility, reflecting time aspect of quality dimension of vendor support.
Individualization and format of the training program from vendor were
combined into a single construct, training program customization, reflecting the
process of transferring knowledge to the trainees by offering individualized or
generalized training courses through the use of any combination of
structured/unstructured on-the-job/off-the-job training program.
Acquisition and installation, fabrication-subassembly-assembly-packaging,
personnel operation, equipment (operating), and equipment modification costs
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were combined into a single construct, acquisition and operating cost of the new
system.

Quality appraisal, external failure quality, distribution, and maintenance costs
were combined into a single construct, quality improvement cost, reflecting the
company's efforts to improve the manufacturing system quality.
Inventory management and manual instruction costs were combined into a
single construct, documentation cost for production control, reflecting the cost
of developing manual instructions for the operation and maintenance, and
inventory management activities.

Facilities and utilities were combined into a single construct, facility operating
cost.

Engineering design, engineering development, product research developments
were combined into a research and development cost construct.
Insured and uninsured safety costs were combined into a single construct, safety
performance cost.

This research also established the relative importance of attributes via a
second industry survey. Expert input showed manufacturing flexibility and system
cost to be more important than vendor support and technical and management
support in evaluating capital investments. A higher rated component indicated a
more significance for the factor in the decision process. In addition, there were no
significant differences between manufacturing flexibility and system cost and
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between vendor support and technical and management support. The final attribute
list is shown in Figure 8.1.

8.1.2

Development of Application Case Studies

To test the effectiveness of the developed decision framework, a case study
representative of an industrial application was developed and evaluated using the
framework. Although the test was not able to partial out the learning effect from the

treatment effect on subjects' responses, the use of the framework reduced the level
of computations and, hence, made it easier to differentiate among the alternatives.
Furthermore, its use resulted in reduced time to structure and evaluate the problem.
The research implemented the decision framework into a computer-based
system. The computer implementation provides a simulation model for structuring
alternatives and estimating performance measures (attributes). This is integrated
with a multi-attribute evaluation model for comparison of alternatives. The focus in
developing computer-based decision support system is modularity to accommodate
changes in the computer model, flexibility to accommodate input changes, clarity in
operating the system, printability of the inputs and outputs, and accessibility in
retrieving inputs.
The simulation module was designed to handle dynamic and static arrivals
of multi-product orders and multi-transportation devices. The simulation module
enables users to model or structure a wide range of manufacturing systems with

Final Attribute List for Evaluating
Advanced Manufacturing Systems

+
Manufacturing Flexibility
-Operational
-Volume
-Compatibility
-Routing

*
System Cost

-Acquisition and operating
cost
-Inventory cost
-Quality prevention cost
-Material handling cost
-Personnel support cost
-Quality improvement cost
-Research and development
cost
-Facility operating cost
-Documentation cost for
production control
-Initial transportation cost
-Safety performance cost
-Disposal cost
-Internal quality cost
-Documentation cost
-Management cost

*

+
Technical and Management
Support

Vendor Support
-Agility
-Extensiveness of initial
training program
-Proven reliability
-Timing of initial training
program
-Professionalism
-Customization of initial
training program

-Job enhancement
-Marketing and contracting
-Procurement and subcontracting
-Planning
-Organizing and staffing
-Space and facilities
Test and evaluation

Figure 8.1: Final attribute list for evaluating advanced manufacturing systems.
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different process configurations, production priorities, and manufacturing

components. The system developed in thisresearch uses a natural language
interface enabling its use without the need to understand the underlying
programming structure.
In addition to the simulation module, other major components of the
computer system include economic and risk evaluation, attribute selection,
weighting and aggregation, and sensitivity analysis. The objective is to provide an

integrated computer-based decision support system fordecision makers in making
manufacturing investment decisions. It is expected that by providing a stand-alone
system with all pertinent components required in analysis and evaluation, the
effectiveness and efficiency of decision making process would be enhanced.
Finally, this research has two implications, practically and academically. It
can assist decision makers to better understand and apply the justification process
and the system behavior under different manufacturing scenarios. Academically, it
can be used also as an educational tool for students to understand the justification
process, and its tradeoffs and complexities.

8.2

Suggestions for Future Research
Even though the effectiveness of the decision framework was evaluated

using subjects from industry, the computer-based system requires industrial
evaluation for its use and effectiveness. This will provide additional opportunities
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to test the applicability of the computer-based system in structuring a wide range of
different manufacturing systems, estimating the performance measures, assessing
the attribute weights and values, and performing the sensitivity analysis, utility-cost
analysis, and subaggregate analysis.

For added flexibility in the computer-based system, it can be enhanced to
facilitate the addition of material handling device with different sets of material
handling linkages (paths). The current system allows the use of multiple material
handling devices with a common set of material handling linkages.
h-i addition to the production sequencing rules already built in the system,
such as first in first out (Fll-iO), shortest processing time (SPT), and random

selection, the system can be enhanced to include other rules such as early due date
(EDD), longest processing time (LPT), and slack rules.
Finally, to be effective in testing the effectiveness of using the decision
support framework, the research design must be able to separate the learning effect

(i.e., confounding effect) from the treatment effect on subjects' responses. One of
the options is to randomly assign subjects from a homogenous pooi into two
groups, a treatment group and a control group. The subjects in the treatment group
will be asked to structure, evaluate, and score the manufacturing investments using
the decision framework. On the other hand, the subjects in the control group will be
asked to structure, evaluate, and score the manufacturing investments without a
decision framework. Then, the hypotheses that the use of the framework makes it
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easier to differentiate among the alternatives and reduces the time required to
structure and evaluate alternatives can be tested.
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JUSTIFYING INVESTMENT IN
MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION
Manufacturing Flexibility
JUSTIFICATION

System Cost

- Decision Makers
- Manufacturing Alternatives
- Justification Methodology

Vendor Support

PROCESS

Technical and
nagement Support

Conducted by the Department of
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
(541) 737-1571
The overall objectives of this survey are to identify factors considered important in the
justification and selection of advanced manufacturing systems, such as automated
production lines and flexible manufacturing systems, and to establish a relative ranking of
factors in the justification process.

The objective of this phase of survey is to identify and validate a list of factors in the
justification process. These factors are based on an extensive literature review of
applications and research published in this area, and discussion with managers and
engineers involved in the equipmentlsystem selection process.
Your input will provide us with valuable information in this process. When you are
finished, please return your completed questionnaire in the enclosed, prepaid envelope.
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The justification factors are classified into four major groups:
I. System Cost.
Manufacturing Flexibility.
Vendor Support.
Technical and Management Support.
Some of the factors listed here may be important in making manufacturing investment
decisions in your company. Using the scale below, identify the factors which you believe are
important in making investment decision.

I = Not Important
2= Somewhat Important

3= Important
4= Absolutely Critical

Your responses, based on your experience and judgement, will provide us with valuable
information about the justification and selection processes. You may use the space in the
margins to comment on any question, or to qualify any answer.
Thank you for sharing your thoughts and ideas.

Please go to the next page
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1. System cost refers to life-cycle costs including acquisition costs for new equipment or
system, operational and maintenance costs, and disposal costs of the products, equipment,
and the manufacturing system.
Listed below are 12 factors associated with total system cost, some of which may be
important in making manufacturing investment decisions in your company. Using the
scale below, identify the factors which you believe are important in making investment
decisions. (Circle the appropriate response after each factor.)
Ml

c

a. Acquisition and Installation Cost includes all acquisition and installation
costs for new equipment/system, tools and test equipment, fixtures, jigs,
and facilities (maintenance, new/modified buildings, quality inspection
and testing, training, and warehouse)
b. System Operational Cost includes all operational costs from:
- Fabrication, subassembly, assembly, and packing of products
- Material handling activities for manufacturing/maintenanCe
- Personnel
- All equipment
- Facilities/factoiy
- Utility costs (floor-space, gas, electricity, telephone, and air conditioning)
c. System Maintenance Cost includes costs for maintaining all equipment
and facilities/factory
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d. Quality Cost covers:
- Prevention cost: developing and implementing quality control system to
prevent defective parts/products
- Appraisal cost: performing quality inspection and test, and maintaining all
quality inspection and test equipment
- Internal failure cost: repair or rework defective parts, and to retest and/or
dispose repaired/reworked parts
- External failure cost: handling customer complaints or returned products
including freight handling, material handling, warranty (or out of
warranty) of repair/reworkl replacement, and product recall
e. Inventory Cost includes all inventory costs of material, part, and work-inprocess; and spares for tools and test, support, and storage/handling
equipment for manufacturing and maintenance activities
f. Personnel Cost includes all costs for hiring, firing, and training operation
and maintenance personnel
g. Equipment Modification Cost refers to costs to modify tools, and
fixtures, and equipment for the new system
h. Product Distribution Cost includes all costs for marketing, sales, and
shipping or distribution of products to customers

3
3

Please turn the page
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System cost factors continue on this page. (Circle the appropriate response after each
factor.)

A_

NI

i. Logistic Support Cost includes all costs involved in:
- Developing operating and maintenance instructions
- Inventory management activities : cataloging, listing, and coding
- Initial transportation and handling of all support components from the
suppliers to any applicable facility
- Insured safety cost: insurance premiums covering medical expenses for
compensable injury cases and compensation to the injured workers
- Uninsured safety cost including costs of lost-workday, non-lost workday
attended by doctor, first-aid, and non-injury accident cases
j. Management Cost covers all costs for managerial activities from product
research and development of new products in design phase to production
planning and control in production phase
k. Research and Development Costs cover
- Product research and development cost includes all costs for market
studies, conceptual/feasibility studies, and program planning for new
products
- Engineering design cost includes all costs for developing system
engineering, conceptual design, mechanical-electrical-drafting designs,
human factors, reliability engineering, producibility, standardization,
safety, and design review
- Engineering development - test cost includes all costs for fabrication and
assembly, quality control and inspection, material procurement, material
handling, data collection, and evaluation of the prototypes
- Design documentation cost includes all costs for preparing, printing,
publishing, and distributing documents in company
1. Disposal Cost refers to any costs at the end of product's life cycle incurred
in disposal of resources used in the production process
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2. Flexibility is the ability to handle planned and unplanned changes less expensively and
quickly. These changes include changes in machining times, machine and tool failures,
part or product quality problems, product types, product mix, processing or machining
requirements, and quantity of products or parts allocated to the system or the machines.
Listed below are seven factors associated with manufacturing flexibility, some of which
may be important in making manufacturing investment decisions in your company. Using
the scale below, identify the factors which you believe are important in making investment
decisions. (Circle the appropriate response after each factor.)
c

a. Machine flexibility: ability of machines to process different operations
without requiring high costs and/or large amounts of time to switch
between operations

b. Material handling flexibility: ability to transport, load/unload, and store
different part types efficiently for proper positioning and processing in the
manufacturing plant
c. Routing flexibifity : ability to produce a part using alternate machines in
the event of machine/tools breakdown or failure

d. Product flexibility: degree of easiness to add new parts, substitute
existing parts, or switch between part mixes inexpensively
e. Volume flexibility: ability to operate profitably at a wide range of
production capacities
f. Compatibility with the existing equipment/system : the extent to which
the new equipment/system will be compatible with the existing
equipment/system

g. Ease of future expansion: degree of easiness to expand the new
equipment/system in the future
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3. Vendor support refers to (1) the quality dimension of the services and support functions
performed by vendors before and after sales, (2) the proven reliability of the new
equipment/system in industry, and (3) the initial technical training programs for the new
equipment/system. Vendor services include remote/on-site diagnostic, repair, replacement,
and assembly. After-sale services include under-warranty and/or out-of warranty services.
Initial technical training program, usually underestimated, is recognized to be essential to
operate the new equipment/system effectively.
Listed below are the three factors associated with vendor support, some of which may be
important in making manufacturing investment decisions in your company. Using the
scale below, identify the factors which you believe are important in making investment
decisions. (Circle the appropriate response after each factor.)
Ni

a. Quality dimension of services and support functions (before and after
sales) relates to:
- Responsiveness : refers to vendor's history on how promptly the vendor
responds to company's request for service or support jobs
- Timeliness: refers to vendor's past performance to accomplish jobs within
the stated time frame
- Professionalism: refers to vendor's history on how the vendor staffs
conduct themselves in carrying out the service/support job
b. Reliability refers to whether similar equipment/system has proven
reliability in industry in terms of minimal loss time due to breakdowns
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c. Initial technical tiaining programs relate to:
- Individualization: refers to the specificity of the training courses tailored
to meet company's manufacturing requirements
- Format: refers to the type of the initial training program (e.g. unstructured
or structured on-the-job or off-the-job training)
- Extensiveness: refers to how extensive the initial training program is
offered to trainees
- Timing : refers to the time (when) the initial training program for new
equipment/system is offered

Please go to the next page
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4. Advanced manufacturing technologies usually require a wide range of changes in human
resource management. These changes may result in uncertainties about the future of the
employees' career, work assignments, work authority, responsibility, and job employment
security. It is important that company provide technical and management support to
reduce the effects of uncertainties on employees' morale, to increase employees'
performance and creativity, to ensure smooth production flow, and to improve the overall
work environment.

Listed below are 15 factors associated with technical and management support, some of
which may be important in making manufacturing investment decisions in your company.
Using the scale below, identify the factors which you believe are important in making
investment decisions. (Circle the appropriate response after each factor.)
Ml
&iâ
Analyzing risk and providing for contingencies in the purchase of new
equipment
Forecasting funding and labor requirements for the new equipment/system
Establishing clear job descriptions, authority, accountability, and reward
structure consistent with the nature and operation of the new equipmentl
system
Selecting the most qualified employees to fill the new job assignments to
best utilize their capabilities and potential
Delegating work assignments effectively by encouraging maximum
employee involvement and accountability
Remaining alert and responsive to customer needs, market trends, and
competition
Keeping employeesinformed about changes in technology through
promotional material, training programs, etc
Focusing on quality, safety, producibility, and cost reduction in acquisition
and operation phases
Planning and integrating effective laboratory, demonstration, and field
tests for new products
Developing test specifications, test methods, and simulation techniques to
accurately evaluate product designs
Establishing procurement schedule for maximizing use of the new
equipment/system
1. Ensuring an adequate definition of work on all subcontracted jobs
Maintaining an effective interface with subcontractors to monitor
subcontractors' progress
Accurately estimating the required space and support facility for the new
equipment/system/labors
Optimizing the use of available space and facilities for the new
equipment/system/labors
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5. How many employees are there at the location at which you work?
Number of employees at location (Approximately.)
6. Which of the following best describes your current work? (Please circle one number.)
Process and/or Product Design
Assembly and Test
Purchasing, Vendor Interface
Business or System Integration
Quality Assurance
Education and Training
Research and Development
Equipment, Facilities Design or
Shop Floor Control
Management
Software Development
Financial Analysis
Other (Please specify.)
Marketing and Sales
Manufacturing Management
7. Which of the following manufacturing processes are used at your location, or are part of
your work? (Please circle one number after each process.)
No
Yes
1
2
Electronic assembly
1
2
Silicon wafer, integrated circuit processing, testing, or assembly
1
2
Metal machining, casting, or forming
1
2
Plastics
2
1
Ceramics
1
2
Chemical
1
2
Food processing
2
1
Other (please specify).

8. Any additional comments:

Thank you for taking the time to provide your thoughts and ideas. Your contribution in
identifying the important factors is greatly appreciated. Please return your completed
questionnaire in the enclosed prepaid envelope to : Budi Saleh. Department of Industrial and
Manufacturing Engineering, Oregon State University. 118 CoveR Hall. Corvallis, OR 97331.
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Appendix 2.1. Cover Letter

Corvallis, May 19, 1997

Dear Sir:

I am an Oregon State University Graduate Student currently conducting research for
my Ph.D. degree. This research is designed to identify and rank factors considered
important in the justification and selection of advanced manufacturing systems,
such as automated production lines and flexible manufacturing systems. A set of
such factors is listed in the enclosed questionnaire fonn. Their operational
definitions are also provided for clarification of the terminology.
We are soliciting input from select companies in Oregon to identify a set of critical
factors in the justification process. Subsequent to factor identification, you will be
asked to rank the critical factors identified in this initial survey to reflect their
relative importance in the justification process.
Your cooperation and assistance to participate in this identification effort are
essential to the study's success and greatly appreciated. A self-addressed envelope
is enclosed to facilitate your reply. Thank you very much for your help.

Sincerely,

Budi Saleh
Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
Oregon State University
118 Covell Hall
Corvallis, OR 97331
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Appendix 2.2. Postcard

Dear Sir:

Three weeks ago, a questionnaire designed to identify critical factors in the justification and
selection of advanced manufacturing systems was sent to you. You are part of small group of
companies selected to respond to the questionnaire.
If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire to us, please accept our thanks. If not,
please do so today. It is extremely important that your responses are included in the survey if the
results are to accurately represent the view of select companies. If you need an additional copy of the
questionnaire, feel free to contact me at (541) 737-1571 or salehb@flop.engr.orst.edu.
Your cooperation and assistance to participate in this survey are essential to the study's success and
greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Budi Saleh
Dept. of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering - OSU
118 Covell Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331
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Appendix Table 3.1: Two-way Anova test results for components of flexibility.

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Components

1.238

6

Subjects

19.714

11

0.206
1.792

Error

13.619

66

0.206

Total

34.571

83

F

P-value

F crit

1

4.329E-01

2.239
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This appendix illustrates the use of multiple comparison using best and
worst treatment method for the components of technical and management support.
It should be pointed out that the use of this method was also applied in the same
manner to other components of vendor support and system cost. This method is
used to identify a single or a set of components that are statistically considered as
the highest (best) and lowest (worst) rated components.
Let:

max -

(yj) = the largest component mean of the remaining means (i = 1,2,.. .,C)

mm -

(yj) = the smallest component mean of the remaining means (i = 1, 2,.. .,C)

J

C = number of components or treatments being compared
M

da,k,v

/MSEI! +!
kr

rj

k =C-1,and v =degreeoffreedom
da,içv = Dunnet's
ri, rj

tabled statistics for one-sided comparisons (Kuehi [1998])

= number of replications for components i and j, respectively

A component or treatment is selected into the highest (best) subset if:

-yl)

max-

Ji
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On the other hand, a component is selected into the lowest (worst) subset if:

-yi(mm(y)+M
j

Thus, for the components of technical and management support, the method
is applied and summarized in Appendix Table 4.1.

Appendix Table 4.1: The use of best and worst treatment method for technical and management support components.

Mean Score
Components

(y)

Development engineering
Directing
Communication
Marketing & contracting
Procurement & subcontract!
Planning2
Organizing & staffing2
Planning!
Space & facilities2
Procurement & subcontract2
Space & facilities!
Procurement & subcontract3
Test & evaluation2
Test & evaluation!
Organizing & staffing!

3.50
3.42
3.33
3.25
3.25
3.17
3.17
3.08
3.08
2.92
2.83
2.67
2.58
2.50
2.17

max j

1

3.42
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

max -

-M

mm -

(ij)

mm -

(yi) + M

Highest /
Lowest

.i

2.72
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80

2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.17
2.50

2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
2.86
3.20

Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest
Lowest

where:

C=15

v=154

k=C-1=14

MSE=0.451
ri = 12, for i = 1, 2, ..., 15

a=0.05
da,k,v = 2.54

M 0.696

2
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EVALUATING MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
I: COMPARISON WITHOUT DECISION All)

EVALUATION
Decision Makers
Alternatives
Selection Methodology

- Manufactunng

PROCESS

Conducted by the Department of
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
(541) 758-9308
This study (1) identifies factors used in the evaluation of advanced manufacturing
processes and (2) develops processes to aid decision makers in the evaluation process. As
part of this study, we have developed a decision aid we would like you to use in
evaluating two manufacturing alternatives. Your input will provide us with valuable
insight in improving the evaluation process.

First, please complete Case I - Without Decision Aid, followed by Case II - With
Decision Aid. Your comments about the usefulness of the decision aid in structuring your
thought process would be appreciated. Any suggestions in improving the effectiveness of
the comparison process are also appreciated.
Thank you for your time and for sharing your thoughts and ideas.
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P1ease record your starting tune here:

CASE STUDY

A company producing medical furniture has been experiencing growth in their

business that is projected to continue in the foreseeable future. The management
recognizes that this growth would affect its machining operations. Currently, the machine
shop houses one Fadal 6030 CNC vertical mill and one Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill to
process furniture parts. Operational measures, summarized in Table 1, indicate a need for
expansion.

Table 1: Operational measures in current machine shop.
Machine

Avg. WIP

Avg. Time in WIP

[units]

[hours]
3.3
12.0

Machine
Utilization [%]

16
Fadal CNC miii
256
Mon Seiki CNC miii
Unfiniched job orders in the machine shops = 80.2 %
Total WIP inventory cost = $ 29,309/year (WIP: work-in-process).

93.8
100

The company is considering two alternatives for expansion, shown in Figure 1.

Alternative 1 requires the addition of one more independent Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill
to the current equipment base. Alternative 2 replaces the current system with a LeBlond
Makino A55 Delta system. This integrated system is a two-axis CNC horizontal mill

integrated with a linear pallet shuttle. All parts processed by the current Mon Seiki and
Fadal CNC mills can be processed by the LeBlond Makino system. The current Mon
Seiki and Fadal CNC mills, then, will be used only for repair jobs in the machine shop.
Tables 2 and 3 list all the part types that are produced in both alternatives along
with the weekly demand, setup and processing times and sequences, and weekly WIP
inventory cost.
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Alternative I : Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill.

Alternative 2: LeBlond Makino A55 with pallet shuttle.

Figure 1: Expansion alternatives.

The initial acquisition cost for each alternative is summarized in Table 4. An
additional Mon Seiki CNC mill will cost $ 343,000, while the LeBlond Makino system
will cost $ 819,000. The total of the acquisition cost and the present cost of the annual
WIP inventory cost over the next five-year period must be within the allowable range of $
175,000 - $ 950,000 agreed by the management. It is assumed that the operational cost for

both alternatives is $ 59.4 per machine-hour. Since the impact of equal operational cost
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will be the same for both alternatives, this cost is dropped from the analysis.

Part tvoes and urocess seauences under Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill alternative.
Order
Part #
61-2375
61-2332
61-2313
61-2343
61-2328
39-1107
61-2339
61-2440
61-2336
61-2451

unitIweekI
118
118
118

118
236
236
118
118
118
118

WIP
inventory cost
$/unit-week1
37.27
34.48
30.56
27.30
27.30
27.28
25.59
23.59
23.20
20.76

Fadal CNC
2d Process

Mon Seiki CNC
Setup/part#
[min.I
45.5
60
120
120
120
120
180
180
180
180

Setup/part#

i Process
(miniunitl
4.5-4.57
4.0-4.12
4.5-4.74
4.0-4.2
4.25-4.45
4.5-4.74
5.0-5.18
5.0-5.3
6.0-6.18
6.0-6.3

[min.1

90
120
120
120
120
-

[min./unitl
8.0-8.3
15.0-15.3
20.0-20.6

33-3.65
4.0-4.2
-

Table 3: Part types and process sequences under LeBlond Makino system alternative.

-.
Order
Part *
61-2375
61-2332
61-2313
61-2343
61-2328

Eunit/weeki
118
118
118
118
236

39-1 107

236

61-2339
61-2440
61-2336
61-2451

118
118
118
118

WIP
inventory cost
E$Iunit-weekl

37.27
34.48

3036
27.30
27.30
27.28

2559
23.59
23.20
20.76

LeBlond Makino System
i Process
2M1 Process
minfunit]
[miniunitl
2.0-2.3
0.7-0.85
2.0-2.2
0.4-0.5
2.2-2.5
0.9-0.98
1.4-1.45
1.0-1.4
1.6-1.65
1.6-1.75
1.6-1.75
1.6-1.75

2.0-2.5
2.0-2.25
2.0-2.25
-

-

Machine shoD cost comnanson
Cost
Acquisition Cost($)
Future Expansion Cost ($)

Mon Seiki CNC

LeBlond Makino System

343,000
810,500

819,000
464,100

To accommodate future expansion where the demand to continue to increase,
Alternative 1 will require one Mon Seiki SH-50 CNC horizontal mill integrated with
linear pallet shuttle compatible with the current system at a cost of approximately $

810,500. Future expansion of the LeBlond Makino will cost $464,100 for the additional
CNC mill and segments of the linear pallet shuttle. These costs are also summarized in
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Table 4.

Since it is not possible for the workers to change and setup the part types and

tooling while the machine is in use, the machines in Alternative 1 need to be shutdown
temporarily until the required setups and part/tools changeovers are completed. These
shutdowns reduce the available production time and increase the unfinished job orders

and WIP inventory cost. In addition, the machines in Alternative 1 are shutdown when the
machine operators are taking coffee and lunch breaks. Workers typically take two 15minute-coffee breaks and one 45-minute lunch break per shift. The facility is operational
16 hours per day (2 shifts per day), 5 days per week, and 50 weeks per year. Table 5

summarizes the shutdowns and the setup times for the alternatives.

Table 5: Shutdowns and setun times of the alternatives.
Mon Seiki
Machine shutdowns

- during coffee and meal breaks
(2.5 hours/day)
- for setups and part/tools
changeovers
- during scheduled maintenance

LeBlond Makino System
- no breaks, the machine can run on
unattended mode
- setups and part/tools changeovers do
not require shutdowns
- during scheduled maintenance

Total setup time
(hours/machine):
- Mon Seiki CNC mill
- Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBlond Makino A55

10.4
9.5

-

--

-0.0

10.4

0.0

Average setup time
(hours/machine shop):

The LeBlond Makino system is a flexible manufacturing center where parts can be
changed in less than one second without human involvement while the machine is
running. The integrated LeBlond Makino machine, pallet shuttle, and work holdings
allow setups and partltools changing to be performed continuously without shutting down
the machine. The proposed system has a capacity of 12 work holdings. The pallet shuttle
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transports the work holding from the loading area into the mill within seconds.

While the LeBlond Makino machine is running in an unattended mode, machine
operators can unload finished part types from the work holding and/or load part types into
the work holding. The work holdings are then transported to a staging area next to the

mill. When the first work holding is finished, the second work holding is rotated into the
mill while the first work holding is transported to the unloading area. Unattended mode
can be activated when all the jobs and their work holdings are ready in the queue (staging
area). The unattended mode also allows the machine to run on the third shift and during
weekends. Unlike the machines in Alternative 1, the LeBlond Makino system does not
need to be shutdown during coffee and lunch breaks.

If Mon Seiki were purchased, the in-house maintenance staff is knowledgeable
and skilled in maintaining, repairing, replacing, and assembling the mill. However, if the
LeBlond Makino system were purchased, the company must rely on the vendor,
particularly in the initial startup period, to assist in setup and operational problems and in
training company staff. Even though the vendor is established and has a good reputation

in responding in a timely manner, some delays (that is, I to 3 days) would be inevitable,
as for example, waiting for vendor staff after a problem is reported and, then, performing
the services.

The operational structure for the LeBlond Makino system facilitates greater
worker involvement to improve producibility and reduce inventory cost. The LeBlond
Makino system requires the machine operators or CNC programmers to input the required

specifications requirements, and production priorities. Once the input process is
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completed, the machine will create job schedules for all part types and process them
according to the released schedules.

Unlike the LeBlond Makino system, the operational structure of Mon Seiki
machine facilitates worker involvement in design and production phases only to improve
producibility of the parts (products). For example, the machine operators or CNC
programmers contribute their knowledge in designing the product to better improve its
producibility.
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IP/ease record the rime now:

Alternative Evaluation
You are required to compare the two alternatives described above, to select
(justify) the alternative, and to provide a score for each alternative reflecting your
preference for that alternative. Please notice that each score can have a minimum value of
0 and a maximum value of 1(5, an alternative with higher score means that particular
alternative is more preferred. Please show your work/reasoning for arriving at the
decision.

Thank you for taking the time to provide your thoughts and ideas. Your contribution in.
providing the scores is greatly appreciated.
lease record your completion time here: -.
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EVALUATING MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
II: COMPARISON WITH DECISION AID

System flexibility

EVALUATION
Total Cost

Future Expansion

- Decision Makers
Manufacturing Alternatives
Selection Methodology

Vendor Support

PROCESS
Engineering Development

Conducted by the Department of
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
(541) 758-9308
This study (1) identifies factors used in the evaluation of advanced manufacturing
processes and (2) develops processes to aid decision makers in the evaluation process. As
part of this study, we have developed a decision aid we would like you to use in
evaluating two manufacturing alternatives. Your input will provide us with valuable
insight in improving the evaluation process.

First, please complete Case I - Without Decision Aid, followed by Case II - With
Decision Aid. Your comments about the usefulness of the decision aid in structuring your
thought process would be appreciated. Any suggestions in improving the effectiveness of
the comparison process are also appreciated.
Thank you for your time and for sharing your thoughts and ideas.
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IPlease record your starting time here:

CASE STUDY

A company producing medical furniture has been experiencing growth in their

business that is projected to continue in the foreseeable future. The management
recognizes that this growth would affect its machining operations. Currently, the machine

shop houses one Fadal 6030 CNC vertical mill and one Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill to
process furniture parts. Operational measures, summarized in Table 1, indicate a need for
expansion.

Table 1: Operational measures in current machine shop.
Machine

Avg. WIP

Avg. Time in WIP

[units]

[hours]
3.3
12.0

Machine
Utilization [%)
93.8

16
Fadal CNC mill
Mori Seiki CNC mill
256
Unfinished job orders in the machine shops = 80.2 %
Total VIP inventory cost = $ 29,309/year (WIP: work-in-process).

100

The company is considering two alternatives for expansion, shown in Figure 1.

Alternative 1 requires the addition of one more independent Mon Seiki SV-50 CNC mill
to the current equipment base. Alternative 2 replaces the current system with a LeBlond
Makino A55 Delta system. This integrated system is a two-axis CNC horizontal mill

integrated with a linear pallet shuttle. All parts processed by the current Mon Seiki and
Fadal CNC mills can be processed by the LeBlond Makino system. The current Mon
Seiki and Fadal CNC mills, then, will be used only for repair jobs in the machine shop.
Tables 2 and 3 list all the part types that are produced in both alternatives along
with the weekly demand, setup and processing times and sequences, and weekly WIP
inventory cost.
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a. Alternative 1: Moti Seiki 5V-50 CNC mill.

Mofl Se4ci SV-50
CNC (new)

Mon Saiki SV5O

r

Fadal 6030 CNC

S

Worlcbend

b. Alternative 2: LeBlond Makino A55 with pallet shuttle.
t.inw Pallet Shuttle

,u -......

I

F213

9

10

4

56

11

area
I

Makalo System

IMon SaW SV-50
LeBlond

r

5

Fadal 6030 CNC

Walk bench

Figure 1: Expansion alternatives.

Cost Data
The initial acquisition cost and annual WIP inventory cost for each alternative are
summarized in Table 4. Adding an additional Mon Seiki CNC mill will cost $ 343,000
and result in an annual WIP inventory cost of $26,033. In comparison, adding the
LeBlond Makino system will cost $ 819,000 and result in an annual WIP inventory cost
of $ 6,669. It is assumed that the operational cost for both alternatives is $ 59.4 per
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machine-hour. Since the impact of equal operational cost will be the same for both
alternatives, this cost is dropped from the analysis.

Table 2: Part types and process sequences under Mon Seiki SV-SO CNC mill alternative.
Part #
61-2375
61-2332
61-2313
61-2343
61-2328
39-1 107

61-2339
61-2440
61-2336
61-2451

Order
[unit/week]
118
118
118
118
236
236
118
118
118
118

''

inventory cost
[$Iunit-week]
37.27
34.48
30.56
27.30
27.30
27.28
25.59
23.59
23.20
20.76

Fadal CNC

Mon Seiki CNC
Setup/part#
[mm.]

45.5
60
120
120
120
120
180
180
180
180

Setup/part#
[mm.]
90
120
120
120
120

Process
[minfunit]
4.5-4.57
4.0-4.12
4.5-4.74
4.0-4.2
4.25-4.45
4.5-4.74
5.0-5.18
5.0-5.3
6.0-6.18
6.0-6.3

-

2 Process
[min./unit)
8.0-8.3
15.0-15.3
20.0-20.6
3.5-3.65
4.0-4.2
-

-

-

-

-

Table 3: Part types and process sequences under LeBlond Makino system alternative.
Part #
61-2375
61-2332
61-2313
61-2343
61-2328

Order
[unit/week]
118
118
118
118

39-1 107

236
236

61-2339
61-2440
61-2336
61-2451

118
118
118
118

WIP
inventory cost
($/unit-weekl
37.27
34.48
30.56
27.30
27.30
27.28
25.59
23.59
23.20
20.76

LeBlond Makino System
l' Process
2 Process
[miniunit]
[minJunit]
0.7-0.85
0.4-0.5
2.2-2.5
0.9-0.98
1.4-1.45
1.0-1.4
1.6-1.65
1.6-1.75
1.6-1.75
1.6-1.75

2.0-2.3
2.0-2.2
2.0-2.5
2.0-2.25
2.0-2.25
-

Table 4: Machine shop cost comparison.
Cost
Acquisition Cost($)
WIP inventory cost (8/year)
Total Present Cost (i =15%; n =5 year)

Mon Seiki CNC
343,000
26,033
350,766

LeBlond Makino System
819,000
6,669
820,989

Finally, the total present cost in Table 4 represents the total of the initial
acquisition cost and the present cost of the annual WI? inventory cost over the next fiveyear period. This total present cost must be within the allowable range of $ 175,000 - $
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950,000 agreed by the management.

Future Expansion Cost
To accommodate future expansion where the demand to continue to increase,
Alternative 1 will require one Mon Seiki SH-50 CNC horizontal mill integrated with
linear pallet shuttle compatible with the current system at a cost of approximately $

810,500. Future expansion of the LeBlond Makino will cost $ 464,100 for the additional
CNC mill and segments of the linear pallet shuttle.

System flexibility
System flexibility refers to the ability of the machines to process different
operations without requiring long setups, part/tools changeovers, and shutdowns between

operations. The short setups, changeovers, and shutdowns will substantially increase the
available production time resulting in higher percentage of finished orders (or higher
system flexibility). On the other hand, the long setups, changeovers, and shutdowns will

substantially decrease the available production time resulting in lower percentage of
finished orders (or lower system flexibility). Thus, the percentage of finished orders from
a machine shop will be used to measure system flexibility in this research.

Since it is not possible for the workers to change and setup the part types and
tooling while the machine is in use, the machines in Alternative 1 need to be shutdown
temporarily until the required setups and part/tools changeovers are completed. These
shutdowns reduce the available production time and increase the unfinished job orders

and WIP inventory cost. In addition, the machines in Alternative I are shutdown when the
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machine operators are taking coffee and lunch breaks. Workers typically take two 15-

minute-coffee breaks and one 45-minute lunch break per shift. The facility is operational
16 hours per day (2 shifts per day), 5 days per week, and 50 weeks per year.

Table 5 shows the average setup time, available production time, percentage of
the unfinished job orders, machine utilization, average work-in-process (WIP) size,
average time spent as WIP, and WIP inventory cost.

The LeBlond Makino system is a flexible manufacturing center where parts can be
changed in less than one second without human involvement while the machine is
running. The integrated LeBlond Makino machine, pallet shuttle, and work holdings
allow setups and part/tools changing to be performed continuously without shutting down
the machine. The proposed system has a capacity of 12 work holdings. The pallet shuttle
transports the work holding from the loading area into the mill within seconds.
While the LeBlond Makino machine is running in an unattended mode, machine
operators can unload finished part types from the work holding and/or load part types into

the work holding. The work holdings are then transported to a staging area next to the
mill. When the first work holding is finished, the second work holding is rotated into the
mill while the first work holding is transported to the unloading area. Unattended mode
can be activated when all the jobs and their work holdings are ready in the queue (staging
area).

The unattended mode also allows the machine to run on the third shift and during
weekends. Unlike the machines in Alternative 1, the LeBlond Makino system does not

need to be shutdown during coffee and lunch breaks. Table 5 shows that adding the
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LeBlond Makino system to the current machine shop substantially increase the available

machine shop production time from 3.1 hours/day to 16 hours/day resulting in a
significant increase in finished job orders from 32.2% to 100%.

on.
Mon Seiki
Shutdowns

- during coffee and meal breaks
(2.5 hours/day)
- for setup and part/tools
changeovers
- during scheduled maintenance

LeBlond Makino System
- no breaks, the machine can run on
unattended mode
- setup and part/tools changeovers do
not require shutdowns
- during scheduled maintenance

Total setup time
(hours/machine]:
- Mori Seiki CNC miii
- Fadal 6030 CNC miii
- LeBlond Makino A55

10.4
9.5

-

-

0.0

10.4

0.0

3.1

16

Average setup time
[hours/machine shop]:

Available production time
(hours/machine shop]:

Finished job orders [%]:

-MoriSeikiCNCmill&
Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBlond Makino A55

Machine utilization [%]:
- Mon Seiki CNC mill
- Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBlond Makino A55
Avg. WIP [units]:

-MoriSeikiCNC mill
- Fadal 6030 CNC mill

-LeBlondMakinoA55
Avg. time in WIP [hours]:
- Mon Seiki CNC mill
- Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBiond Makino A55
WIP inventory cost
[S/year]:
- Mon Seiki CNC mill &
Fadal 6030 CNC mill
- LeBiond Makino ASS

32.2

-

100
99.5

-

219
37

-

10.4

7.0

-

100

-

68.2
---

113

-

-

--

4.2

26,033
--

6,669

-

Vendor Support
Responsiveness of the vendor to perform diagnostic, repair, replacement, and
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assembly of the independent mills is not a critical factor in Alternative 1 because the inhouse maintenance staff is knowledgeable and skilled in maintaining the equipment. If
the LeBlond Makino system were purchased, the company must rely on the vendor,

particularly in the initial startup period, to assist in setup and operational problems and in
training company staff. Even though the vendor is established and has a good reputation
in responding in a timely manner, some delays (that is, 1 to 3 days) would be inevitable,

as for example, waiting for vendor staff after a problem is reported and, then, performing
the services.

Engineering Development
The operational structure for the LeBlond Makino system facilitates greater
worker involvement to improve producibility and reduce inventory cost. The LeBlond
Makino system requires the machine operators or CNC programmers to input the required
specifications, requirements, and production priorities. Once the input process is
completed, the machine will create job schedules for all part types and process them
according to the released schedules.

On the other hand, the operational structure of Mon Seiki machine facilitates
worker involvement in design and production phases only to improve producibility of the
parts (products). For example, the machine operators or CNC programmers contribute
their knowledge in designing the product to better improve its producibility.
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IPlease record the time now:

Alternative Evaluation
You are required to compare the two alternatives described above by: establishing
a relative priority of comparison factors and providing a score for each alternative on
these factors. An alternative with higher score means that particular alternative is more
preferred. Please show your work/reasoning for arriving at the decision.
The factors used to compare the two alternatives are defined as follows:

Total Cost: refers to the total present cost of the initial acquisition cost of the
equipment/system and WIP inventory cost accumulated over the five-year period.
Future Expansion: level of preference to expand the new equipment/systems in the
future. This level of preference will be determined by the cost of expansion.
System flexibility: ability of machine to process different part types without
requiring long setups, part/tools changeovers, and shutdowns between operations.
Percentage offinished orders of a machine shop will be used to measure system
flexibility.

Vendor Support: how promptly does the vendor respond to company's request for
support.

Engineering Development: company's effort to encourage greater employee's
involvement from design phase to production phase by focusing on quality, safety,
producibility, and cost reduction in operating the new machine.
As a first step, please distribute 100 points among the five factors to establish the
relative importance of factors, more points assigned to one particular factor means that
particular factor is proportionally more important in the decision process.
Establishing relative importance of factors.
Factors
1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility

4. Vendor Support
5. Engineering Development
Total

Points
points
points
points
points
points
100 points
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For the second part of the analysis, please score each factor for the two alternatives by
selecting a value on a 0-10 scale. Please use the estimated descriptive/response scales that
are provided below. The score of ten represents the maximum or mostpreferred value for
a factor, while the score of zero represents the minimum or least preferred value. You
may provide intermediate values to best represent your response.

Descriptive/response scales (maximum = 10; minimum = 0).
Total Cost

Future
Excansion

-- $
-

--$

$ 473.Ott

S 175,tXX)

0

__inoaUun

Factors
1. Total Cost
2. Future Expansion
3. System Flexibility
(finished job orders)

4. Vendor Support
S. Engineering
Development

()

Enguaeenng
Develooment

Vendor

System
Fjexibility

-

to tos%

to

.

,anm

_tmsthan2day
3.day
waimgpono,i

o(fmjsbed
jubords

empbyee mvoI,mnenm:

to _-/dign.scUrngjobpnornma
andpdumeapinils

mllpiOyo&lnWolfltma&

kuaneoCianabot

3_5.day

mo,ethan
$753 (0)

0

most than

(0

- I w,ek

Mon Seiki
Valueldescriptive level
$ 350,766
$ 810,500

Score

32.2%
in-house skill, always
available, no waiting period.
design and production phases

s,onmptoystmvoIomoAt

LeBlond Makino System
Score
Value/descriptive level
$ 820,989
$ 464,100
100%

must rely on vendor, waiting
varies from ito 3 days.
design, job priority, and
production phases

P1ease record your completion time here: -.

Thank you for taking the time to provide your thoughts and ideas. Your contribution in
providing the scores is greatly appreciated.
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Appendix 8. Sample of Simulation Module Printouts

Appendix 8.1. Static-order Arrivals without Material Handling Device
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Appendix 8.2. Static-order Arrivals with Material Handling Device(s)
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Appendix 8.3. Dynamic-order Arrivals without Material Handling Device
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Appendix 8.4. Dynamic-order Arrivals with Material Handling Device(s)
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Appendix 9. Sample of Economic Module Printouts

Appendix 9.1. Economic Analysis Printouts
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Appendix 9.2. Economic Risk Analysis Printouts
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Appendix 10. Sample of Factor Selection Printout
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Appendix 11. Sample of Factor Importance Printouts

Appendix 11.1. Weight Assessment Using Partial Comparison Method
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Appendix 11.2. Weight Assessment Using Saaty's Approximation
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Appendix 11.3. Weight Assessment Using Rating Method
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Appendix 12. Sample of Alternative Selection Printout
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Appendix 13. Sample of Factor Scoring Printouts
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Appendix 14.3. Utility - Cost Analysis
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